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Share your experience or tell your story 

You may be tempted to disregard this submission because I am from Victoria, but hear me out 

because it might save your people from distress, and save your government a lot of money and a lot in 

litigation payouts.  

 

Background 

I can speak with authority about forest fire management on public and private land. I am a forester by 

training, a career professional in natural resources management on public land, including forestry, 

bushfire, fisheries and wildlife, coastal and recreation/ tourism. I was senior bushfire protection 

planner overseeing Victoria’s 7M ha of public land for several years, and am currently a professional 

bushfire management consultant, specialising in forest bushfire management in severe weather.  

 

I documented one Queensland bushfire and then several NSW fires beginning in September, and 

finally finishing up in Victoria. Please Follow this LINK.  I was looking for evidence of bushfire 

behaviour and suppression strategies and responses and effectiveness. I am not easily shocked by 

bushfire experiences, but last season did the trick. Our bushfire protection protocols have taken us 

backwards in time to an Age of Darkness. I am unclear who is leading this charge away from forest 

bushfire best practice.  

• I was shocked when I saw accumulating evidence that the fire authorities were jointly letting 

these fires run in mild weather in droughted forests in Spring instead of containing them at the 

smallest size. Letting them run in a droughted forest in spring with severe weather expected 

every few days, is a best-practice forest fire suppression NO-NO.  

• I was doubly shocked when I realised this policy must also have the support of or is being 

implemented by the respective forest land manager, eg, National Parks or State Forests. 

Shock turned to rage when these fires escaped into properties and settlements. NO NO NO. 

This cannot be happening. This is 2019.  

• Worse than that, I was sickened every time a section of fire edge escaped between September 

and December, because the response of the threatened people was the same. These people 

were not prepared. They had no idea what to do. They were fearful and panicked. They were 

trusting victims of a preventable tragedy. All these omissions theoretically trace back to the 

fire agencies who manage bushfires on private property. The calm glib daily commentary 

provided by RFS Chief Shane, the person ultimately responsible for their unpreparedness, 

rarely mentioned the public land fire responders. Was he aware of the new era, or was he 

unaware?  

 

Let bushfires run in the forests 

Letting bushfires run in wilderness has long been a preferred strategy of National Park (NP) purists 

who believe interventions by non-native people taints nature, perhaps because they have seen it 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/spring-summer-bushfires-2019-2020-documenting-the-trail-of-destruction/


practiced in some vast iconic parks in USA and Canada. It is an unacceptably high risk strategy to let 

fires run in any dry forest because if the rains do not come, the fire grows enormously, endangering 

flora and fauna and their habitat, pouring unacceptable smoke into the atmosphere, and putting the 

survival of adjacent settlements at the whim of the wind, = pot luck.   

 

It is definitely not a responsible strategy in the forests of Australia for a few reasons – our flammable 

eucalypt vegetation, the parks are relatively small and scattered, and all parks are surrounded by or 

surround private properties. Because (1) stopping a large forest fire in severe weather is impossible, 

and (2) fires run seamlessly from NP forests into private property, it is irresponsible if bushfire-

blocking infrastructure is not provided at NP boundaries. It is even more irresponsible if adjacent 

properties are not told of this new let-them-run policy. They need to know how to prepare for self-

defence against NP / fire authority misjudgements, as occurred last fire season.  

  

I rationalise that if NSW government agencies are now letting fires run in their forests, the very least 

they can do is to warn the neighbours they are at risk of inferno escapes. The most responsible thing 

they can do is to bushfire-protect their settlements and towns and prepare the people for self-defence. 

They did neither. Have they heartlessly ambushed their own people? And then I saw the same thing 

happen in Victoria. Do we now have government agencies heartlessly ambushing their own people? I 

am still in shock. They must be held accountable. They must change their behaviour to benefit people 

and our unique ecology. They must never repeat this destructive brain fade again. The IGEM Inquiry 

in Victoria is too low down the food chain to do these things. I hope your Inquiry will.    

 

This submission will argue the case for a new approach to bushfire threat management that will 

protect people and their assets from public land bushfire management of any variety. 

1 Explain how recent changes to public land forest management have exacerbated the bushfire 

problem.  

2 Explain that these changes have not been transparent, meaning the public is unaware of the 

extra threat people are now living under.  

3 Explain that threat became a reality last fire season.  

4 Demonstrate that the extra threat cannot be managed by the current narrow statewide bushfire 

policy which has been developed by fire agency chiefs with insular aims that rely on fire agency 

suppression response.  

5 Establish a holistic bushfire management policy that prevents bushfire emergencies  

 

Let’s begin:  

 

1 Recent changes to bushfire management on public land have exacerbated the bushfire 

problem   

 

I am an observer of the changes in public land management policy. I make no judgement because the 

changes have been due to political changes by democratic vote. My career spanned the recent change 

from “public land as a renewable productive resource” model, which provides goods and services to 

the public and returns revenue to government, to “public land as a spiritual resource” model, which 

values Mother Nature’s processes above all else and excludes human intervention and is fully 

dependent on government revenue.   

 

1.1 Bushfire management has recently changed on public land  

When foresters husbanded public land, the forests had a commercial value due to renewable forestry, 

and quite logically, they aimed to keep bushfires small to minimise damage to forest assets and 

neighbouring properties. Foresters applied the “managed” Mother Nature philosophy where her 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/SELF-DEFENCE-AGAINST-BUSHFIRE-A-SYSTEMATIC-APPROACH.pdf


processes were learnt and applied to deliver products and services to the taxpayer within biodiversity 

safeguards.   

Government has progressively removed forestry from public land and increased National Parks area 

and installed public land managers who value Mother Nature’s processes as their ultimate goal. The 

previously managed forests are still on public land, but are now managed for their ecological-spiritual 

values, where quite logically, human interventions are not welcome. They apply the “doctrinaire” 

Mother Nature philosophy where her processes run with rigid form of purity, ie, without human 

contamination.  

 

Bushfires are regarded as a Mother Nature process 

I witnessed the introduction of bushfire management policies of the doctrinaire Mother Nature 

philosophy as statewide fire planner in the ‘80’s and ‘90’s when the area of National Parks began 

expansion in Victoria, replacing general forestry as a land use on public land. NP managers objected 

to the use control burning and bulldozers in National Parks, the core tools that foresters used to keep 

bushfires small. They regarded bushfires as a Mother Nature process and requested they be allowed to 

run in wilderness areas. Wind the clock forward to now. Virtually all public lands are managed under 

the “doctrinaire” Mother Nature philosophy, so public land policy quite logically lets bushfires run 

wherever.  

In one sense, it may not be as foolhardy as it sounds. When weather is mild, the fires expand slowly 

towards roads and watercourses, where they stop. When weather is severe, the fires cannot be 

stopped. In another sense, it is high risk to let them run. The correct balance for the bushfire manager 

is knowing how and where to stop their spread. If this balance upsets, like last fire season, the fires 

escape, are uncontrollable and threaten neighbours.     

A bushfire burning on public forests now is a purified form of control burning whereby Nature (= 

lightning strike) ignites the fire, so the managers can let it run. However, they do apply a bit of 

impurity when they back burn them to tracks and creeks. A variation of this concept was applied 

during the bushfires. There are reports from East Gippsland that N P managers told fire controllers to 

stop building control lines and doing backburning, meaning let the fire run naturally. Under this 

husbanding, it expanded freely. Everybody in Mother Nature’s office was thrilled, but then one day a 

NW wind forecast came in and the NP’s presented a combined fire front of 50km, poised to run 

through the properties of East Gippsland. Did this also happen in NSW, or are they covering up or is it 

in the “don’t ask me-won’t tell you” category? If so, please make it public.  

 

Bushfires are now a risk reduction tool 

The application of “control burning by bushfire” may now have support from the few remnant pro-

control burning supporters within public land departments. The intense scrutiny that occurs after a 

control burn escapes has taken its toll. Firstly, the regulations to conduct a control burn are now 

impossibly loaded with bureaucratic and public health safeguards, and secondly, woe betide the crew 

leader if it escapes and burns down a house.  

A bushfire has none of these overtones. If a backburn in a bushfire escapes and burns a house, the 

consequences are buried within the bushfire story. Look at the obliteration of 116 Wye River houses 

by an escaped backburn in moderating weather on Christmas Day 2015. A very stoppable 1 ha 

lightning fire on National Park was so mismanaged by Victoria’s emergency services for a whole 

week before the escape, and afterwards, the fire ran for another month, costing an arm and a leg, and 

converting 2,000+ ha into a single age habitat. An urgent IGEM (= Inspector General Emergency 

Management) Review was declared a whitewash by the Firefighters Union, but IGEM constrained by 

a very narrow jurisdiction, found no fault at government level within that jurisdiction, a finding that 

was misleadingly proclaimed by Ministers as exoneration of government for all the fire’s investigated 

flaws and sins. The responsible parties are yet to be held to account. The same government has now 

appointed the same narrow jurisdiction IGEM to inquire into Victoria’s bushfire tragedy. Might we 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/An-Analysis-of-the-Jamieson-Track-bushfire-and-its-escapes-V-2.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/An-Analysis-of-the-Jamieson-Track-bushfire-and-its-escapes-V-2.pdf


expect Ministers to similarly celebrate exoneration, when burn-out people and businesses want 

accountability?   

Bushfires are now counted alongside control burns as a protection tool on Victoria public land. This 

innovative but alarming concept is wrapped up into a residual risk algorithm, now used by Treasury as 

a performance indicator of public land bushfire status. It means the larger the total area burnt, the 

lower the state’s bushfire risk for the next few years. The public land department (DELWP) and 

Treasury will no doubt be thrilled at last summer’s 1.4+M ha area burn tally. A flow-on benefit for 

DELWP managers is that a higher bushfire area means less need for control burning on public land. 

But there is one big problem with the residual risk measure, but let’s not let science stand in the way 

of a good risk measure. The risk reduction of last year’s eastern Victorian fires transfers to the whole 

State, meaning, say the Grampians in the west is now lower risk. Isn’t voodoo science just so flexible?   

Let’s hope this is not the case in NSW?  

 

Bushfires have unlimited funding from government 

In Victoria, when a bushfire is declared, the suppression and rehabilitation effort is funded directly 

from Treasury. Thus, the tight budgets of Nat Parks and DELWP are relieved as wages and resources 

are paid from elsewhere. The departments determine how long the bushfire runs and what rehab 

works are needed on their land, all paid for by the bottomless pockets of Treasury. Is this also the case 

in NSW?  

Stupid Victorian Treasury? Their bottomless-purse-approach worked well when forestry managers ran 

bushfires on public land, where the overtly strong goal was to minimise bushfire incidence and area 

burnt. Now that public land managers have the opposite goal, Treasury needs to be informed its loose 

strings are bleeding public money, badly. Has it been conned, or is it a party to the ruse?  

Because Treasury money is our money, we the public have been conned.  

Or is Treasury is a slow learner, like the rest of us when up against the all-too-clever. I suspect this 

public land policy has been operating in Victoria since the 2003, our first mega fire. It was followed 

by another mega fire in 2006/07. During that fire, I was advising Parliamentarians daily, individually, 

including the Treasurer, that the public land people were letting the fires run. Deaf ears. Maybe I was 

wrong, I then thought, surely they would not do that. I now think I was right.  

 

Public land bushfire management is now politicised, and a potential powder keg for neighbours 

Management of bushfires on public land in Victoria and I suspect also in NSW, is now politicised.  

It is now like Dracula in charge of the blood bank.  

The current public land managers abhor control burning as anathema to Mother Nature.   

Very cleverly, and with the backing of IGEM and accepted by Treasury, they have changed the 

VBRC instruction of 5% annual control burning to a residual risk measure that counts bushfires as a 

protection tool like control burning. This means the larger the bushfire area, the less need for control 

burning. So, they let bushfires run and grow large on public land.  

All their ducks are now lined up in a row. The anti-control-burners now control how long the 

bushfires burn. The longer the bushfire lasts, the more money they get from Treasury, and the less 

control burns they have to do. Nirvana has arrived for them.   

Meanwhile, they are now wiping out entire areas of their Parks with fire. This is an ecological 

management NO NO – mass fauna deaths, single age habitats. Biodiversity is recklessly compromised 

by their new tool – the bushfire, by definition an unmanaged fire. But I fear ecological biodiversity is 

no longer a serious goal.  

Sadly, public land managers have forgotten the inconvenient fact that bushfires do not stop at the 

neighbour’s boundaries. Sadly, public land forests are now a potential source of terror and destruction. 

Whilst 690 houses lost in eastern Victoria is devastating to the owners, it is embarrassing collateral 

damage to the M N ideologues. For the sake of the people, I urge NSW not to follow this policy path, 

although, last spring / summer tells me I am too late. The law suits and government payouts are poor 

recompense for shattered lives.  



This Mother Nature philosophy is now entrenched in Victoria due to Labour’s on-going preference 

deals with the Greens. All done democratically, I hasten to add. You would do well to make public the 

extent of these goings-on in NSW. Don’t let this happen in NSW if it has not happened already.   

 

1.2 Bushfire management has not changed on private land  

Our rural fire agencies have long had a policy that they do not stop forest fires until they run out into 

the paddocks and towns. This is understandable for volunteer organisations whose core role is to take 

time out from work, suppress the fire on the local property and then return to work. Forest fires are a 

longer-term exercise.  

Our fire agencies have one strategy to deal with bushfire. Their Plan A is active suppression. The 

capability of their Plan A strategy against the bushfire in severe weather peaks at windy FDI 30. 

Through no fault of their own, above these levels the fire perimeter grows faster than they can contain 

it and the embers start flying, and so it escapes. Above these levels, the bushfire runs freely with the 

wind into towns and settlements that have not been pre-prepared. Pre-preparing towns and people and 

infrastructure is a Plan B strategy. Fire agency policy does not yet allow Plan B. See below.     

 

 

2 These changes have not been transparent, meaning the public is unaware of the extra 

threat they are now living under.  

 

The response of the people when these infernos hit their towns was the same. They were not prepared. 

They were in shock. They had no idea what to do. They were fearful and panicked. This proves to me 

these escaping infernos were an horrific surprise. All these omissions trace back to the fire authorities, 

but we have to ask the question. Were the fire agencies aware of these new policy changes on public 

land?   

If so, they should have advised the public.  

If so they should have recognised their suppression capability and prepared the public with a plan B 

strategy.  

If not, they were also taken by surprise, indicating lack of communication at government level.  

 

Through no fault of their own, the fire agency focus on suppression-only policy exacerbated the 

damage that these escape fires caused on severe weather days last Spring / Summer.    

Let me explain.  

• Severe weather causes uncontained forest fires to escape as inferno fires.  

• Severe weather inferno fires are beyond fire agency capability.  

• Fire agencies have neither forewarned private properties to expect this heightened threat nor 

empowered them to deal with this new threat.  

• This fact that the freely running public land fires would escape on severe weather days was 

foreseeable to the fire agencies, but evidently, they (1) are not capable of influencing bushfire 

policy on public land and (2) deployed their Plan A strategy as normal, preferring to applaud 

the bravery of their troops rather than warn the public of its limited capability.  

The scene is now set, and we can see why one disaster followed another over four months without 

decent rain.   

 

 

3 Bushfire threat became a reality last fire season.  

 

The predictable happens to a mild forest fire when Mother Nature throws in a drought and the odd 

severe weather day. Fire authorities know this.  

Starting in September in northern NSW  



The sequencing of the destruction of the green areas on the NSW map could not have been better 

planned by a terrorist.  

From north to south, like a well-rehearsed marching troop, new bushfire after new bushfire followed 

the sun’s path along the coast and Dividing Range.  

And the fire authorities watched on as their public land bushfire policy played out.   

The authorities were in unison.  

This was their year. This was their time.  

Or so it seemed.   

All is well and good for live fires in public forests when the weather is mild.  

The mild weather fires grew larger and larger.  

Nirvana fires on Mother Nature’s public land  

But Mother Nature’s severe weather arrived.  

Nirvana fire on Mother Nature’s public land became Hades fire on private property, where people, ie, 

other children of Mother Nature, live and work.    

The fires escaped from public land as infernos.  

As if unexpected, severe weather forecasts arrived on their desks.  

They created foreboding and panic within the fire agency - these fires might escape from public land. 

We will not stop them. It is too dangerous for the fire fighters. Evacuate the people. 

These fires might cause havoc in the towns and settlements.  

They did.  

Afterwards, the mild weather returned.  

They let the fires keep running in the forests, poised to create more havoc during the next bout of 

severe weather.  

The authorities allowed this pattern to continue for three long months.  

It caused deaths, house loss, economic destruction, heath problems, mass fear and panic and 

dislocation of peoples lives.  

This was no act of Mother Nature.   

The government was grossly negligent to its taxpaying constituents.  

It was massive policy failure on a grand scale  

 

HOW? 

The root cause was letting the forest fires on public land grow too large for the limited-capability 

resources of the fire agency to stop them on private property.  

The toll of deaths, damage and disruption of last year’s bushfires was directly caused by incorrect mix 

of government policies and priorities 

 

WHY? 

Maybe your inquiry can ascertain why the fire authorities unleashed infernos onto the public last fire 

season, as never before.  

  

Can a change in systemic government policy influence the bushfire damage toll, either up or 

down?  

YES  

Refer to my paper   

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-

of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf 

Refer to J Stretton’s Royal Commission Report of 1939. (Attached)   

 

Moreover, your Inquiry should contemplate these reforms: 

• The toll of deaths, damage and disruption of last year’s bushfires can be reversed by correct 

mix of government policies and priorities 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf


• The innocent public must be informed transparently about the bushfire consequences of the 

current management model on public land  

• The government must protect settlements and towns from escaped public forest fires because 

the fire agencies cannot stop infernos 

• The government must remind the “doctrinaire” Mother Nature implementers about duty of 

care to neighbours, including distant neighbours who endure and inhale their Mother Nature 

smoke for weeks on end.  

• The government must strengthen its insurance policy to gear up for negligence payouts.   

 

 

4 The extra threat from the new public land bushfire management model cannot be 

managed by the current statewide bushfire policy which relies on suppression response.  

Governments past and present allowed fire agencies to develop current bushfire policies  

They are unsuitable for (1) heightened public land forest bushfire threat and (2) what the people 

want   

 

4.1 Self-interest goals  Fire agency corporate level self-interest should be factored in to 

Inquiry deliberations, as distinct from genuine unselfish local community concern at volunteer level. 

The big mistake made by Parliamentarians in Vic and NSW is to regard the fire agencies (clearly 

experts in bushfire suppression) as the experts in government bushfire policy. Premier Gladys said as 

much – we will give them whatever they want. But what they want is not what the people want. 

Corporate czars want to be the best fire protection service in the world. They probably almost are, so 

they ask for what they want. Mega budgets with no strings, no pesky supervisors and super star status 

on National media, hour after depressing hour.  Super star RFS Shane and assistant Rogers told us 

about the bushfires and the growing tolls as if they were detached commentators at the race track, yet 

their roles and policies determine if the NSW bushfire season will be a tragedy or a success. The 

bushfires were their horses - now they are hitting Forster with embers and now they are heading north 

east, etc, etc. Their commentary was peppered with glimpses into their two strategies for protecting 

NSW from bushfires in public forests. Fire fighters aim to stop the fire when it leaves the forest and 

we are all praying for rain. Let me rephrase their corporate strategies:  We rely on Mother Nature to 

extinguish the fires in the forest, but we will stop them when they come out. What they don’t say is – 

“if we can and if it is safe for our troops”      

 

Here is the dilemma:   

Fire agencies want to be the best in the world and to have the best Plan A suppression resources.  

But what do the people who pay their wages want?  Zero life loss, zero house loss, zero 

disruption of normal life due to bushfires. They do not want the anxiety of annual bushfire 

emergencies when weather severity is high.  

What do we see year after year?  The best-ever fire services in Victoria and NSW cannot deliver these 

wants in severe weather when its need is most cogent. Far from it. What they deliver is the 

OPPOSITE of what the people want.   

Clearly, there is no corporate will to contain the spread of the fires on public land.  

The relevant agencies must now be directed to deliver what people want.  

Your inquiry can now take the lead for Australia, and maybe Victoria will follow you.  

 

4.2 Plan A suppression capability is limited     

Adjacent landowners are now under greater threat in severe weather because suppression 

capability has an upper limit that nobody wants to talk about.  

The fire agency belief system must be considered by this Inquiry . A corporate level belief has 

become a fact in their own minds. They firmly believe that their firefighting resources will stop fires 



as they escape from forested public land. This is their Plan A strategy to protect the state from 

bushfires by fire suppression. Why is this dangerous for the people? (1) Against the inferno bushfire, 

it is as ineffective as the brave little boy with a pea rifle calling out as the 20 vengeful mongol bikies 

roar up the driveway – don’t worry dad, I will save you. (2) It is irresponsible because they have no 

Plan B strategy.  

Here are some inconvenient facts about Mother Nature and the capability limits of fire suppression.  

The damaging fires escape from Mother Nature’s forests when the same Mother Nature sends her 

strongest and hottest winds. These fires are raging infernos, cauldrons of 1000C danger. A good 

general never attacks an enemy at its strongest. The fastest-arriving fire fighter, the reddest tanker and 

the most expensive air fleet of water bombers are no match for the inferno flame. Then there are the 

embers that the non-forest fire agencies have yet mastered. The inconvenient outcome: Mother 

Nature’s bushfires wreak havoc onto the innocent people as the best fire suppression forces in the 

world look on, helpless.   

Capability of suppression as a strategy generally fails when Fire Danger Index exceeds windy 30. 

Even ex RFS boss Lucas has said this. However, to fire chiefs and their acolytes (we can include Vic 

and NSW Parliamentarians here), it falls on deaf ears.  

Let’s repeat this: Maximum capability of Plan A bushfire suppression is windy FDI 30.  

Let’s consider this: Virtually all bushfire damage is inflicted above FDI 30, and particularly 

above FDI 70 or so.  

Thus, the fire agencies deliver a fire suppression service that fails when bushfire severity is high.  

What do the people want? They want house protection when fire severity is highest.  

How do the fire agencies protect people and houses when suppression capability is exceeded? 

NOTHING REALLY, there is no Plan B.  

They watch and wait for Mother Nature to ease up. Their troops can be assigned to “asset protection”. 

They understandably go to houses in safe areas.  

If corporate level implemented Plan B in settlements and towns, they would become safe work sites in 

bushfire terms, ie, safe from the running flame.  

 

4.3 Plan A supplementary strategy = Evacuation  

Plan A includes a supplementary strategy = evacuation, which aims to save lives. Evacuation comes 

naturally to fire fighters at building fires. However, evacuation is not transferrable to bushfires 

because (1) properly prepared surrounds makes houses safe refuges against the short-lived bushfire 

flame and (2) evacuations remove defenders from the house site at the critical time, ie, when embers 

are falling and the spot fires are smallest. A smart general always attacks when the enemy is weakest.      

 

Evacuation policy destroys houses  Good and consistent research shows that (1) severe bushfire 

attack on vacant undefended houses causes maximum house rate, and (2) severe bushfire attack on 

occupied, defended houses results in the lowest house loss rate, down to zero when defenders are 

prepared and determined.  

Yet evacuations have become entrenched as fire agency “save the life” strategy in bushfires. 

 

Victoria recently changed from encouraging self-defence to automatic evacuations.   

WHY?   

Probably the shock outcome of the huge body count in the Black Saturday fires (2009), the inadequate 

examination by the Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission (VBRC) during 2009 – 2010, of why so 

many dead bodies were found inside houses, and an omitted examination of self-defence successes by 

the VBRC.  

Data presented to the VBRC showed that 45% of properties were self-defended. Clearly, there was a 

common acceptance then that prepared houses were a safe refuge. See INSET. This is still an accurate 

statement, but the current fire agency policy of evacuation is attempting to rewrite history, ie, casting 



self-defence as a danger to life. No evidence was presented in the VBRC to justify jettison of 70 years 

of valid research findings.  

 

INSET 

Self-defence was encouraged by fire agencies before Black Saturday. The following quotes are from 

the contemporary CFA booklet “Living in the Bush” (2006, which was reissued in 2008 with minor 

refinements). The information is generally accurate, albeit a bit theoretical, as if written by people 

with no experience of a bushfire attack. I like it because it encourages preparation and self-defence. A 

bit of fine tuning by a forest bushfire professional, and the leaflet would be very relevant now. Alas, 

the VBRC recommended the agencies develop an evacuation policy. The pamphlet has been 

ostracised by the evacuation policy lobby. 

The methodology and advice is still good and relevant today. One persistent flaw is the portrayal that 

the fire front “passes over” and that the embers start spot fires after the fire front passes. In a forest 

landscape fire like many Black Saturday fires, the reverse happens. The leap frog spot fires came first 

and they became the fire fronts, jumping well ahead of the mother fire that never arrived. There was 

no one main fire front. There were hundreds of mini spot fires. People mistook them for the main fire 

and went inside to shelter when they should have stayed outside to extinguish them when small. 

Understanding this subtlety would have saved many lives.  

 
 



 
 

The Royal Commission chose not to examine the quality of CFA advice. However, I hypothesise that 

people faithfully followed what they believed was the teaching of the fire authorities.  

One example concerns bodies in bathrooms.  

VBRC Final Report said: “Of those who died in their homes or in other houses or structures, 

about 38 per cent died in a bathroom, even though there might have been a safer place in the house”. 

I now quote these powerful but ignored comments from a volunteer firefighter at Marysville while 

looking for dead bodies – Source is Whittaker et al, 2009), a report commissioned by VBRC.   

[Whittaker J, McLennan J, Elliot G, Gilbert J, Handmer J, Haynes K, Cowlishaw S, (2009a) Victorian 

2009 Bushfire Research Response: final report.] 

 

A member of a CFA brigade searching for survivors in Marysville made the following statements. 

Going in the bathrooms I found 17 bodies in the first two days, 14 of whom I knew personally.  

His son said to him - ‘Dad, dad, dad, we found X and Y. They (bodies) were in the bathroom exactly 

as per the CFA guidelines.  

Whittaker et al (2009) also reported that “no fire agency in Australia advocates sheltering in 

bathrooms … while sheltering in homes”. Maybe so at the official level. Maybe not so at the local 

level. Another source reported the bodies of the CFA Captain’s wife and son were found in their 

bathroom. The VBRC reported that the CFA Captain immersed himself in the lake next to Gallipoli 

Park oval for up to an hour during the worst of the fire.  

 

Back to the VBRC. The VBRC recommended the agencies develop an evacuation policy, but instead, 

they implemented evacuation as a policy, becoming progressively more draconian each year. But I 

now notice NSW, who has draconian evacuation powers, is softening its hard-core approach. 

Evacuation was practiced on an industrial scale in Vic and NSW last fire season, when entire areas 



and tens of thousands of people were evacuated. It is an American trend. We should not copy USA in 

bushfire strategies. Their house loss and area burnt record is disastrous. They are still searching for 

answers that we have already discovered but are being ignored by fire agencies because of their 

fixation on Plan A suppression.  

 

HQ evacuation orders are now given via website to downwind towns until suddenly they issue orders 

to go indoors because it is too late to leave. If people ever listen to them, they will say – they just told 

us to evacuate, so just wait another few minutes, and they will tell us to stay put. Government control 

over people’s lives is the centralist’s dream, but fraught with accusations of negligence. Maybe 

instructions by remote control are for appearances’ sake or to try to remain relevant. Maybe they are 

meant for their viewing audience particularly the media. They are absolutely unhelpful and confusing 

to the people on site.  

If the fire agencies were people-wants-focused and guided by bushfire behaviour science, they would 

prepare people, ie, empower them with knowledge and skills, and people would know what to do as 

second nature, like swimming or driving a car. People would be empowered to know if their 

surrounds are bushfire-protected, that running flames are kept well away and what density the ember 

attack will be. Fire Agencies should simply tell people where the fire is and what the wind direction is 

and let the people decide. But the fire agencies are not there yet. They are themselves deficient in such 

knowledge and skills. Sadly, they may regard them as irrelevant.  

 

What do the people want? They want the truth.  

• If fire agency cannot protect their house against bushfires in severe weather, tell them. People 

will then demand a policy that does protect their house against bushfires when fire weather 

severity is highest, or take measures into their own hands.  

• If people are ordered to evacuate, they must also be told what the danger is (ie, running flame 

or ember attack), what the consequences are (ie, your house will not be defended by fire 

fighter and will be destroyed), what their legal rights are, ie, to stay and the penalty if they 

refuse to go.     

 

4.4 Emergency Management departments  

Governments have built up a solid policy and legal framework around Emergency Management. Their 

operating goal is to manage emergencies, although the unspoken goal is to minimise deaths. The 

leaders of these departments have the attitude of – give us your emergency and we will manage it and 

not only that, we will rehabilitate the aftermath. I also detect their tendency to exaggerate the level of 

emergency so that draconian and unnecessary crowd control measures like mass evacuations can be 

ordered, as was done in East Gippsland and during the fires in southern NSW.   

There is no incentive for them to prevent emergencies. “Preparation” in the Emergency Departments 

means prepare to respond to the emergency, NOT prepare to prevent the emergency. They do not 

have to be mutually exclusive, but they are in Victoria, at least. I hope your Inquiry does not make 

this mistake, for the sake of the people and their assets.   

Finally, emergency managers want people to be resilient after a disaster. I detest the government 

concept of resilience. It foreshadows a disaster will happen.   

But what do the people want?  They want to be empowered and self-reliant so they can prevent the 

disaster. Better still, they want the government to rid their area of the annual bushfire menace. I am 

here to tell you solemnly that both are achievable, but no authority is even contemplating them.   

 

4.5 Summary  

• The suite of current fire and emergency departments is hard wired to deliver Plan A 

suppression / evacuation strategy response to bushfires and to manage emergencies.   



• The people who pay taxes bushfire protection want zero life loss, zero house loss and no 

lifestyle disruptions.  

• The people want the government to prevent emergencies before they happen.    

• The people want to be rid of the annual bushfire menace in their area.  

• The people do not know that their Plan A response has peak capability at windy FDI 30.  

• The people do not know that their Plan A response is inadequate to prevent damage toll 

inflicted by the inferno fires that escape from the public land forests on severe weather days.  

 

Governments policy is set up to manage bushfire emergencies. It must be reversed to achieve the 

opposite. Prevent bushfire emergencies before they happen.   

Your inquiry can now take the lead for Australia and deliver this, and maybe Victoria will follow you. 

 

 

5 Establish a holistic bushfire management policy that prevents bushfire emergencies   

 

Now is the time to change to a holistic bushfire management policy set by people-need-oriented 

representatives with damage-eliminating aims that galvanise / co-ordinate whole-of-neighbourhood 

self-defence response.   

 

Now is the time for your Inquiry to tell people openly that (1) government policy now allows un-

suppressed bushfires to escape from public land forests and threaten properties and towns, (2) that fire 

agencies cannot protect them from inferno escapes because their suppression capability peaks at 

windy FDI 30, and (3) that government is obliged to deliver policies that protect them from 

destruction.  

  

This justifies you to recommend that Government directs fire agencies to implement a Plan B strategy 

that delivers what the people want – one that prevents bushfire emergencies in their area, one that 

prevents damage on days that exceed windy FDI 30 when inferno fires escape from public land 

forests. 

 

This justifies you to recommend that Government implements new performance criteria that reflects 

the goals of Plan B, encapsulating what the people want.  

• Current performance criteria reflect the fire agencies’ emergency management goal, eg, 

response time, time of arrival at scene, confine fire to one room.  

• Adopt performance criteria that reflect the emergency prevention goal,  

Eg,   

Life loss, House loss, damage toll, area of private land burnt, are to be TOWARD ZERO  

Bushfire-protected towns and settlement, are to be TOWARD 100%    

Unprotected towns and settlements, are to be TOWARD ZERO  

 

This justifies you to recommend that Government implements a standing Parliamentary oversight 

body with appropriate monitoring and directive powers, eg, a  bushfire safety and prevention 

committee, that will also deliver this Government guarantee:  If government cannot prevent 

bushfire escapes from public land forests and protect people and property from damages, government  

guarantees full remedial payment.   

 

Overcome these arguments against Plan B strategies likely to be made by fire authorities  

1 Bushfires are a natural disaster, damage is caused by Mother Nature  

NO Mother Nature is the too-easy / go-to scapegoat for fire agency inaction, used readily and 

often by fire agencies and supervising politicians   



Vic Premier Brumby said this after Black Saturday, 2009, no doubt after briefing from his fire chiefs 

– Mother Nature sent us a doozie (paraphrased). No Premier – your fire chiefs were asleep at the 

wheel, too intent on sycophantically reassuring you that Victoria has “never been better prepared”, a 

phrase he also used on the eve of Black Saturday. Their Plan A strategy was overwhelmed in 1983 

and they had nearly two decades to prepare and implement and practice a Plan B after the Ash Wed 

fires in 1983, ie, coordinated self-defence of Victorian towns and settlements, but they did nothing.   

Why not? The $60M Royal Commission failed to explore this question, but I can inform you why not. 

Plan B is not in the DNA of fire agency chiefs. They need someone in authority to tell them to do so.  

 

NO Bushfires are not a natural disaster. This is contrary to the message that fire authorities deliver 

to the people and parliamentarians. Let me continue. A true natural disaster cannot be changed by 

human intervention. Bushfires are not in that category. They cannot exist without their favourite fuel 

on the ground, and guess what? Humans can actually remove that fuel when and where they want. 

There are already many areas in Australia where a bushfire can never occur again. Why? No bushfire 

fuel is on the ground.  

If a Parliamentarian wanted to protect all the towns in the electorate from bushfire damage forever 

more, he or she can achieve it.  

Why are fire authorities not telling the people and the Parliamentarians these things?  Because their 

goals are to run the best fire suppression outfit.  

Why are the fire authorities not organising a Plan B strategy around these facts? Because their goals 

are to run the best fire suppression outfit.  

Your inquiry can now take the lead for Australia, and maybe Victoria will follow you.  

 

2 Evacuation saves lives, and may lose houses. You can rebuild a house, but not a life.  

NO This is a heartless excuse to divert attention from fire agency inaction.  

People do not want to lose their house because it is their security and has their life’s possessions.  

People are underinsured. Insurers scrimp on repayments. People lose money.  

If people knew how inexpensive it is for fire authorities to apply Plan B strategies that would save 

their house, and how very expensive it is to apply Plan A strategies that cannot save the house, they 

would be very cross and would demand policy reforms. Fire authorities hide this secret very well.   

 

NO Good research is being ignored by fire authorities and the outcome is massive house loss. 

Good research tells us that the overwhelming cause of house loss is ember attack from a distant flame. 

House loss rate is highest (up to 90% loss rate) when houses are vacant and undefended during severe 

bushfire attack. House loss is lowest (below 10%) when houses are occupied and defended, and down 

to zero when defence is done by skilled, equipped defenders in safe fuel-free work places. This is a 

Plan B outcome.  

This research is the building block of a Plan B strategy that no fire agency will implement.  

But many people recognise fire authority inertia and implement their own Plan B:  

I have combined this research with the principles of dry firefighting to design for bushfire-protected 

properties and towns.    

Billionaires who have the money for the best solution choose self-defence and townsfolk summon the 

spirit of their ancestors and self-defend.  

Your Inquiry must remind people and authorities that when you save the house, you save the house 

and the life.  

 

3 We encourage people to be resilient after the disaster strikes  

A cynic might say - fire authorities want resilient people because their inaction caused the setback.  

NO  People are gutted, in survival mode, their plans are shattered, their whole life is in disarray, 

but they put on a brave face for the media.   

Resilience is a reaction to a setback. People do not want setbacks, ever.  

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/SELF-DEFENCE-AGAINST-BUSHFIRE-A-SYSTEMATIC-APPROACH.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/SELF-DEFENCE-AGAINST-BUSHFIRE-A-SYSTEMATIC-APPROACH.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Self-defence-of-Batlow-and-Bawley-Point.docx


People pay fire authorities to protect them from disasters.  

If people know fire authorities do not share this aim, they will take matters into their own hands 

They would become empowered and resourceful to personally implement Plan B to avoid the disaster.  

  

4 Be rid of the glib double speak:  

Tell people their house is at risk if within a bushfire area because of fire agency policy.   

Tell people that fire authorities will not save their house in severe bushfire attack 

Tell them that fire authorities will not protect their house or neighbourhood with Plan B strategies.  

Tell them that fire authorities spend time planning to evacuate people, meaning people cannot defend 

their own house, even if they wanted to        

Hopefully your Inquiry will change this paradigm:  

Tell the them you recommend the fire authorities must spend time planning to protect neighbourhoods 

from danger using Plan B strategies so they don’t have to evacuate people and so that houses will be 

protected.  

 

5 Trust us, obey our instructions  

NO Over the decades, fire authorities convinced people and government they provide bushfire 

protection with Plan A suppression strategies. But in recent years, fire authorities tell people they 

cannot attend every threatened house, but if they obey their instructions and evacuate, they will be 

fine. They now say to people – prepare a fire plan to protect you and your family. The Fire agency 

blueprint fire plan is an evacuation plan. Lives cannot be replaced, they say, but houses can. This is 

their motto and their policy intention. But people do not understand they have just prepared the plan 

to lose their house.   

Most people are loyal to the government. Most people will still trust the government even when they 

lose their house. It is a strange suspension of reality. People think a bushfire will not get them and if 

so, the fire agencies will protect them. People pay a fire levy. They do not believe that fire agencies 

will not protect them, so therefore, they do not need to prepare.   

Only a minority of people know the fire agencies cannot protect them.  

But I suspect if most people (ie, the silent majority) knew the government has no ability or will to 

protect their houses in a bushfire, they would demand a change of policy.  

Eg, If we go to a real natural disaster country like south east USA, we see that most people know the 

government cannot stop the tornado and knows not if or when it will come, but people are prepared if 

it does come – strengthened houses, shuttered windows, sub ground bunkers, self-protection 

measures, etc  

I suspect if most people knew this, they would prepare themselves against bushfires like their pioneer 

ancestors did before fire agencies existed.     

Why? People do not want to lose their house in a bushfire.   

 

6 Duty of care  

Unless you are allowed to adopt the approach of a Stretton or a Costigan, I am not confident your 

Inquiry can force Parliamentarians or fire authorities to change their minds. They are too entrenched 

in their good paddocks, and Parliamentarians feed off their expertly managed media coverage. Logic 

and argument are fruitless against strong belief and good publicity.  

Meantime, I will continue working with individuals and neighbourhoods to protect them from 

bushfire damage with local Plan B arrangements.  

Meantime, aggressive litigation for ongoing government negligence will arise for such things as let-

them-run fire policies, failure to prevent escapes from forests and failure to protect towns.  

Forest bushfire professionals like me are more than happy to guide litigants to fruition.  

The government’s ideology-driven attitude to bushfires on forested / native vegetation public land in 

Victoria and NSW ticks all the boxes for negligence and failure of duty of care.  

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-Present.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-Present.pdf


We are encouraging victims of government negligence to seek full financial remedy and we will help 

them. 

 

Meanwhile, if the government ever decides to implement property-wide or town-wide Plan B 

bushfire-protection, they can talk to forest bushfire professionals like me at Red Eagle Bushfire 

Protection Services.    

 

 

Best references for this Inquiry    

 

1 Stretton  Attached to this submission FYI  

Why? Stretton drilled down to discover the core problems and proposed solutions  

He took this TOR seriously:    

Measures to prevent bushfires and to protect life and property in future bushfires 

His recommendations reduced bushfire toll considerably for lower severity weather.  

I hope your Inquiry can go the next step and eliminate the bushfire menace by applying the Plan B 

strategy area by area. I suspect other States will copy your lead.  

Please examine the following comparison table. I hope you see some benefits to the people in the 

holistic program.  

 

2 My e-Book reference Bushfire Solution Papers  

If you are serious about lasting sustainable solutions, you will peruse Paper 10   

 

 

 
Policy set by Fire Agency 

 
Holistic bushfire policy  

 
Aim  

Zero life loss,  

Deploy maximum suppression resources, 

minimise collateral damage = house loss   

 

Aim  

Zero life loss,  

zero house loss,  

zero disruption to lifestyle 

 
Narrative: When a severe bushfire fire 

occurs, we the fire agency are ready to respond 

instantly with the best ever suppression 

resources. When we arrive on site, we 

professionally assess what to do next 

 

Narrative: When a fire occurs in our area, 

we the people know it will not be severe, but we 

are prepared to deal with embers and the fire 

agency will stop the perimeter spread 

 

Prepare 

Maintain expensive best ever suppression 

resources outfit on high alert 

Provide no bushfire protection to houses and no 

empowerment to people before the severe 

bushfire attack 

 

Prepare 

Bushfire-protect whole neighbourhoods and 

empower people / teams to self-defend against 

severe bushfire attack 

Infrastructure at nominated lines to stop running 

flame at safe distance 

Identify ember generation areas and 

progressively fuel reduce 

 
Respond  

Respond to fire call out ASAP  

Evacuate threatened settlements and towns 

Hit fire with suppression response during the 

severe bushfire attack or if not possible, wait till 

Respond  

When severe bushfire occurs nearby:  

Co-ordinate self-defence teams in protected 

towns  

http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/bushfire-solution-papers/
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Paper-10-Bushfire-Solution.pdf


weather moderates to deliver effective 

suppression in safety 

 

Deploy fire fighters to stop spread of perimeter 

at pre-determined control lines or at other sites 

as appropriate 

 
Recovery  

Manage recovery rehabilitation   

Expensive inquiry to investigate what went 

wrong and how to improve 

 

Recovery 

Debrief response at community level / fine tune  

 

Outcome  

Low site preparation costs 

Very high and increasing suppression costs   

Very high and increasing damage toll 

Very high and increasing recovery and litigation 

costs 

 

Outcome  

Low site and local people preparation costs 

Low and reducing suppression costs  

Low and decreasing damage toll.   

Low and decreasing recovery costs.   

 

Identifying feature:  Manage the emergency  

Pre-season:  Fire agencies do not provide 

infrastructure to protect a neighbourhood from 

the running flame  

Bushfire response:   Fire agency diverts 

resources from perimeter control to attack the 

advancing flame and defend the houses  

Identifying feature:    Prevent the emergency.  

Pre-season:  Fire agencies provide 

infrastructure to protect a neighbourhood from 

the running flame  

Bushfire response:   Local teams. Fire agency 

resources are freed up to contain spreading 

perimeter elsewhere.  

 

 
 

  



 

Terms of Reference (optional) 

 

1 Causes and contributing factors 

The causes of, and factors contributing to, the frequency, intensity, timing and location of, bushfires 

in NSW in the 2019-20 bushfire season, including consideration of any role of weather, drought, 

climate change, fuel loads and human activity. 

 

Climate change is not a contributing factor in these fires 

 

We best understand climate change by focusing on a specific area. Climate change has been 

happening in Melbourne since 1960’s when average monthly min and max temps began their rise. But 

we haven’t noticed it. My historical research shows it has not affected bushfire season severity. In fact 

the opposite is happening. Eg, the number of Total Fire Ban Days per year in the Melbourne area has 

been declining for several decades.  

 

Queensland and northern NSW fire seasons have often started in early spring. The hot dry winds over 

coastal nth NSW arrive after passing over the hot dry desert air. If early spring bushfires are due to a 

new era weather event, what are its causes?  

 

To address the influence of climate change in these bushfires, my operating theory is that desert air or 

soil temps have got hotter. So I then test the evidence.   

 

1 Has the weather in September ever been as hot / dry as last year. Answer = YES, based on 

average monthly maxima, see red line on chart below. October average max was high at 34.5C, but 

that was exceeded in 2015.  November’s average max was 35C but that was exceeded most years 

since 1980.  

 
 

2 Has the desert wind pathway changed, eg, has the winter / spring anticyclone ridge moved 

further north or south?  If so, what caused it to change? 

 

Observation 1 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-1-Indicators-of-historical-weather-severity-1850s-to-Present.pdf


BOM made a fuss about Victoria’s dry winter (April, May, June) in 2017 by suggesting the 

anticyclone ridge stayed south, thereby preventing the westerly rains hitting Victoria, and suspecting 

it was due to spreading tropical heat or similar, which was related to climate change.  

Other BOM records show April had 125mm, spring was dry-ish, December had 128 mm, and Feb was 

dry. None of these was related to the June anticyclone pathway.  

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/updates/articles/a025.shtml 

It was a low credibility study, not supported by current weather patterns. We notice that currently 

(May, 2020), anticyclones are again sitting at low altitudes in the Bight, but we in the south are 

currently receiving above average rainfall.  

 

Observation 2 

Desert dunes cover some 40% of Australia’s land mass. The following diagram of anticlockwise dune 

orientation lines was mapped in 1988. They indicate the net vector winds of the anticyclone system. 

Random site checks with Google Earth reveal the dune pattern is virtually unchanged today, 

suggesting there has not been an observable recent change in pathway of anticyclone belt.   

[From Deserts and Desert Environments (2008) Julie Laity. Wiley Blackwell, UK]. 

 

Studies found that the surface dunes are less than 2,000 years old. The dunes of the Simpson and 

Strzelecki deserts are asymmetrical with steeper eastern slopes, indicating a recently stronger westerly 

wind component and a slow migration eastward. But studies reveal they have not moved more that 

100m from their Pleistocene origins.  

    
 

3 Is the desert soil / sand / rock hotter, thereby heating the air more?   Let’s look at max soil 

temps / changes in solar radiation / desertification  

 

Observation 1  

Solar radiation for past 30 years has normal gaussian variations around the monthly averages without 

showing a directional trend.    

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/updates/articles/a025.shtml


   
 

Solar delivers total energy of approx 30MJ / sq m to the ground per sunny day. Up to half may be 

reflected, depending on albedo.  

The amount of energy to raise 1 sq m of 1mm thick sand by 40C = 0.8 x 1.5 x 40 = 48 kJ / sq m   

(Dry sand has specific heat capacity is about 0.8kJ/kg/K and density of 1500 kg / cu m)  

If 0.8 kW / sq m of solar radiation reaches the ground, this takes only 1 minute.  

Why does surface temp not rise above a peak of 60 -70C after all day long in sunshine?  Answer, 

energy is dissipated by radiation, conduction, convection.   

 

Observation 2 In full desert sun, bare surfaces in zero wind reach a peak temp.   

In Alice Springs, ground temps are 20 – 25C above air temps at midday and 5 – 10 C lower at night 

(Laity, 2008). Ground with vegetation cover has temps up to 18C lower than bare sand.    

Records from international deserts reveal that black rock surfaces in a desert can rise to 80C and sand 

to 74C. 

 

A recent study about heat mitigation in Alice Springs took measurements in October.  

https://cmsexternal.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/620200/Heat-study-Alice-Springs-

Executive-Summary.pdf 

The study found the surface temperature of sunlit streets ranges between 61ºC and 68ºC, while 

shadowed portions of street and sidewalks range between 45ºC and 60ºC, depending on shade cover.  

Their model:  

The ambient temperature varies between 35.0°C - 42.3°C in Alice Springs for wind speeds of 4m/s. 

The maximum surface temperature of asphalt pavements (parking area) is 63.8 °C. 

Reducing incident solar radiation on streets and car parks by 90% via shading, results in a  

maximum surface temperature reduction of 26.3°C.  

 

Observation 3 In full summer sun, temp of bare surface in zero wind is 10 to 30C above air temp.  

Eg, air temp: soil temp – 31C: 50C, 29C:47C, 28C:37C, 37C:47C, 19C:52C, 22C:43C.  

In partial sun, temp of bare surface in wind falls part way toward air mass temp  

Under full cloud, temp of bare surfaces in wind equals temp of the air mass 

Based on personal observations with thermocouple in Queensland and Melbourne areas.  

 

Observation 4  Air is not a good conductor of heat – ant height is only 1-2 mm    

“The central Australian ant Melophorus bagoti is active during the hottest periods of the summer day. 

Despite soil surface temperatures exceeding 70° C and air temperatures at ant height exceeding 50° C, 

this species did not cease midday activity”. Physiological Zoology 65 (5)  885 - 905  © 1992 The 

University of Chicago Press 

 

https://cmsexternal.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/620200/Heat-study-Alice-Springs-Executive-Summary.pdf
https://cmsexternal.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/620200/Heat-study-Alice-Springs-Executive-Summary.pdf


Observation 5 Hot desert surfaces create thermal lows  

BOM weather charts show thermal lows occurring above the hottest inland temps. But Wikipedia says 

the thermal lows rise locally to only 3000m or so elevation, so are not regionally influential. Intense 

heating of the desert floor can form super adiabatic layer of several cm depth, strong enough to lift a 

veil of sand from the desert floor. Above that layer, the air resumes normal adiabatic rate.   

However, the geographic arrangement of these thermal lows often aligns quite well with NW wind 

direction.  

Maybe the area of our deserts has increased over the years and this now exacerbates the heat we get 

during the NW summer winds. Maybe there is less vegetation cover.   

If the surface has lower albedo (= less reflection = more heat absorption), temp will rise due to heat 

absorption.  

What causes lower albedo? darker colour surface, loose soil, rough surface    

Albedo increases with over grazing = vegetation removal  

Albedo increases cause less heat absorption, therefore lowers surface temps.  

Light grey foliage reflects heat, reduces leaf temp, meaning lower transpiration rate. Dark green 

foliage has lower albedo = absorbs more heat = more common in temperate climates. 

 

Conclusion No evidence yet that the deserts are hotter now than in earlier years. No evidence that 

weather anomalies exacerbated bushfires or their behaviour this Spring more than any other Spring.  

Climate change as an influence on these fires is a diversion.  

Let’s re-focus on the real cause, shall we – the authorities let fires run until they grew too large to 

stop.      

 

2 Preparation and planning 

The preparation and planning by agencies, government, other entities and the community 

for bushfires in NSW, including current laws, practices and strategies, and building standards 

and their application and effect. 

 

Prepare the people  I repeat what I said in the Introduction. I was sickened every time a section 

of a fire edge escaped between September and December, because the response of the threatened 

people was the same. These people were not prepared. They had no idea what to do. They were 

fearful and panicked. They were trusting victims of a preventable tragedy. All these omissions trace 

back to the fire authorities.  

I rationalised that if these government agencies are now letting fires run in their forests, the very least 

they can do is to warn the neighbours they are at risk of inferno escapes. The most responsible thing 

they can do is to bushfire-protect their settlements and towns and prepare the people for self-defence. 

They did neither. It feels like they heartlessly ambushed their own people. I am still in shock. And 

then I saw the same thing happen in Victoria. We now have government agencies heartlessly 

punishing their own people. They must be held accountable. They must change their behaviour. The 

IGEM Inquiry in Victoria will not do these things. I hope your Inquiry will. Victoria may then copy 

you.    

 

Prepare for suppression   Preparation to a fire authority means prepare for suppression. 

Suppression is their Plan A strategy. They can prepare to be the best ever but will always be deficient 

in providing protection to the community. WHY? Suppression capability fails above windy FDI 30. 

Therefore, preparing for suppression is a very inadequate way to protect the State from bushfires. It is 

like the sturdiest Leggo tow truck, even with a motor, claiming it can pull a full size broken-down 

VW.  

 



A note for the INQUIRY: The proper way to prepare for suppression is to nominate control 

lines and maximise the chance of suppression success at each one. HOW? With a rehearsed plan of 

attack and infrastructure to match the plan.  

 

Prepare for emergencies  Preparation for emergencies means prepare for managing the 

emergency presented to them. In the case of bushfire, which is a preventable disaster, the emergency 

exists because the fire authorities have not put in preparations to prevent the emergency. Dealing with 

a bushfire emergency is therefore proof of policy failure.    

 

Prepare to prevent bushfire disasters  Nothing was put in place by the fire authorities to deal with 

or prevent damage by breakaways from large forest fires during severe weather. Up and down the 

NSW coast and Divide forests, bushfires burst forth from forests into unprepared properties, 

settlements and towns.  

 

Preparation should also mean prevention of damage Fire authorities have potential to make a 

strong contribution, but to date they have played a negligible role in this aspect.  

Obviously, a fire agency without land cannot do fuel management, eg, control burning or mowing, but 

fire agencies in Victoria (and I presume also in NSW) have powers to order a property to reduce fuel 

load. They typically leave this to local government, where its implementation is haphazard and non-

strategic. Yet, these powers are an underutilised opportunity to prepare a safe work place for their fire 

fighters in and around settlements and towns to manage spot fires in safety.  

What I have just described is the building block for a Plan B strategy. I consider their failure to take 

these steps is tantamount to negligence / dereliction of duty        

Instead, they declare whole areas unsafe and not only evacuate the residents (whom they refuse to 

regard as competent defenders) and exclude fire fighters. OUTCOME = mass house loss.  

Self-defence by residents is unsupported and discouraged in Vic. What is the case in NSW?   

 

Helpful notes for the INQUIRY:   

When fire authority corporates understand firstly that bushfires are preventable disasters, made so by 

strategic fuel removal in advance of the bushfire attack, and secondly that they need to deliver a Plan 

B strategy to towns and settlements for severe weather, they will be well on the way to preparing their 

State for eradication of the annual bushfire menace from nominated areas.  

We will all then realise that a supreme goal of zero house toll and zero life loss is possible in a 

properly protected area, and if we protect enough areas, we have bushfire-protected a region, and 

when we protect enough regions, we have bushfire-protected a State.  

 

When we all realise that in saving the house, we save the house and the life, we understand that the 

primary goal of the fire agency should be to save the house from damage.  

This changes our whole approach, our whole strategy.  

WHY?  

We have to define the true bushfire threats to the house in a severe bushfire attack, and we have to 

prove we can eliminate them. 

When you search for real threats and real proofs, you realise the current fire agency strategies are not 

even close to effective for severe bushfire attack, which is when the damage occurs, which is when we 

want the strategies to be effective.  

 

I invite the Inquiry to compare these two scenarios: 

1 Typical emergency management in action:  

Call out. Town is in the inferno’s pathway. Town is unprepared. Suppression and evacuation are the 

stock standard fire agency Plan A strategies for protecting people from bushfires. “Bushfire” to a fire 



fighter typically means the running flame. Too dangerous for troop deployment and too many 

potential resident deaths. We can’t save the town, we will therefore save the people by evacuating.  

What they have not considered is the real threat and how to apply bushfire behaviour knowledge.  

“Bushfire” to a fire fighter typically means the running flame, but the overwhelming cause of house 

loss in severe bushfires is ember attack. Embers are not a threat to people, but arrive in large numbers 

and when they ignite as spot fires, are deadly to unoccupied, undefended houses.  

Thus, their Plan A strategies have magnified the threat to these houses.  

Outcome = mass house loss.  

 

2 The astute general 

The astute military general is asked to neutralise an attack by an overwhelmingly superior enemy on 

the town. Her strategy is to weaken its power before it engulfs the town.  

Quite easy with a bushfire, she opines, after being briefed about expected bushfire threats and bushfire 

behaviour.    

The general announces her aim is to save the people and houses from an overwhelmingly superior 

force, ie, an approaching 1000C inferno flame and associated embers.     

She aims to weaken the inferno and separate it from the embers.  

She knows suppression strategy fails above windy FDI 30 against an approaching inferno, but is very 

effective against the small spot fires, ie, when the enemy is weakest. Therefore, she can deploy her 

troops for valuable use.    

She also needs many hands because there are many embers. She will commandeer the local 

townsfolk. Therefore, no evacuations.    

The enemy attacks. The inferno stops out of harms way, the embers fall densely, but although many 

ignite, the flames stay small in the low fuel supply, and the ones that do not self-extinguish are readily 

extinguished by the trained troops and townsfolk in safety.   

Outcome = attack neutralised.   

    

Notes for Inquiry: 

• Emergency management people do not yet see people as a highly motivated self-defence asset 

who, if empowered with training and skills, can save their house and help with their 

neighbour’s.     

• When we all realise that the bushfire house toll is due to lack of proper preparation of the site 

and the people by fire agencies, we will see the damage toll as a quantitative measure of the 

failure of fire agencies to protect the population from bushfire disaster, as I do, the forest 

bushfire professional.   

 

 

3 Response to bushfires 

Responses to bushfires, particularly measures to control the spread of the fires and to protect life, 

property and the environment 

 

I have put several posts on my LinkedIn since last September. Please Follow this LINK.    One fire in 

Queensland , several in NSW and several in Victoria. All except one shows clearly they let them run 

for days and weeks before the severe weather pushed them into settlements and towns.  

There was no serious attempt at best practice forest fire suppression.  

Best practice bushfire suppression lists four stages of the fire control process: 

Going  perimeter is live 

Contained perimeter is contained by a fuel free control line, typically soil or road 

Controlled control line is blacked out for 40 to 60m depth  

Safe  blacked out strip has no hot spots   

http://www.redeagle.com.au/spring-summer-bushfires-2019-2020-documenting-the-trail-of-destruction/


 

Victoria has long been sending our Vic troops to NSW. In the 1990’s they would return with horror 

stories of primitive fire-fighting techniques, like knocking off at dark and no back burning overnight. 

Night time firefighting was once the bread and butter of Victorian forest fire fighting. Our troops 

returned stressed out of their brains. Fires that they would have dealt with in two days, lingered for 

double and triple that time.  

Last spring / summer confirms that things have got worse in NSW bushfire protection. The fires grow 

larger and more damage is being inflicted on the trusting people and the state’s budget is being wasted 

on preventable bushfire disasters when it should be going to productive investment.  

 

A note for the INQUIRY 

You need to understand that bushfire control is a perimeter exercise. Best practice firefighting in a 

forest keeps fires small with adequate determined resources and locking them in with a blacked out 

control line.  

 

The Covid people wanted us all to flatten the curve to reduce demand for intensive care hospital beds.   

We in best practice forest fire fighting aim to catch the curve of the live fire perimeter to minimise 

damage toll and cost burden.   

We do this with an effective control line, built overnight and before mid-morning next day.  

A secure control line in dry firefighting is typically a fuel-free track or dozer line, drivable by tankers 

and troops as they black it out over the next day or so.    

 

  



This is the classical technique of containing the live perimeter curve by dry forest fire fighting 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

The NSW fire agencies were not building control line at these fires. They were letting the fire run out 

to tracks and creeks, but worse, there was no serious effort to black out the edge along the tracks. 

They might use aerial water drops but dropping water on the forest fire edge is a scandalous waste of 

public money and effort if there are insufficient troops on the ground to secure the edge.   

 

A good example that reveals their strategy is when the fire threatened Drake. The total fire perimeter 

at that time was 80 km. The RFS sent 80 fire fighters to Drake. One per km does not achieve much. 

Thus, their purpose was clearly to defend the settlement, not to secure the perimeter.  

To adequately secure and black out that length of edge requires at least 20 – 30 fire fighters per km = 

2000+ troops. They were just not there.  

Their strategy was clearly to protect the towns when the fire came out and wait for rain to put out the 

edge. The problem with that strategy is that when the fire comes out of the forest, it is pushed by a 

strong wind as an inferno they cannot stop. These strategies are putting people and properties at risk.   

  

Where were the fire fighters from National Parks and State forests? They were never mentioned by 

RFS, yet the fire was on their land. I do not understand how the agencies work in NSW.       

    

Soon after this Drake incident, the fire escaped from a point in the southern boundary under strong 

winds from one point of an unpatrolled section of creek-edge control line and literally speared 

towards Ewingar, killing two people.  

Please refer to  http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/The-Long-Gully-Bushfire-

NSW-September-to-November-2019.pdf 
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The red line is the fire’s perimeter. It 

grows fast as the hot dry afternoon’s 

wind pushes it. 

Its growth flattens at night as the wind 

drops and humidity rises.   

Our aim is to surround the perimeter 

before it starts to grow again next day.  

The green line is the control line built 

by dozer and secured with troops on the 

ground.  

The first dozer starts work 2 hours after 

the fire began.  

It builds 2 km in 2 hours 

The second dozer arrives at hour 4 and 

together both build another 3 km in the 

next 2 hours.   

The third dozer arrives at hour 6 and 

together build another 3 km in the next 

hour.  

Control line now surrounds the fire 
On-ground troops black out the control 

line and then keep patrolling it to prevent 

escape. 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/The-Long-Gully-Bushfire-NSW-September-to-November-2019.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/The-Long-Gully-Bushfire-NSW-September-to-November-2019.pdf


4 Any other matters 

Any other matters that the inquiry deems appropriate in relation to bushfires. 

 

1 In 2009 / 2010,  the VBRC declared it would not find fault.  

YES, it is sad but true. 173 people killed and 2000 houses lost in one afternoon and $4B in costs and 

damage and nobody in Victoria was accountable.  

People who are wronged need accountability and we in Victoria were denied that.  

I hope your Inquiry does not make this mistake, for the sake of the people and their assets.   

 

2 Please redefine bushfires as not a natural disaster. You cannot stop a tornado dead in its tracks 

by a human intervention, but if you remove a bushfire’s favourite fuel from its path, it stops stone 

dead.  

 

3 Resilience   

Please be sceptical about the emergency services aim of resilience.  

Resilience applies to recovery from a tragedy.  

Instead, let’s deliver self-reliance and empowerment to the people to prevent the tragedy and make 

Parliamentarians order their fire agencies to set high level accountable goals of zero life loss and zero 

house loss and make them deliver policies and practices that achieve them.   

Resilience means failure.  

Let’s not improve resilience.   

 

Resilience justifies the Emergency Management role     

Self-reliance and prevention policies empower people to avoid emergency = therefore avoid disaster  

 

 

 

 

5 Preparation and planning for future bushfire threats and risks. 

 

Use Stretton as a blueprint   Attached to this submission FYI  

 

My Bushfire Solutions reference    

http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/bushfire-solution-papers/ 

 

 

 

 

Why was the 1939 Bushfire Royal Commission an enduring masterpiece / blueprint?  
 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/bushfire-solution-papers/


Because, in addition to 

investigating the causes of the 

current disaster,   

 

it was requested to deliver 

real and lasting solutions to 

protect people and their 

property in future bushfire 

events 

 

 

 
Because Stretton looked for truth 

amongst the opinions and the 

obfuscations to find the real 

problem to deliver the effective 

solution.   

 

The truth was hard to find. Much of the evidence was 

coloured by self-interest. Much of it was quite false. Little 

of it was wholly truthful. The timber-workers were afraid 

that if they gave evidence they would not be given future 

employment in the mills. Some of them, disregarding 

advice, gave evidence, which was clearly truthful. The 

Forest Officers were, in the main, youngish men of very 

good character. Mostly, they were afraid that if they were 

too outspoken, their future advancement in the Forests 

Commission’s employ would be endangered. Some of 

them had become too friendly with the millers; It was 

regrettable that some of the saw-millers and some of the 

Forestry Officers were loud in praise of one another, when, 

to the knowledge of both each had neglected many 

obligations in the matter of fire prevention and 

suppression.  STRETTON 1939  

 

 

There have been two flaws in all inquiries in the years since 1939, as Victoria’s population 

has expanded into the forested landscapes and as our bushfire management knowledge, skills, 

techniques and budget have improved.    

Firstly  None have defined the bushfire in the preamble as a preventable / 

manageable non-natural disaster that has already been eliminated from large areas  

Secondly None have included the second paragraph in the Stretton terms of reference = 

find solutions, in this case find solutions to eliminate the bushfire menace from area by area 

and progressively all appropriate areas of our State.   

 

I hope your Inquiry can do a Stretton or a Corrigan  

 



6 Land use planning and management and building standards, including 

appropriate clearing and other hazard reduction, zoning, and any appropriate use of 

indigenous practices. 

 

Statutory Planning and building standards:  

 

Please take the lead in building standards. The BAL system used by the states is based on AS3959.  

It is scandalously discriminatory, bereft of science and bereft of evidence.  

At worst, it gives people a dangerous sense of security because they are led to believe it protects their 

house.   

I suggest it is a miscarriage of justice for state governments to require new house builders to apply 

these standards.  

The Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission condemned AS3959 but then told them to improve it and 

keep using it.  

Please follow this link to find evidence in support of the above assertions, particularly Papers 7A to 

7D.  http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/bushfire-solution-papers/ 

 

This non-protection system was devised by RFS some 20 years ago and has been copied by other fire 

agencies even though it is desperately void of benefit and full of faux science. It feeds off the AS3959 

which is also a sad beacon of pseudo-science. Yet it too is accepted by unthinking authorities around 

Australia. Acceptance by an authority is not a defence for a negligence claim.   

Please expose BAL as a scandalous deception that it is and maybe other states will follow you. 

 

Fire agency involvement in the Planning Scheme involves four protection tools.  

BAL of the house 

Defendable space around the house 

Access for fire tanker 

Water supply in a small tank  

 

The AS3959 / BAL system is based on protection against a theoretical danger.  

The theoretical danger is radiation loading from a theoretical maximum flame height in nearest native 

vegetation.  

This flame generates theoretical radiation onto the new house wall for 2 minutes, as theoretical 

embers are landing onto its preheated surface, which ignite by piloted ignition, unless certified to be 

fire-resistant. Eg, if the calculated radiation level onto the house wall is 25 kW / sq m, the relevant 

BAL is 29, meaning it can resist ignition for two minutes of radiation up to 29 kW / sq m.  

 

There appear to be several core flaws that make the government-enforced application of the BAL 

concept a minefield of negligence opportunities. The following few give you a taste:  

 

First   

Higher BAL is portrayed as a higher bushfire resistance which neutralises a higher intensity bushfire 

attack.  

Testing of cladding is measured in a furnace using radiation levels, ie, kW / sq m of cladding surface 

Bushfire intensity is measured by authorities using Byram’s fire intensity, measured as kW per metre 

of fire line.  

There is no correlation between incident radiation and Byram’s fireline intensity. Indeed, Byram’s 

intensity is an unmeasurable concept.  

Therefore, this portrayal is misleading and deceptive.  

 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/bushfire-solution-papers/


Second   

Higher BAL is portrayed as a higher bushfire resistance which neutralises a severe bushfire attack.  

The AS3959 system defines increasing bushfire severity as a closer flame in the nearest identified 

vegetation, ie, the closer the vegetation, the more severe the bushfire attack, which comprises higher 

radiation and ember levels.  

Testing of cladding is measured in a furnace with flame at higher radiation levels with piloted ignition 

but at zero wind.   

The predominant cause of house loss in a severe bushfire attack is ember attack from a distant flame, 

ie, zero radiation at house, but driven by very strong winds. The embers land typically ignite 

flammable “urban fuel” near the house, not the tested construction materials.  

There is no similarity between piloted ignition of preheated cladding surface and an ember igniting 

leaves in a spout or under the house or in a garden bed beside the house.  

Therefore, this portrayal is misleading and deceptive 

 

Third   

Higher BAL is portrayed as a higher bushfire resistance which neutralises a higher severity bushfire 

attack.  

The AS3959 system defines increasing bushfire severity as a closer flame in the nearest identified 

vegetation, ie, the closer the vegetation, the more severe the bushfire attack, which comprises higher 

radiation and ember levels.  

Good research reveals that radiation from nearest vegetation is a negligible cause of house loss in 

severe bushfire attacks.  

Apart from BAL 12.5 level, which has some useful protection measures against ember ignition,  

Therefore, the BAL system protects the house against a non existent threat.  

BAL is a false measure of bushfire severity.   

 

Fourth   

The BAL system discriminates economically against the new house builder, and enforces higher 

construction costs against an imaginary, inflated threat. ie, to pay more for no extra protection benefit.  

The bushfire threat is defined as the nearest vegetation, and the flame in it is calculated by equations 

that inflate its size beyond reality. But in the eyes of the authorities, the only house it threatens is the 

new house. Owner of the land with the threat is not informed to reduce its danger. The adjacent 

houses are not informed about the threat to them. The fire agency and local government are 

empowered to reduce fuel hazard in a neighbourhood. But they do not do so with this threat. Instead, 

they assume it remains there forever, as a perennial threat to the new house, and force him to pay for 

expensive fire resistant cladding and windows.  

Therefore, the BAL system is misleading and deceptive.  

Therefore, the BAL system does not reduce the neighbourhood hazard level, which is against the 

spirit of the fire agency Acts.  

 

Fifth  

The BAL system contravenes common law rights and the spirit of the fire agency acts.  

If a threat exists in on a property, the onus is on the property owner to protect the neighbourhood 

against the threat. 

Under the BAL system, the neighbour is compelled by government to protect his house against the 

bushfire threat.   

The same government operates under an Act that requires it to reduce bushfire threat in the 

neighbourhood.  

 

Sixth, etc   

There are many more 



     

A note for the INQUIRY 

Meaningful bushfire protection can only begin with accurate diagnosis of bushfire threats.  

BAL and its methodology are akin to a voodoo threat.  

 

I recommend any connection with AS3959 must now be ended. Use the economic argument if you 

have to – the fire authorities unfairly discriminate against the new house builder, who is often the 

economic life blood of rural communities.  

The obsession by authorities on the enforced protection of a single house must be smashed and restore 

their focus on what their operating Act requires – protect the whole neighbourhood by reducing the 

local bushfire threat.   

BAL and AS3959 can readily be superseded by Plan B protection of whole neighbourhoods.  

 

 

 

Supporting documents or images 
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Background  

Bushfire management on public forests in Victoria has had a checkered history, ranging from 

government neglect to government control under scientific guidance to today’s model of   

government control under an anti-humanist idealogy. Throughout Victoria’s history, 

bushfires on public land have inflicted damage on private property, and vice versa. 

Government control of bushfires eventually came about after a long period after continued 

pressure from foresters wanting to protect public forest assets, but not until a major disaster in 

1939 and a scathing Royal Commission by Justice Stretton in 1939.    

 

Before forestry arrived, there were no government bushfire controls. Bushfires ran freely in 

the public forests and inflict heavy damage to people and properties on severe weather days.    

While forestry ran public public land under government controls, bushfire danger was fires 

escaping from private property into public forest 

Now that doctrinaire Mother Nature managers run public land, bushfires again run freely in 

public forests and inflict heavy damage to people and properties on severe weather days.    

 

Bushfire management has become a political football. Bushfire damage toll is now dependent 

on the political philosophy of the government of the day.    

• The previous long running non-labour (= free enterprise) governments invested 

heavily in renewable forestry on the productive parts of public land to establish 

related industries and sell them produce to provide revenue to manage of public land 

holistically for benefit of the public. Attitude:  Bushfires are a threat to forestry assets. 

Stop them when small.    

• This current long running labour (= socialist, unionist, hard-line environmentalist = 

anti-forestry on public land) government has progressively sold off or closed down 

forestry areas on public land and now runs it like a National Park that excludes human 

interventions and strictly limits public access to allow Mother Nature’s processes to 

occur. Attitude:  Bushfires are a process of Mother Nature and can do no economic 

damage to public land. They let them run.   

• The infrastructure put in over decades by forestry to run public land holistically is still 

in place as is the massive investment in productive tree growing areas. The current 

doctrinaire Mother Nature managers have no need to maintain this infrastructure or 

investment because it has no value to them.  

• The opposition (non-labour) government will reinstate forestry on public land. If a 

non-labour government is voted in, their new policies will renew investment and 

maintenance of these things 

 



Stretton’s findings and principles remain relevant for whoever is in power, but they have 

been lost from Victoria’s public land over the last 20 or so years.   

 

 

Introduction 

 

Last year I published the history of bushfire management in Victoria. It tracks the long battle by 

settlers to survive bushfires and by foresters to win government support for managing and protecting 

forest assets within Victoria’s public land. The problem then as now is that fires running freely in the 

forests break out as unstoppable infernos into private property on severe weather days, and they 

destroy the lives and property of voting taxpayers.  

 

This study is relevant for the Inquiry because it helps us all to understand how government finally put 

an end to fires running freely in public forests. The principles for damage prevention remain relevant 

today, when fires are again running freely in the public forests again. 

 

For this submission, I have identified five bushfire management eras in Victoria’s forest history for 

examination. It traces the bushfire protection situation in Victoria from aboriginal times, to the early 

settlers’ self-defence period, to patchy government control period, then to full government controls.  

The reference is my E book  

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-

Present.pdf 

plus 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-

of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf 

plus 

1939 Stretton Royal Commission Report 

 

I recently watched ABC’s Australian Story about the NSW aboriginal man Victor Steffensen 

promoting traditional aboriginal cool burns in public land forests as a way of protecting rural people 

and properties from the destructive high intensity bushfires of last spring / summer. It struck a sad 

chord with me because as a career forester on public land forests, our core practice was to conduct 

control burns to reduce bushfire intensity either to protect forestry assets and adjacent private property 

or to improve chances of successful suppression.  

 

Why is public land now a source of fear and terror by bushfire? 

 

Forestry practices have been progressively excluded from public land over the past 20 - 30 years by 

government policy and public land is now run as National Parks under a doctrinaire Mother Nature 

philosophy that aims to exclude human intervention. After a career as a professional natural resources 

manager, I can authoritatively declare the philosophy is distorted. It regards the non-aborigine human 

(= the voting taxpayer) as an enemy of Mother Nature (to be excluded) and believes public land can 

be run is blissful isolation of impact of Mother Nature processes on surrounding properties.  

 

I call this the doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy to distinguish it from the managed Mother Nature 

philosophy that guides classical natural resources management that includes forestry, soil, water, 

meteorology, astronomy, flora and fauna management and bushfire management. (Refer to 

POSTSCRIPT Thoughts on Mother Nature for the Wise – see below)  

 

The doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy regards bushfire as a natural process on public land. Its 

managers now choose to let fires run in mild weather and on a severe weather day, they cannot be 

http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-Present.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-Present.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf


stopped, but they let them run on the mild days following. Why do they let them run? Mother Nature 

processes are more important than impact on humans. Contrast this with bushfire management under 

the managed Mother Nature philosophy. We stop all fires when small in mild weather and on a severe 

weather day, we organise to stop their spread overnight and black them out in the mild days 

following. Why did we stop them when small? We managed Mother Nature processes to prevent 

damaging impact on humans. To reduce expenditure from the public purse, prevent damage to public 

land assets, prevent damage to private property assets.  

 

The doctrinaire philosophy does not cause harm to the voting taxpayer if the fire confines itself to 

public land, but fails when Mother Nature sends us severe weather days, when it breaks out into 

private property as an unstoppable inferno and inflicts massive destruction.  

 

The philosophy proved to be very dangerous and destructive to the voting taxpayer last fire season 

and very expensive to state and federal government coffers which are filled up by the voting taxpayer.   

 

I use this submission to call on the Federal government to use its influence to extinguish this 

doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy from public land in Australia and replace it with a managed 

Mother Nature philosophy that benefits humanity.   

 

 

Part 1  The pre-settlement aboriginal bushfire milieu – Victoria before 1840’s  

 

NSW aboriginal man Victor Steffensen was taught cool burning knowledge and skills at Cape York 

by two respected local elders. His skills are now much in demand in NSW since the bushfires last 

summer. He has a gentle hands-on teaching method and a simple message. Aborigines have cared for 

the environment for a long time. Listen to them. Cool burning is good for flora and fauna and keeps 

weeds away. His message is more cool burns must be done. It can prevent high intensity fires. It can 

help Australians deal with climate change. He needs a thousand people trained up like him to 

implement it. People like his message. 

 

About the elders: A PhD student confirmed that the elders’ knowledge of ecology and fire 

effects was exceptionally broad. They were later made honorary PhD’s. Steffensen filmed them 

teaching and doing. They clearly had the strong instinct / feeling that their National Park needed a 

good burn because the weeds and scrub were too thick = unhealthy. Their first burn was in the N P 

without permission and it burnt so well, they feared getting into trouble. They burnt by instinct and 

long-lost memory, rather than by a system. They rediscovered that repeat annual burns kills weeds 

and restores more native species, and the fauna returned. = healthy. Their burning was in a grassy 

woodland in a remote N P. They are guided by memory, feelings and instinct. There is no systematic 

science involved.      

 

Let’s look at known and deduced aboriginal use of fire in Victoria.  

 

There is a lot of evidence that Victorian aborigines used and managed fire skilfully for specific 

purposes, eg, for warmth, cooking and as a tool. There is evidence they taught the early settlers some 

of these skills for dealing with bushfires, including:    

• Ignite a fire 

• Make a portable fire lighter 

• Light dry undergrowth with a fire torch  

• Light undergrowth to clear it away for a pathway or for visibility underfoot   

• How to suppress fires out with green boughs 



• How to seek shelter from bushfires in creek beds  

• How to light fire ahead of running bushfire to create burnt out refuge,  

• How to light fires now for green pick later  

• How to light fire upwind to smoke out animals or enemy  

 

We can confidently deduce that when they used fire, there were no towns and settlements in the path 

of their fires. They let their fires run until they self-extinguished. They did not contemplate control 

lines or firebreaks or quantitatively measure fuel particle or fuel bed characteristics before 

undertaking burns. The INSET summarises evidence from William Buckley and early Victorian 

settlers regarding aboriginal fire practices, with more deductions.   

 

INSET 

Pre-settlement aboriginal fire applications in Victoria  

There is plenty of evidence that Victorian aborigines frequently burnt the bush around their woodland 

territories. They kept away from dense bush, partly for fear of imaginary tribes and partly because 

food was too hard to find and access too difficult. They burnt out of practicality for survival. Eg, to 

smoke out local animals for food, to clear a pathway through dense scrub to prevent scratches and 

cuts or so they can see the snakes. They used fire against their enemies, eg, against Thomas Mitchell’s 

exploration party – burning the grass in his path so his stock would have no feed. They may have 

burnt for short term primitive farming, eg, burn this patch so that the kangaroos will come back in a 

few weeks for the green pick. I suggest that the longer term planning concept of - burn here in autumn 

so the kangaroos will feed here in spring was not practiced because their tribal environment was 

unsettling. Buckley lived with the Victorian aborigines for 32 years and gave no report about their 

burning practices or astronomy skills, suggesting they were not top of mind. His tribes were hunter 

gatherers within a broad territory. They moved on when food became too hard to find. As simple as 

that. They stayed at the next place until food became too hard to find. And so on. All the while, they 

lived in fear of surprise attacks by day and night by non-allied tribes. They were culturally compelled 

to deliver retribution attacks. Then they lived in constant fear of revenge attacks. I suspect it is very 

difficult to develop a long-term approach to their homeland in that fearful environment.   

 

How relevant / effective is cool burning in today’s world? 

Aborigines are reinventing their image as spiritual custodians of the land and forests. The aborigines 

are saying they managed the land for 40,000+ years with cool burns that were beneficial for plants 

and animals and this subdued high intensity fires. The Bill Gamage book promotes this heritage and 

its potential for application today.  

 

On the one hand, it might be too big a step from primitive use of fire for hunter-gathering to 

application to protect properties and towns from bushfire damage. We all agree that frequent burning 

creates grassy understories, but the issue is not technique but regulatory hurdles to get burning 

approvals near properties and towns and approvals for environmental sensitivities.  

 

On the other hand, however, I can foresee the current National Parks managers embracing their skills 

and services because they will see aborigines as spiritual descendants of Mother Nature (see Part 5 

below) and therefore adopt their inherited knowledge of caring for flora and fauna. I can foresee 

aboriginal cool burns finally breaking their ecological management reluctance if the current era of 

doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy survives the next election.  

 

Well done to the aborigines for offering a solution to the bushfire problem. Locals are calling for 

more frequent burns but the government has deaf ears and the foresters voice is anathema to this 

government. Control burns are not done in N P’s because there is little money, the regulations are 



forbidding and the park managers are reluctant to play Mother Nature with burning regimes, claiming 

no evidence yet. But it is a Catch 22. They will not burn because they have no evidence of outcome, 

and they have no evidence because they do not burn. Hiring aborigines to do cool burns relieves them 

of a tormenting decision and at last Nat Parks will get some habitat burning to boost biodiversity. 

They might even allow aborigines to do cool burning near adjacent towns for protection.  

 

 

 

Part 2  Early settlement bushfire toleration / laissez faire era - 1840’s to 1940’s  

Fire brigades existed in towns from the 1840’s in Victoria. They were owned by insurance companies 

and were in major cities. They only attended fires in buildings insured by them. Later, progressively 

more regional towns funded their own brigade trucks for town fire protection. Apart from rather weak 

legislation about lighting fires, there was no government involvement or funding in fire-fighting till 

late 1800’s, when the forerunners of today’s MFB and CFA were able to formally register brigades 

and begin consideration of fire administration.    

 

When towns were threatened by bushfires, locals volunteered in large numbers and it was all hands on 

deck to defend the town. Local leaders arose to direct back burning and suppression operations. They 

sent riders to warn the next town that a big one was on the way. Government helped to coordinate 

post-disaster donations, but there was no government assistance in rebuilding or welfare.  

When fire damage occurred, police investigations hit a wall of silence. Neighbours refused to dob in 

their neighbour because everybody lit their own fires and everybody let them run. If fires ran into the 

bush, nobody put them out so they might burn for weeks. Summers in rural Victoria were typically 

smoky affairs. Then every severe weather day, angry fires would run out into the paddocks to threaten 

and destroy farms and crops and towns. These practices continued in many areas until the 1940’s and 

later.  

 

How relevant / effective in today’s world is lack of government control? 

Not suitable. People were flying blind. Summers were smoky forests and smoky skies like last spring 

/ summer in Australia. The bushfire protection outcome of this era was persistent tragedy and 

economic loss. They had no weather forecasts and no prior warning except smoke overhead or burnt 

leaves falling into their yard. Survival was in part proportional to experience or tips from the 

experienced, but generally under the control of luck – especially the timing of the wind change. The 

one overriding positive was the community willingness to self-defend and to help their neighbours do 

so. This approach now contravenes current fire agency policy. If a fire threatens today, evacuation is 

demanded, and self-defenders are given neither incentive nor policy support.   

 

The constant summer burning in forests may well have reduced fire intensity of bushfires that 

attacked towns if burnt areas were in correct alignment with wind direction and fire location and 

house. But if not, they would quickly grab their fire stick and burn out the flammable fuel around their 

house and barns before the flames hit. Of course, their fire would escape downwind, but they were 

now safe. However, the flame is one thing. They were still exposed to embers, but probably never 

mastered them. They would erect wet blankets over walls and roof and splash spot fires on the roof 

with relays of buckets passed by volunteers, perhaps not realising that open windows and doors let 

embers inside. 

 

Part 3 Patchy government control era Forester-driven fire protection 1910’s to 1940’s  

Forests were seen as commons or wastelands for any public purpose, eg, grazing, timber getting, 

dumping rubbish, mining. Foresters were annoying rebels in the Victorian government from the start, 

and a threat to the freedoms of the locals. They started off in a small unit within the Lands 

Department (and once in the Mines Department) in the late 1800’s. They challenged the Mines 



Department and the Lands Department, who between them, had allowed locals, miners, settlers and 

townsfolk to plunder Victoria’s eucalypt forests during the 1800’s. They convinced government to 

reserve productive public land from sale so that future timber supplies can be ensured. They saw 

bushfires as a major threat. They called for protection of Reserved Forests with introduction of 

forestry management and protection of this forestry resource with good bushfire management.  

 

Finally, in 1919, after a long running Royal Commission, an independent forestry department was 

formed, Forests Commission Victoria (FCV), but Lands Minister continued to dispense its revenue 

and control grazing licences on public land. The FCV complained persistently that fires lit by graziers 

threatened and burnt high value forests. But the grazier’s fires continued to be lit and run through the 

forest. Big fires of 1926 and 1932 destroyed huge slabs of high value forests and local communities 

living and working within them. The government was unmoved. In 1927, FCV established and part 

funded volunteer Bushfire Brigades, primarily to stop bushfires running into adjacent forests but the 

side benefit was general fire protection of local communities. In 1938/39, numerous running fires 

coalesced and over several severe weather days killing 71 people and burning out more than 3 million 

ha, including the highly valuable mountain ash forests that the FCV planned for building our houses 

and furniture for ever more.  

 

Judge Stretton’s 1939 Royal Commission was unusual because it searched for underlying causes and 

determined to deliver practical solutions, which demanded access to the truth.  

The truth was hard to find. Much of the evidence was coloured by self interest. Much of it was quite false. Little 

of it was wholly truthful. The timber-workers were afraid that if they gave evidence they would not be given 

future employment in the mills. Some of them, disregarding advice, gave evidence, which was clearly truthful. 

The Forest Officers were, in the main, youngish men of very good character. Mostly, they were afraid that if 

they were too outspoken, their future advancement 

in the Forests Commission’s employ would be endangered. Some of them had become too 

friendly with the millers; It was regrettable that some of the saw-millers and some of the Forestry Officers were 

loud in praise of one another, when, to the knowledge of both each had neglected many obligations in the matter 

of fire prevention and suppression. 

 

The terms of reference included tasks that have never reappeared in subsequent bushfire inquiries - 

how to prevent future outbreaks, future spread and future loss of life and property.   

To report on … “the measures which are necessary or desirable to be taken by any and what persons, 

corporations, or bodies:  

“to prevent the outbreak of bushfires in Victoria,  

 to prevent the spreading of such fires; and  

“to protect life and private and public property in the event of bush fires burning in Victoria”. 

 

His search was colourful with a brutal honesty but effective. Eg, he condemned the FCV for 

presenting “yes-men” witnesses. He declared the FCV failed in its duty of fire prevention and 

suppression due to underfunding and under staffing, but blamed the government for this. He 

condemned interference by Minister for Lands in FCV’s fire management efforts.  

a large portion of the moneys available for expenditure upon fire prevention works has been taken from the 

control of the Commission (by the Minister of Forests and Lands = Lind).   

He found the Board of Works’ water catchments contributed to the spread of fires by failing to 

conduct prevention works, particularly control burning.  

It is found that the condition of the Board’s areas assisted the spread of fires which occurred in January 1939; 

that the destruction of private property resulted, and that had preventive burning been employed within the areas 

and more widely employed on the margins of those areas, such spread would have been retarded, and such 

destruction would have been avoided.  

He warned that  a recurrence of spread of fire and destruction of property may well occur in a normal bush fire 

season if the areas of the Board are not compartmented by strip-burning and if more effective margin burning is 

not carried out. 



 

He finally recommended some key reforms that eliminated actual causes of the 1939 disaster, 

including:  

• Stop all fires running in summer anywhere, in both forest and farmland,  

• ban fire lighting outdoors during the declared fire season,  

• Full independence by FCV to conduct properly funded fire prevention works and 

suppression in forest on public land.  

According to the Forestry Authorities of the world, the first consideration of the forester is or ought to be, the 

prevention and suppression of fire. Prevention in the absolute degree being impossible, quick suppression is 

the imperative first step. 

• He also recommended reforms for Country Fire Brigades Board, eg to better coordinate 

volunteer rural brigades and empower them to do prevention works.  

 

Nothing happened for another six years because the powerful Lands Minister and supporting lobby 

groups resented and rejected Stretton’s findings.  

 

How relevant / effective in today’s world is patchy government control? 

It is ineffective.   

Large fires continued on both private agricultural land and public land forests because there was no 

legal mechanism or resources or will to prevent their spread. Much death and damage was wrought to 

farms, forests and settlements during this era.  

 

 

Part 4  Full government controls - Mark 1 Post Stretton era 1945 to 1990’s 

Mark 1 is aggressive suppression policy with adequate resources supported by prevention works 

(infrastructure and mitigation works) to facilitate suppression and to protect settlements and core 

assets. Suppression and prevention was informed by active technical / scientific investigation. The 

overriding protective principle was that fire intensity in forests and grasslands is reduced by reducing 

their fuel load.  

 

Private property  The rural brigades continued their volunteer responses. They undertook local 

prevention works informally on demand, but were not equipped for systematic prevention work. The 

suppression model was based on rapid-response-local-protection – report a fire, drop tools, go to site, 

put it out, return to work a few hours later. As CFA coordination improved, brigades were sent further 

afield.     

 

Public land  In 1945, the government overcame resistance of the Lands Minister and rural lobby, 

and gave FCV full control over fire management on Victoria’s public land estate. The Bushfire 

Brigades had to go to the CFA, whose predecessor already had many volunteer rural brigades under 

its wing in farmland areas.   

Control burning on the forest estate was small scale till the early 1960’s, done strategically to protect 

forestry assets from private property fires and after Stretton’s urgings, protect private property assets 

from forest fire escapes. The knowledge from McArthur’s bushfire and control burning Leaflets in the 

1960’s and the innovation of aerial burning gave FCV the confidence and means to do large scale 

control burning.  

 

From then onwards, FCV actively drove the bushfire response on public land in Victoria, the bushfire 

prone capital of the world. Its policy was to aggressively suppress bushfires on public land with the 

mantra of “fast determined and thorough”, to maintain a network of tracks and fire towers and trained 

staff, and to conduct substantial broad scale control burning in the distant forests and small scale 

burning in forest areas near towns. FCV also funded an in-house bushfire research unit. 



 

But times were a-changing, as were attitudes by new public land managers to bushfires on public 

land. In the late 1980’s early 1990’s, I was senior statewide fire planner for Victoria’s State Forests 

and National Parks. The proportion of fires that escaped from public land was by now negligible. The 

proportion of fires that escaped from private property was still a major concern, as 1983 Ash 

Wednesday fires had recently reinforced, when large areas of productive forestry were destroyed.   

 

Our fire protection branch had to negotiate control burning approvals with the managers of the 

growing band of new National Parks on public land. National Parks management and lobby groups 

were opposed to broad scale control burning. Their stated concern was lack of evidence about effects 

of burning frequencies on flora and fauna on site. Decisions were therefore impossible, so control 

burning was anathema. Yet they made no study or investment or trials to break the inaction deadlock.  

 

They reluctantly agreed to protective burning (eg, adjacent towns or forestry assets) provided it was 

minimal. They finally agreed to the concept of broad scale ecological burns. This was a master stroke 

to ensure continued inaction, because these zones were accorded the lowest budget priority level. It 

was a colour on the fire protection map that the public would see, but presumably their managers and 

lobby groups accepted it because they knew the burns would never happen.  

 

Some wilderness areas had been declared in remote areas. They wanted no human intervention in 

these areas. If a lightning fire occurred, they wanted us to let it run till it self-extinguishes. We were 

practical enough to allow forest bushfires late in the fire season to burn out to gullies and roads, but 

never in a dry spring or a mid-summer. Our argument that these fires will grow and run into 

commercial forestry areas was resisted. I recall the agreement included clauses like minimal 

suppression with hand tools only, definitely no dozers, suppression in high fire danger periods only, 

otherwise let them run.       

 

How relevant / effective in today’s world is full government control - Mark 1? 

The aggressive suppression model backed by prevention works concept is very relevant and very 

effective for today’s world. A careful read of Stretton’s well written judgement reveals it as a timeless 

blueprint for comprehensive bushfire protection on public land and private property and a source of 

best practice principles.   

 

Stretton’s reforms led to immediate substantial improvements in performance over the next 45 years.   

Before the Stretton reforms, almost all the high and highest severity seasons generated serious damage 

toll years. Since Stretton, about half of them did.  

In the 44 years prior to Stretton,  

14 years were high to severe fire seasons and 11 years generated serious damage toll. 11/14=78% 

30 years were low severity fire seasons and 11 years generated serious damage toll. 11/30 = 37% 

 

In the first 45 years of the post Stretton era,  

10 years were high to severe fire seasons and 2 generated serious damage toll.   2/10= 20% 

35 years were low severity fire seasons and 9 years generated serious damage toll. 9/35= 26% 

 

The source of this improvement was the removal of a suite of persistent bushfire causes that had been 

tolerated during Victorian summers for over 100 years. The three significant Stretton policy changes 

were (1) stop all running fires during summer and (2) prevent all unauthorised burning off during 

summer, and (3) prohibit and extinguish all fires on severe weather days [initially called Acute 

weather days, they became known as Total Fire Ban (TFB) days]. 

 



As effective as Stretton’s reforms were initially, the fire authorities focused on suppression responses 

as time passed and failed to use the reforms as a foundation to find ways to prevent damage by large 

inferno bushfires. Instead, they settled into an annual cycle of bushfire season expectation, Their focus 

is revealed by their performance indicators.  

Let me explain.  

Mark 1 aimed to keep the bushfires small, particularly in hot dry periods. The CFA operated without 

defined performance measures for bushfires, other than arrive at scene as soon as possible. The 

performance measure for public land was to keep 80% of fires below 5 ha. That appears at first glance 

to be suitable, but closer examination reveals it is another typical non accountable government KPI. It 

is saying that if 20% of fires exceed 5 ha, the government is happy. But it is the large fires that cause 

the damage, meaning the government, under fire authority advice, has failed to incentivise fire 

agencies to reduce damage caused by large fires. Eg, If the government’s aim was to reduce damage 

by bushfires, the target would aim to lower the number or percentage of large fires, eg > 400ha.  

 

That was one failure. Another was failure of anybody to ask this question – why, when bushfires are 

not natural disasters (that cannot exist without fine flammable fuel on the ground - a very manageable 

commodity), do we have to suffer the same bushfire anxiety problem each year? The correct answer 

would lead to a better stronger target - to aim for zero life loss and zero damage. This reform would 

lead to eradicating the bushfire menace. This reform still awaits a Parliament or a Fire Chief to run 

with it.   

 

 

Part 5  Full Government controls - Mark 2 The Mother Nature era    2000’s onwards  

Mark 2 is an ambivalent suppression policy – generally aggressive on private property and non-

aggressive on public land, which, with forestry gone, is now managed like a National Park,  

 

Emergency Services Judge Stretton called for a State bushfire authority with representative from 

each fire agency to coordinate suppression and prevention works to mitigate damage. That did not 

happen, but Victoria now has an Emergency Services Commissioner to coordinate response to 

bushfires, ie, suppression. Prevention works do not rate as a priority. His sole focus is on suppression 

and resources have indeed been boosted after each damaging bushfire event, even though suppression 

capability is always exceeded on severe weather days. However, two other worrying changes have 

occurred. Firstly, the volunteers’ resolve is being tested by the government’s wish to unionise and 

secondly, attitudes on public land have changed regarding suppression urgency (from fast suppression 

to let-it-run) and control burning (now firmly minimalist).  

 

Private property The government response to bushfires on private property still relies heavily 

on the CFA volunteers, the vast unpaid workforce that was designed to protect local towns. The 

volunteers give the government a financial gift – a very low cost workforce to deal with bushfires. 

The CFA has long been sending its volunteers to distant long-running forest fires to work alongside 

paid CFA people and paid DELWP people. Volunteers have tolerated this discrepancy on the grounds 

of selfless community service, but recent government policies have unsettled their resolve, such that 

many have resigned. The government is expanding firefighter union involvement into rural areas and 

is isolating volunteers into a kind of second rate and badly underfunded department, although still 

called the CFA. Fast forward the government’s plans and we will see lower numbers of volunteers 

and a fully paid professional firefighting service that will be deployed to ever longer-running 

bushfires at full pay including lots of overtime. Treasury will then be staggered at the true cost of 

bushfires and compensation. Hopefully, the then Treasurer will finally say – Enough! I have no 

money left for schools. I can’t put taxes up any higher. Can’t we adopt better policies for bushfires? 

Or better still, why can’t we eliminate bushfires altogether?      

 



Public land  Suppression resources are well funded and are more than adequate for a strong Mark 

1 response, but attitudes of the managers of public land managers have changed in two areas –

prevention works and suppression response.  

Prevention works: Mitigations like broad area control burning and track maintenance have been 

reducing for the past 20 years on public land due to gross underfunding and ideological constraints, ie, 

they are perceived to be damaging to Mother Nature’s environment. The approval process for a 

control burn is now tortuously bureaucratic with difficult to satisfy environmental and public health 

concerns. It is understandable that if a bushfire occurs in a N P or forest area, they tend to let it run a 

bit, rather than stop it. After all, bushfire is a natural process. Hence the genesis of the “control 

burning by bushfire” attitude.  

 

Suppression response: During this period, massive bushfires have been allowed to develop, eg, 1 

million ha plus fires that were allowed to run for several weeks. When long periods of mild weather 

were used to extend the fire area rather than minimise boundary perimeter, I deduced a change in 

suppression policy. I warned Parliamentarians of this aspect daily during million plus ha fires of the 

mid 2000’s, but it fell on deaf ears, even though each extra day was burning Treasury money, 

diverting it from productive community investment.  

 

This and the other concern of mis-truthing that arose during this period were confirmed in a Federal 

government inquiry that the Premier refused his government’s cooperation. A senior Melbourne based 

Channel 9 political reporter Charles Slade told the Federal Bushfire inquiry under oath the following:  

“Slade said the Department of Sustainability and Environment had "spin doctors" exaggerating the 

seriousness of the fires in an attempt to win more funding at the expense of Parks Victoria and the 

Country Fire Authority. He alleged initial bushfire outbreaks were allowed to act as a natural 

backburn to reduce fuel loads in national parks, which had been neglected for years. But, as the fires 

got out of control, the truth was covered up and the department embarked on a "heroic" campaign to 

"save a town a day", he told the inquiry. As part of this, Bureau of Meteorology weather reports had 

been doctored to engineer a sense of crisis and support alarmist information in the department's media 

releases, Slade said. This forced media outlets, including Channel Nine, to file "beat-ups" that did not 

reflect the real situation, he said   The Age  30 July 2003 

 

The Age reported angry objections by Premier Bracks, eg, that Slade’s comments are insulting to the 

fire fighters etc, and cannot understand why he said them, but there was no strong denial. However, 

when seen in the light of the Premier’s refusal to cooperate, Slade’s independent and perhaps 

whistleblowing insider evidence appears convincing about three issues – letting the fires run to make 

up for control burning neglect, winning more funding by prolonging the bushfire and exaggerating the 

danger contrary to the truth.        

 

Let me explain what “winning more money” means.  Benefits flow to cash strapped departments 

when they declare it a bushfire. They get unlimited money from Treasury, so they can do lots of 

deferred “improvements” to local roads and other infrastructure and pay staff under the name of 

bushfire payments.  

• If a bushfire occurs in mild weather, they can either stop it or let it run to distant control lines. 

They do the latter because they disdain use of bulldozers in public land. 

• If a bushfire occurs during severe weather, they cannot stop it, so they aim to contain it within 

distant boundaries. A bushfire is after all, Mother Nature’s way.  

The longer the fire runs, the more non-departmental money they win.  

 

Let me explain the implications of mis truthing by government Easy access to factual bushfire data 

once available back to 1919 has all but disappeared. CFA report highlights in Annual Reports. 

DELWP Annual Report provides little more than the few performance measures that Treasury 



requires. The performance measures are meaningless to the bushfire professional, but Treasury and 

Parliament accept them.  

 

Let me explain about performance measures Bushfire damage is not reported to government or to 

the public. This confirms damage reduction / prevention is not a corporate performance measure. 

Area burnt by bushfire used to be an indication of fire season severity. Not so in Victoria in the last 20 

years. Bushfires are now counted as area burnt alongside the declining prescribed burn totals and are 

now incorporated as a positive risk-reducing benefit into a new measure of bushfire risk on public 

land.   

 

Let me explain the new bushfire risk measure on public land. It is a percentage residual risk level. 

Risk level is based on the concept that (1) area burnt on public land anywhere in Victoria, whether by 

control burn or bushfire, reduces the bushfire risk across the whole of public land forest, and that (2) 

the larger the area burnt in a given year, the lower the risk becomes next 2 – 3 years. For example, it 

proposes that a 10,000 ha burn in Mansfield reduces the risk level of the whole state, including say, in 

the Grampians, a few hundred km distant. This is anti-science but that is irrelevant because in recent 

years, the area of bushfires has exceeded the control burn area, meaning that less control burns have to 

be done.  

   

The following chart even demonstrates how unsatisfactory this performance measure is, but DELWP, 

Emergency Services, IGEM and Treasury adopted it as a primary performance measure despite this 

deficiency.  

       

    
Chart shows that in 2009 and 1983, when two of Victoria’s worst bushfire tragedies occurred, residual risk 

indicator was lowest. 

 

Footnote: To the bushfire professional, this risk concept is profoundly meaningless and has no 

scientific or logical support, but is emblematic of the government priority of protecting Mother 

Nature’s processes at the expense of people, their property and their lifestyle. Finally, it is it perhaps 

predictable that in the doctrinaire Mother Nature era, science has gone out the window, replaced by 

the bizarre.  

   

In summary, during the recent doctrinaire Mother Nature era, the government (1) has allowed the 

public land fire agency to progressively implement a form of “control burning by bushfires”, where it 

lets fires run instead of applying the fast and determined suppression approach of the FCV days, (2) 

has obscured public access to base factual data that has been provided publicly since 1919, and (3) has 

allowed it to adopt a performance measure that is professionally meaningless, but effectively devalues 



the benefit of control burning as a tool to reduce bushfire risk level. This is a victory of political 

idealogy over concern for the people and their assets.  

 

How relevant / effective in today’s world is full government control - Mark 2 

Mark 2 breaks the rules of best practice bushfire suppression, but it is consistent with the 

government’s policy of managing public land according to Mother Nature’s processes, and the 

government is apparently happy to pay massive suppression payments and massive compensation to 

burnt out locals.   

 

Government trust in suppression as their only method to protect the public and their property using 

well-funded suppression resources remains intact even though (1) the designer capability of 

suppression resources is always exceeded in severe weather and (2) the fire agencies do insufficient 

mitigation works to allow a safe working place for fire fighters in threatened towns, meaning towns 

are not capable of protection from bushfires.   

 

Excluding last fire season, the damage toll rate over the previous 22-year period is returning to pre-

Stretton rates.     

 

Over that 22 years: 

11 years were high to severe fire seasons and 7 years generated serious damage toll.    7/11=63% 

Pre stretton = 78%  post stretton =  20% 

11 years were low severity fire seasons and 4 years generated serious damage toll.  4/11=36% 

Pre stretton = 37%  post stretton =  26% 

 

 

Discussion 

The wheel has turned. The Stretton reforms set Victoria on the right path to reduce bushfire damage to 

forests and to the people. Implementation was not always perfect, but we foresters aspired to achieve 

the right outcomes – minimise damage to public land assets and prevent bushfire escapes from public 

land. It is understandable that current public land managers now let bushfires run because they cannot 

cause assessable damage to public land.  

 

However, their policy of delayed suppression without prevention works has returned the wheel to the 

pre-Stretton era. We ex-public land foresters are out of the picture now, but we can only urge public 

land managers to adhere to the Stretton principles because public land has now become the source of 

destruction and terror for its neighbours and budget trauma for Treasury.  

 

Last spring, 2019, I documented the growth of several bushfires in Qld, NSW and Victoria. The 

consistent feature of all but one bushfire was that the government let bushfires run in National Parks 

and forested lands in mild weather instead of suppressing them when small. I wish I had evidence to 

the contrary, but I have to accept this is now a common policy = control burning by bushfire. NSW 

government watched on as their let-it-burn bushfires burnt systematically from Byron Bay to 

Bateman’s Bay from September to December through heavily drought stressed forests. Each fire grew 

too large to stop. Resources were allocated to protect adjacent settlements when threatened rather than 

to prevent their spread. When severe weather came, they ran out into settlements and towns, causing 

mass destruction and death. The almost complete burnout of the green N P areas on the NSW map 

was clinical.  

 

I have documented the four East Gippsland fires that started in late November 2019. Only the Bruthen 

fire was contained and held. The other three were allowed to run during three weeks of mild weather 

through National Parks, largely unchecked, in drought stressed forest. I am told that National Parks 



banned the fire control team from control line / back burning operations in the Roger River plateau 

country for environmental reasons. Their let-it-burn strategy failed to anticipate the foreseeable 

nightmare danger scenario - a severe weather day with strong NW winds at right angles to a long fire 

edges. Those days came and mass destruction befell fire-agency-trusting people and their property. 

Sadly for the local fauna, it destroyed large areas of their habitat and their lives.  

 

 

The government of the day has allowed fire agencies to pursue this direction. The government was 

democratically elected, so I must accept that people support that direction. As a bushfire professional, 

I see major divergence from best practice bushfire management is occurring and that it is causing 

death and destruction and I am duty bound to call it out and demand that the government orders fire 

agencies to return to best practice immediately.  

 

It is now more relevant and more urgent than ever for the government to re-read Stretton’s well 

written judgement and realign fire agencies with its timeless blueprint for comprehensive bushfire 

protection on public land and private property and to adopt it as a source of best practice principles.   

It is now more urgent than ever to remind public land managers of Stretton’s advice regarding their 

liability for compensation as owners of land with a dangerous fuel condition.   

Compensation for Damage by Spread of Fire.—Where the spread of fire from any land, by whomsoever 

occupied, or if unoccupied, by whomsoever owned, is caused to adjoining or adjacent land or any property 

thereon, whether real or personal, by reason of the fact that such first-mentioned land was in a dangerous 

condition, the occupier or owner (as the case may be) of any such first-mentioned land should be liable to 

compensate the occupier or owner (as the case may be) of such last-mentioned land.  

 

 

Post script  A thought or two about Mother Nature for the wise 

 

It appears that a large part of the Board’s policy of prevention of outbreak and spread of fires is to be left to 

Nature. Nature, however, in another department of its working sends the abnormal season which encourages the 

major fire which consumes the forest. STRETTON, 1939 

 

Mother Nature has created a magical range of life forms and behaviours in the plant and animal 

world. But be not fooled. She is a cruel impartial mistress. She has no concern about the individual 

animal or plant. She hard-wired lions to eat zebras, but she has no feeling for the felled zebra. Instead 

she has hard-wired the zebra species to survive. She works at the species level. Can you discern that I 

have been a district manager in the Fisheries and Wildlife department? She invented the dinosaurs, 

and they flourished for a while in the coincidentally appropriate climate. Then the asteroid came and 

they all vanished. But no, not all. The small feathered dinosaur species survived, and Mother Nature’s 

mechanisms have allowed them to survive as our bird species today and thrive in tremendous variety 

and colour and size.  

Does Mother Nature apply this attitude to humans? She has hard-wired the human species to survive 

at the species level. But she has also hard-wired humans to truly care for the individual of the species. 

Adults will cry over a dead child they do not even know. No other animal does this beyond the 

instinct or survival level. In addition, Mother Nature has hard-wired humans to identify and learn her 

laws and to apply them to solve problems.   

Fire is a Mother Nature invention. At 1000C it is deadly to all forms of life. Living cells die at only 

60C. But Mother Nature has hard-wired humans to discover her laws about fire and learn to master 

them.  

And so it is with bushfires. The high priests of doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy appear to be 

implementing an aberration of Mother Nature’s laws. They are inflicting a disaster upon the human 

individual by letting bushfires run freely in Mother Nature’s wonderlands. They are disregarding 

known solutions about bushfire management and are creating scenarios that show no regard for fellow 



humans by letting hot fires get too close to people. But Mother Nature may not be displeased because 

she had also hard-wired people to make interpretations. She is impartial. She also hard-wired the 

human species to seek common sense and logic and the truth. She has watched on as human history 

waxed and waned between common sense and ideological extremes.   
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To His Excellency The Right Honorable FREDERICK WOLLASTON MANN, K.C.M.G.,  

Lieutenant-Governor   of   the   State   of  Victoria,   and   its   Dependencies   in   the   
Commonwealth  of  Australia,  &c.,  &c.,  &c.                                                                  

 
MAY  IT  PLEASE  YOUR  EXCELLENCY.  
 

INTRODUCTION.—PART  I.  
 In the State of Victoria, the month of January of the year 1939 came towards the 
end of 
a long drought which had been aggravated by a severe hot, dry summer season. For 
more than twenty years the State of Victoria had not seen its countryside and forests in 
such travail. 
Creeks, and springs ceased to run. Water storages were depleted. Provincial towns were 
facing the probability of cessation of water supply. In Melbourne more than a million 
inhabitants were subjected to restrictions upon the use of water. Throughout the 
countryside, 
the farmers were carting water, if such was available, for their stock and for themselves. 
The rich plains, denied their beneficient [sic] rains lay bare and baking, and the forests 
from the foothills 
to the alpine-heights, were tinder. The soft carpet of the forest floor was gone; the bone-
dry 
litter crackled underfoot; dry heat and hot dry winds worked upon a land already dry, 
to suck 
from it the last, least drop of moisture.  Men who had lived their lives in the bush went 
their  
ways in the shadow of dread expectancy. But though they felt the imminence of danger 
they 
could not tell that it was to be far greater than they could imagine. They had not lived 
long 
enough. The experience of the past could not guide them to an understanding of what 
might, 
and did, happen. And so it was that, when millions of acres of the forest were invaded by 
bushfires which were almost State-wide, there happened, because of great loss of life 
and property, the  
most  disastrous  forest calamity  the  State  of  Victoria  has known.  
 These  fires  were  lit  by  the  hand  of  man.  
 Seventy-one lives were lost. Sixty-nine mills were burned. Millions of acres of 
fine 
forest, of almost   incalculable   value,   were   destroyed   or   badly   damaged.   
Townships   were obliterated in a few minutes. Mills, houses, bridges, tramways, 
machinery, were burned to the ground; men, cattle, horses, sheep, were devoured by 
the fires or asphyxiated by the scorching debilitated air. Generally, the numerous fires 
which during December, in many parts of Victoria, 
had been burning separately, as they do in any summer, either “under control”  as it is 
falsely 
and dangerously called, or entirely untended, reached the climax of their intensity and 
joined 
forces  in  a  devastating  confluence  of  flame  on  Friday,  the  13th  of  January.  



 On that day it appeared that the whole State was alight. At midday, in many 
places, 
it was dark as night. Men carrying hurricane lamps, worked to make safe their families 
and belongings. Travellers on the highways were trapped by fires or blazing fallen trees, 
and 
perished. Throughout the land there was daytime darkness. At one mill, desperate but 
futile 
efforts were made to clear of inflammable scrub the borders of the mill and mill 
settlement. All 
but one person, at that mill, were burned to death, many of them while trying to burrow 
to 
imagined safety in the sawdust heap. Horses were found, still harnessed, in their stalls, 
dead, their limbs fantastically contorted. The full story of the killing of this small 
community is one 
of unpreparedness, because of apathy and ignorance and perhaps of something worse.  
 Steel girders and machinery were twisted by heat as if they had been of fine wire. 
Sleepers of heavy durable timber, set in the soil, their upper surfaces flush with the 
ground, were 
burnt through. Other heavy wood work disappeared, leaving no trace. Where the fire 
was 
most intense the soil was burnt and destroyed to such a depth that it may be many 
years before 
it shall have been restored by the slow chemistry of Nature. Acres upon acres of the soil 
itself 
can  be  retained  only  by  the  effort  of  man in a fight against  natural  erosive  forces.  
 The speed of the fires was appalling. They leaped from mountain peak to 
mountain 
peak, or far out into the lower country, lighting the forests 6 or 7 miles in advance of the 
main 
fires. Blown by a wind of great force, they roared as they travelled. Balls of crackling fire 
sped at a great pace in advance of the fires, consuming with a roaring, explosive noise, 
all that 
they touched. Houses of brick were seen and heard to leap into a roar of flame before 
the fires 
had reached them. Some men of science hold the view that the fires generated and were 
preceded 
by inflammable gases which became alight. Great pieces of burning bark were carried 
by the 
wind to set in raging flame regions not yet reached by the fires. Such was the force of 
the wind 
hat [sic], in many places, hundreds of trees of great size were blown clear of the earth, 
tons of soil, with embedded masses of rock, still adhering to the roots; for mile upon 
mile the former forest monarchs were laid in confusion, burnt, torn from the earth, and 
piled one upon another as matches strewn by a giant hand.  
 There had been no force to equal these in destructiveness or intensity in the 
history of 
settlement of this State, except perhaps the fires of 1851, which, too, came at the 



culmination 
of a long drought.  
 Some impression, then, of the unusual antecedents of the fires and of their 
extreme and unprecedented severity may be gained. It will, it is hoped, be apparent that 
the experience of 
men in Victoria was such as to leave them unprepared for disaster on such a scale. It is 
with 
such facts in mind and with the belief that this facile wisdom which comes after an event 
is not 
wisdom, but foolishness, that your commissioner proceeds to report upon the matters 
into which, 
to   his   great   honour,   he   has   been   appointed   by   Royal   Commission   to   inquire.  

—————————————————  
INTRODUCTION.—PART II.  

 On the 27th day of January, 1939, a Royal Commission was issued and entered in 
the 
Register of Patents. Its terms require your Commissioner, thereby appointed, to inquire 
into 
and report upon:—  

1. The causes and origins of the serious bush fires which burned in various 
parts of Victoria during the month of January, 1939.  

2. The measures taken to prevent the outbreak and spread of such fires and the 
measures taken to prevent the destruction of life and public property.  

3. The measures which are necessary or desirable to be taken by any and what 
persons, corporations, or bodies to prevent the outbreak of bushfires in 
Victoria, or to prevent the spreading of such fires; and  

4. The measures which are necessary or desirable to be taken by any and what 
persons, corporations, or bodies to protect life and private and public 
property in the event of bush fires burning in Victoria.  

 The first sitting of the Commission so constituted was held at Melbourne on the 
31st day 
of January, 1939. The last public sitting was held on the 17th day of April, 1939. 
Between 
those dates the Commission sat daily, continuously, except for one or two short 
intermissions 
which were granted to meet the convenience of parties. Sittings were held in the 
country, also, 
at many places which were thought to be most easily accessible to witnesses from the 
surrounding 
district. The Commission did not attempt to sit at every place affected by the fires. It 
chose 
for its sittings places which it considered were centres of country which, because of its 
physical 
features, its experience of the fires and other circumstances was likely to be typical of 
much 
larger areas. The Commission is satisfied that by this method it has heard classes of 
evidence 
which are representative in principle of every class of evidence which could have been 



given. 
The Commission, further, inspected areas thought to be typical of all the classes of forest 
country 
n the State, widely diverse as they are. It was found that although different kinds of 
country 
have problems of fire prevention and suppression which differ in some degree, one 
from the other, nevertheless the general principles which are thought by informed 
people to govern these matters 
are of almost universal application and readily admit of modification according to the 
exigencies 
of local peculiarities. 
 It will be found that this Report, in the main, is concerned with generalizations. 
In few 
cases will it be found to particularize. For instance under paragraph I. of the terms of 
the 
Commission (supra) no attempt was made to discover whether Mr. “A” lit a fire which 
burnt 
his district, nor was it regarded of paramount importance whether, in another district, 
the 
lighting was deliberate or accidental. It was left to the detectives and the coroner to 
elicit, in 
their own spheres, such evidence of this sort as they could.  
 Again, it will be noticed that there does not appear in this Report under, for 
instance, paragraph 4 of the Commission, any suggestion as to the manner in which, for 
example, Noojee 
may be best protected or Omeo made safe. Rather it will appear that the Report 
suggests methods 
of control and organization of fire fighting forces, of awakening of public appreciation of 
the danger of the misuse of fire, of deciding upon, effectuating and enforcing fire 
prevention schemes, of amendment of the law by repeal or alteration where at present 
it stands in the way of the 
safeguarding of our property and our people.  
 The principal parties who appeared before the Commission were:— Those 
classes of the 
rural population whose work or interests lie in or near forest areas and who consisted 
chiefly of farmers, graziers, timber-workers, and saw-millers; the Forests Commission; 
The Victorian Foresters' Association; The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works; 
The Country Bush 
Fire Brigades Association; the Lands Department; the Hardwood Millers' Association; 
the 
Forests League; expert witnesses from within and without the Public Service; and 
various 
persons  who  desired  to  express  their  views  upon  the  matters  for  inquiry.  
 The truth was hard to find. Accordingly, your Commissioner sometimes sought it 
(as 
he was entitled to do) in places other than the witness box.  Much of the evidence was 
coloured by self interest. Much of it was quite false. Little of it was wholly truthful. The 
timber-workers were afraid that if they gave evidence they would not be given future 



employment in the mills. It is difficult to imagine a sufficient reason for the absence of 
representation of these men before the Commission of Inquiry.  Some of them, 
disregarding advice, gave evidence, which 
was clearly truthful. The Forest Officers were, in the main, youngish men of very good 
character. Mostly, they were afraid that if they were too outspoken, their future 
advancement 
in the Forests Commission’s employ would be endangered. Some of them had become 
too 
friendly with the millers; whose activities they were set to direct and check. It was 
regrettable 
that some of the saw-millers and some of the Forestry Officers were loud in praise of 
one another, when, to the knowledge of both each had neglected many obligations in the 
matter of fire 
prevention and suppression.  
 Of the Forests Commission, the Chairman, Mr Alfred Vernon Galbraith, alone was 
called 
to speak for the Commission. He found himself in the embarrassing position of being the 
truthful sponsor of what he thought was a bad case. He is a man of moral integrity. If he 
were freed from the preoccupations attendant upon a life of enforced mendicancy on 
behalf of 
his Department, and if his Commission were placed beyond the reach of the sort of 
political authority to which he and his department have for some time past been 
subjected, he would 
be of greater value to the State and would be able to devote himself more closely to 
(inter alia) what should be the first consideration of every forester, the problems of fire 
prevention and suppression.  
 Reference has been made to certain of the foregoing matters for the purpose of 
showing some of the difficulties with which the commission was confronted and to 
explain why methods 
a little unorthodox, but sound, were employed in the search for truth. Some of what has 
already 
been set down will, when later expanded, serve to explain, if not to excuse entirely, what 
appears to have been the mistakes and the failures of persons whose past conduct will 
be later discussed.  
 This Report will be somewhat inconclusive as to many matters which might have 
been appropriately examined but which, while being technically relevant, upon a 
consideration of 
realities fell, for practical purposes, outside the ambit of the Inquiry. The several classes 
of 
people who gave evidence pressed for the preferment of their personal or departmental 
interests. 
 To enable a report of full effect to be made, it would be necessary to inquire into 
and 
resolve the preliminary problem of the co-ordination of control of forest lands by, and 
recognition and preservation of the rights of, the various persons and departments 
whose interests are rooted 
in the soil of the forests ; to inquire into the constitution and administration of some of 
these departments ; to expose and scotch the foolish enmities which mar the 



management of the 
forests by public departments, who, being our servants, have become so much our 
masters that 
in some respects they lose sight of our interests in the promotion of their mutual 
animosities. Nevertheless what will be suggested, should it be thought to be of value, 
can without insuperable difficulty be later fitted to any change of forest lands control.  
 There is one fundamental policy of fire prevention and of protection against fire. 
There is only one basis upon which that policy can safely rest, namely, the full 
recognition by each person or department who has dominion over the right to enter 
the forests of the paramount duty to safeguard the property and rights of others. It 
would be found in the forests, as it is 
in all places outside the forests, that such a policy is the surest safeguard of the rights 
and 
property of each one concerned. No person or department can be allowed to use the 
forest in such a way as to create a state of danger to others. If conformity of this rule 
cannot be 
brought about, the offender must be put out of the forest, or, in the case of a public 
department, its authority curtailed or enlarged, so that the rule may be enforced or 
voluntarily observed as 
the case may require. Education of children and adults in this matter is vitally necessary. 
As no scheme of prevention or safeguards can be brought to a state effectiveness in this 
State without education, goodwill and the expenditure of money and patient labour, the 
day is yet 
distant when we may be able to say that we have, not a condition of perfect safety, but 
at least 
a working plan and the knowledge that the plan has the approval of the rural populace. 
Without their approval and goodwill there can be no real plan because it is man who 
causes 
the fires in all years, as he caused the fires of 1939. A law which is not acceptable to the 
many 
is made to be broken. It is therefore with some misgivings as to immediate betterment 
that 
the recommendations of this Report are made. For much that will be suggested will rest, 
for 
its effectuation, upon the voluntary co-operation of those whom it is  designed to 
protect. A 
little of it will rely upon the stern and swift punishment of the few who, failing to be 
convinced, cannot be cajouled. That punishment, it is suggested, should take the form of 
deprivation of 
rights, rather than, but not to the exclusion of, fine or imprisonment.  

 
CHAPTER I.  

CONTROL OF THE FORESTS.  
 1. Unalienated lands.— There are in Victoria approximately 23,500,000 acres of 
unalienated land.  
 2.  State Forests Department.— Of these lands, approximately 16,000,000 acres, 
being State Forests, have been placed under the control of the State Forests Department, 
a department of the Public Service, having under the direction of the Minister of Forests 



certain powers and duties. The Forests Act 1928 confers on the Department, subject to 
the provisions of the Act, the exclusive control and management of—  
     (a) all matters of forest policy;  
     (b) the granting and enforcing of leases, licences, &c. under the Act;  
     (c) the collection and recovery of all rents under the Act.  
 3. The Forests Commission.— The Act provides that there shall be a Forests 
Commission 
consisting of three commissioners and declares it to have been first constituted under 
the 
Forests Act 1918.  
 Further provisions make the Commission a body corporate capable of suing and 
being sued and of dealing generally in and with real and personal property (i.e.; broadly 
speaking, chattels and the several estates in land) for the purposes only of the Act. No 
person may be appointed as a commissioner for a term exceeding five years.  
  The Act further states that subject to the Act the Commission shall have the 
control  
and management of—  

(a) State forests and plantation nurseries, forest schools and industrial 
undertakings carried on under the Act and the forest produce of other 
Crown lands as provided in the Act ; and  

(b) the establishment, maintenance and improvement and renewal of forests 
plantations and tree-nurseries and the distribution of trees therefrom 
and all tree-planting—  

(i)  on Crown lands not vested in any corporation or trustees or not 
under the control or management of any council or committee 
of management; or  

(ii) on public roads (other than main roads within the meaning of 
the Country Roads Act 1928, when such planting is subsidized 
by grants from the consolidated revenue or the Forestry Fund 
or by gifts of trees by the Government or the Commission.  

 The Act does not specifically lay upon the Commission any duty of fire 
prevention or suppression, but does so by implication, in that the Commission is 
required under Section 40:—  

(1) (a) (iv) to report to Parliament annually its proceedings with respect to the 
protection of State forests from (inter alia) fire.  

 The Act provides notwithstanding anything contained within the Lands Act 1928, 
it shall not be lawful for the Governor-in-Council by virtue of the said Act to increase or 
diminish the area of any State forest reserve or timber reserve or to grant a lease or 
licence of or in respect of any Crown land within a reserved forest.  
 “State Forest” includes reserved forests and protected forests.  
 “Reserved forest” includes:—  

(a) all areas of Crown land set out as permanent forests in the Second 
Schedule to the Forests Act 1928 or dedicated as permanent forests 
pursuant to such Act or any corresponding previous enactment ; and-  



(b) all areas of Crown land set out as timber reserves in the Third Schedule to 
the Forests Act 1928 or dedicated as timber reserves pursuant to such 
Act or any corresponding previous enactment.  

 
 A reserved forest or any part thereof may not be alienated either wholly or in 
part and no lease or licence (other than for mining purposes) may be granted except 
under the Forests Act 1928. Wide powers of granting leases and licences of the right to 
enjoy and take forest produce and to graze cattle are conferred upon the Commission.  
 
 In the result, it may be said that, subject to the immediate control of the Minister 
(the scope of which control is unfortunately not defined) and the more remote control 
of Parliament, the Forests Commission has virtually complete control for nearly all 
purposes, of the reserved forests and the whole of their vegetable produce, and enjoys a 
security of tenure of the land, it being inalienable, which may well encourage it to 
expend effort and money on the protection, cultivation and protection of the forest 
produce and upon the supervision and direction of the several activities of the lessees 
and licensees within the reserved forest boundaries.  
 In the case of the protected forest, different incidents attach to the Commission’s 
enjoyment and user [sic]. The forest, or part or parts of it is inalienable. The Minister 
may at any time proclaim any unoccupied Crown land to be a protected forest, and may 
at any time alter or revoke such proclamation. The power of making regulations for the 
care and management of the forest is limited. There is no power in the Commission to 
grant leases or licences for grazing. All forest produce is stated to be under the control 
of the Commission, but grass is, by definition, excluded and is subject to the control of 
the Minister of Lands. The position thus created is that the Commission has but little 
security of tenure of the protected forest, and is averse to expending money on land 
which may be alienated. Because many of the operations in silviculture, particularly in 
fire prevention are necessarily destructive of some portion of the ground growth, such 
as grass, which may not be destroyed by the Commission, there is a legal bar to the 
prosecution of fire prevention, unless, it is suggested, with the consent of the Minister of 
Lands. The Lands Department has taken and acted upon the view that it has no right to 
carry out any fire prevention policy in protected forests because the produce, with the 
exception of certain ground growth is under the control of the Forests Department. It 
confesses that it has no policy of fire prevention, and that if it had it would have no staff 
therewith to implement such policy.  
 4. Lands Department.— For the purposes of this Inquiry, the Lands Department 
comes under notice for two reasons only—  

(a) it grants leases and licences for grazing and other purposes in protected 
forests;  

(b) it has no policy of fire prevention or suppression, and says that it has always 
held the view that the duty of providing fire prevention in all Crown 
lands in Victoria rests upon the Forests Commission.  

 The Forests Department has no control over the granting of such leases and 
licences, nor has it any authority to veto a grant by the Lands Department to any person, 
however bad may be his reputation for the illegal and dangerous use of fire. Although 
the grazing licences and leases issued by the Lands Department contain a condition to 
the effect that the licensee shall protect the leased area from fire, and extinguish any fire 



which may break out, and that breach of this condition may lead to forfeiture of the 
lease or licence, the condition is a nullity, in reality, as there is no supervision of his 
conduct in this respect. No prosecution, with the exception of two at present pending, 
has been instituted by or at the instigation of the Lands Department for at least five 
years past, to the certain knowledge of the Secretary of the Department. The attitude of 
the Department is revealed in the following questions, and the answer made by the 
Secretary in evidence, which throw such a light upon the matters of prevention and co-
operation that it is sufficient to quote the evidence and to refrain from comment:—  
 Question.— “There have been fires on your territory?”  
 Answer.—   “I dare say. The trouble is to get proof of them.”  
 
 Question. “Have you ever cancelled a licence under Clause 17?” (i.e. the condition which 
prescribes fire prevention, and forfeiture of licence for breach of the condition.)  
 Answer.—   “Not since I have been there.”  
 . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
 Question.—“Do you think that divided control is undesirable?”  
 Answer.—   “I would not say it was undesirable.”  
 . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
 Question.— “I am putting to you that from the Forests Commission’s point of view, the divided 
control of these protected forests is very undesirable and awkward?”  
 Answer.—  “I cannot agree with that. You might say that we have the same trouble because the 
Forests Commission has control of the forest product.”  
 Question.— “Do you see any objection to the control of grazing being transferred to the Forests 
Commission in these protected areas?”  
 Answer.—   “No great objection. I think things could be worse.”  
 
 5. Water Supply Authorities.—Throughout the State, areas of forest land have 
been placed under the control of authorities, for the purpose of being used as water 
catchment and reservoir areas. Most of these areas are the subject of some kind of 
policy of fire prevention and suppression; but, as the education of the water conservator 
(like that of the forester) leads him to adopt measures which are considered by many 
persons, whose interests do not lie in water conservation (or forestry), to create a state 
of danger to nearby public and private property further conflict arises between water 
authorities, on the one hand and foresters and owners of private rights on the other. 
Thus there is a long standing feud between forestry officers and officers of the 
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, and between officers of these bodies and 
those of other water authorities, on the one hand, and farmers and settlers on the other, 
who consider that their properties are endangered by the state of nature which the 
water conservator and the forester consider to be the best attainable state in the forest 
areas under their controls.  
 6. Committees of Management of Park Areas.— As far as your Commissioner is 
informed it is improbable that these committees have any satisfactory plan of fire 
prevention. One at least has none. Your Commissioner has not delved deeply into their 
stewardship and therefore refrains from speaking with certainty. They and their areas 
will fall within the recommendations which appear later in this Report.  
 7. The several bodies which have been mentioned hold between them almost the 
whole of our forests and between them bear the responsibility for the prevention and 
suppression of fire in their several domains. Unfortunately, the policy (if any) of 



prevention and suppression of fire has in each case been determined by and subjugated 
to what each has considered to be its major interest or has, as in the case of the Lands 
Department, been non-existent. Thus the water supply authority has, in many instances, 
in furtherance of its desire to give full supply of uncontaminated water, allowed its area 
to become a menace to the rest of the forest. Similarly the forester, in his desire to 
preserve every tree and to refrain from destroying even a negligible portion of his 
estate has ranked himself, in point of creating danger, with the water supply authority. 
Each, curiously enough, is so narrow in his view, that he looks at the other as a creator 
of danger and an enemy. Each excuses the unsafe condition of his own territory by 
protesting that his own undertaking is of vast importance, and that he must aim at the 
perfection of production or supply, as the case may be. Each is in the position of the 
trustee who, being charged with the management of a business, diverts to the purchase 
of a little more stock the money which might have been used to pay a fire insurance 
premium. Both have ignored the advice and supplications, however well informed, of 
the private landholder whose interests have for years past been placed in jeopardy by 
the refusal of these bodies to protect him against the danger which they have brought to 
his door. Both have, in turn, been exposed to the danger which the landholder has 
caused by the illegal measures of self-help which have been forced upon him by the 
inflexibility of the law.  
 There has been no paramount fire authority in this State to interest itself in these 
matters. It is suggested that such authority ought to be constituted without delay. 
 
 

________________________ 
 

CHAPTER II.  
THE CAUSES AND ORIGINS OF THE SERIOUS BUSH FIRES WHICH BURNED IN  

VARIOUS PARTS OF VICTORIA DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1939.  
 The first paragraph of the Commission of Inquiry has been used as the title to 
this Chapter. It is not intended that what follows under this head should be thoroughly 
exhaustive. The matter is best restricted to those things which have been found to be of 
practical and real importance.  
 Except that the summer of 1938-39 was unusually dry and that it followed what 
already had been a period of drought, the causes of the 1939 bushfires were no different 
from those of any other summer. There were, as there always have been, immediate and 
remote causes. Upon examination, which is not now undertaken, it will appear that no 
one cause may properly be said to have been the sole cause. The major, over-riding 
cause, which comprises all others, is the indifference with which forest fires, as a 
menace to the interests of us all, have been regarded. They have been considered to be 
matters of individual interest, for treatment by individuals.  
 As a great deal of what might be said under this heading will be said expressly or 
by implication later in this Report, it is thought that this chapter may well be 
compressed.  
 
The causes, of the fires under discussion are set out as follows :—  

(a) Dry Season and Dry Forests.— Further elaboration is unnecessary.  



(b) The Condition of the Forests.— When the early settlers came to what is now 
this State, they found for the greater part a clean forest. Apparently for 
many years before their arrival, the forest had not been scourged by 
fire. They were in their natural state. Their canopies had prevented the 
growth of scrub and bracken to any wide extent. They were open and 
traversible by men, beasts and wagons. Compared with their present 
condition, they were safe. But the white men introduce fire to the 
forests. They burned the floor to promote the growth of grass and to 
clear it of scrub which had grown where, for whatever reason, the 
balance of nature had broken down. The fire stimulated grass growth, 
but it encouraged scrub growth far more. Thus was begun the cycle of 
destruction which can not be arrested in our day. The scrub grew and 
flourished, fire was used to clear it, the scrub grew faster and thicker, 
bush fires, caused by the careless or designing hand of man, ravaged 
the forests; the canopy was impaired, more scrub grew and prospered, 
and again the cleansing agent, fire, was used. And so to-day, in places 
where our forefathers rode, driving their herds and flocks before them, 
the wombat and wallaby are hard put to it to find passage through the 
bush.  

(c) Various Interests.—It is in these forests which are in the condition described, 
that various people have followed their various interests and have been 
permitted to adopt various and conflicting methods or no methods of 
fire protection.  

(d) Land Utilization Control.—It has already been shown by example that the 
absence of any method of co-ordinating the interests and duties of 
Public Departments and other forest users has been a contributory 
cause.  

(e) Permanent Fire Authority.—There has been none.  
(f) Immediate Causes.—Almost all fires are caused by man. The experience of 

the past shows that the persons who caused the 1939 fires are to be 
found among the following classes which are set forth in a descending 
scale of frequency of responsibility for fire;  the manner in and reason 
for which they cause fire is shortly indicated:—  

    (i)   Settlers.—Burning off for growth, clearing or protection.  
          Graziers.—Burning to promote grass growth.  
          Miners and Prospectors.—Clearing to facilitate operations.  
   (ii)  Sportsmen.—Neglect of camp-fires, billy fires.  
          Tourists.—Lighted matches for smoking.  
          Campers.—Burning, to facilitate passage through the bush.  
  (iii)  Forest Workers.—Misuse of fire used for mill operations and for domestic 
     purposes. 
   (iv) Persons using roads.—Neglect of billyfires ; lighted matches; and  
    burning obstructing logs on roadway.  
    (v) Road and Railway Work Gangs.—Billy and camp fires ; careless burning 
    off on railway property.  
   (vi) Locomotives.—Defective spark arresters.  
  (vii) Lightning.— Infrequent, as generally followed by rain.  

Of these classes settlers, miners and graziers are the most prolific fire 
causing agents. The percentage of fires caused by them far exceeds that 



of any other class. Their firing is generally deliberate. All other firing is, 
generally, due to carelessness.  

(g) Laws Relating to Fire Prevention in Reserved and Protected Forests.—The 
relevant provisions of law which govern the matters of prevention are 
not here set out. They are to be found in Section 20, Police Offences Act 
1928, and Sections 68, 69 and 70 of the Forests Act 1928.  

  It is a strange fact that the law designed for the prevention of fires 
has, by the unsuitability of its specific terms and the ill-considered use 
of the power of proclamation conferred by it been a fruitful cause of 
bush fires. The reasons for the failure of the law are to be found within 
the law.  

(i) It imposes penalties in respect of the lighting of fires (unless by 
authority of a Forest Officer) during November, December, 
January, February, and March within any reserved forest or half 
a mile of its boundary or within any portions of protected forests 
specified by Order of the Governor-in-Council. (No areas of 
protected forests have been so specified.)  

 
 

(ii) When the Commission reports to the Minister that there is serious 
danger of fire in any part or parts of Victoria the Governor-in-
Council may declare, by proclamation, any specified period to 
be a “proclaimed period” and any specified area to be a 
proclaimed area.  

(iii) A proclaimed area may include any Crown or private land not 
situate in a city, town or township of more than one thousand 
inhabitants. The lighting or permitting of the lighting of any 
fire in the open air in a proclaimed area and during a 
proclaimed period is, except under the conditions specified in 
the proclamation, punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. 
One of the conditions generally specified in the proclamation is 
that a permit to light such a fire must be obtained from a 
Forest Officer.  

(iv) It has been the practice to make one proclamation covering one 
period for all parts of Victoria which it has been desired to 
make “proclaimed areas.” This manner of exercising the power 
of proclamation has also proved to be unacceptable to the rural 
populace partly because it is quite inappropriate.  

(h) Reasons for the Failure of the Law.—It is trite to say that no flat rule can be 
applied with justice to the activities of all mankind or any large class of 
people. The law relating to the prevention of fires has failed because it 
is not fitting for the widely diverse conditions and circumstances which 
obtain in Victoria. Furthermore, it has failed because the people have 
neither understood nor been instructed in it;  

(i)   In the reserved and protected forests exists a wide range of 
topographical and climatic conditions. In many years, in places 



of high altitude, it may be impossible throughout the whole of a 
summer or for the greater part of summer to promote fire. In 
other and lower altitudes the rainfall may be so heavy that the 
same difficulty of burning may be encountered. Settlers and 
others find it necessary to burn scrub to keep their land clear 
that their property may be protected from fire, to promote 
growth or to clear their land for agricultural and pastoral 
purposes generally. 

In many cases, fire being the cheapest agent to hand, 
they must use it. Both under the Section and the Proclamation 
it is found impract- icable to burn in the permitted periods.  

(ii)  Many settlers have not known that the permission of the Forest 
Officer may be sought.  

(iii) Many have found that the permission will not be granted as the 
Forests Officer frequently shuns the responsibility of granting 
permission or refuses permission at times when experienced 
people feel that it is safe to burn.  

(iv)  Acting in this state of ignorance or discouragement the settler 
decides to burn in defiance of the law and, not wishing to be 
detected in the act, leaves the fire untended, either to die out or 
to rage across the countryside.  

(v)  The law is so notoriously unpopular, because it is unreasonable 
and in-flexible, that there is no public opinion to check an 
intending law-breaker.  

(vi)   There has been no effective system of policing the law.  

(vii)  People have learned from their childhood to treat it with 
contempt.  

(viii) Many persons charged with the enforcement of the law are 
country-bred and feel no special zeal for the task of upholding 
a law which they feel to be unjust.  

 
(i) General Apathy.—Throughout the State there is an attitude of apathy 

towards fire prevention. With the exception of the volunteers of the 
Bush Fire Brigades and the Country Fire Brigades whose services to the 
State have been of very great value, few people have had any interest in 
the subject. Townships have been allowed to be encroached upon by 
scrub.  No attempt, in many such places, has been made to render safe 
the township or its environs by clearing or conservation of available 
water. Efforts towards the establishment of brigades have failed. 
Generally the Forests Commission has been regarded, wrongly, as the 
fire warden of the State. This misconception has probably arisen 
because of the fact that the permission of a forest officer is required for 
the lighting of a fire during a proclaimed period even in places outside 
reserved or protected forests. (Section 69 and form of proclamation.)  



(j) Extermination of Noxious Weeds and Vermin.—The cheapest method of 
extermination and therefore the one most frequently used, is burning. 
Burning for these purposes causes bushfires by :—  

 (i) voluntary burning, illegally, at a dangerous period ;  
(ii) burning, innocently but illegally, pursuant to notice from the 

Inspector, the notice being served at a time when burning is 
both illegal and dangerous. (The notice does not require the 
landholder to burn but “to destroy.” But the Lands Department 
is aware that burning is widely employed for purposes of 
destruction.)  

Phosphorous Baits laid for vermin, if not properly prepared, can and 
do cause fire. They have been long recognized as being dangerous 
when used in hot weather.  

(k) Failure to Enforce Safety Conditions of User of Forests.—This matter has 
already been mentioned. The public departments in whose areas 
persons are allowed to pursue their fortunes only by licence or lease do 
not enforce the safety conditions imposed. It would seem to be obvious 
that the expulsion from the forest of one who disregards the conditions 
designed to preserve the forests from fire is desirable.  

 
 

________________________ 
 
 

 
CHAPTER III.  

THE  MEASURES  TAKEN  TO  PREVENT  THE  OUTBREAK  AND  SPREAD  OF  SUCH 
FIRES  AND  THE  MEASURES  TAKEN  TO PROTECT LIFE AND PRIVATE 
AND    PUBLIC    PROPERTY.  

 The second paragraph of the Commission of Inquiry forms the title of this 
chapter. It is to be remembered that it is the 1939 fires to which the paragraph refers.  
 As fire is one of the necessary concomitants of living, it is suggested that it is 
impossible to prevent the outbreak of bush-fires as long as mankind pursues his 
manifold interests in the bush. To forbid the forests to all men would be absurd, unjust 
and impossible of enforcement. That such measures as were being used to prevent the 
outbreak of bush fires were shown in January 1939 to have failed, is insufficient of itself 
to lay blame upon anybody whose duty it was to devise and operate those measures. 
The season was exceptional. There were no means of policing a policy of prevention. 
Lack of men, of money and of education constituted a dead weight against which the 
available puny forces of prevention were powerless.  
 The regular forces of prevention of the outbreak and spread of fires consisted in 
the main of the Bush Fire Brigades, the Country Fire Brigades and the staffs of the 
Forests Commission  
and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. Other forces, if they may be so 
termed, consisted of individual persons whose measures were largely illegal and 
dangerous. The Bush 



Fire Brigade and the Country Fire Brigades, which are the most valuable fire fighting 
forces 
in the State are not empowered to take preventive measures. Their powers arise only 
when 
a fire has begun, whereupon they may seek to check its spread. For any practical 
purpose, no 
duty of prevention of the outbreak of fires, other than the rather negative duty created 
by the 
law  as  it  exists  is  cast  upon  any private  person  or  local  government  body,  
although  it  would 
appear that permissive powers are conferred upon municipalities under the Local 
Government Act 1928. With the exception of the limited class of case contemplated by 
Section 70 of the Forests Act which empowers the Forests Commission to compel an 
owner of land within 50 yards of any reserved forest to clear his property, no provision 
for compulsory preventive measures exists.  

It was this state of affairs which the Forests Commission and the Board of 
Works faced in the summer of 1938-39. The law was inadequate, ineffective and flouted. 
The people were hostile to these authorities. The Forests Commission was hampered in 
its intended preventive and safeguarding operations by lack of money. Nevertheless, 
that lack of money cannot excuse some of its failures to protect life and private and 
public property.  

It is not suggested that the fires of 1939 could have been prevented, but much 
could have been done to prevent their spread and their attaining such destructive force 
and magnitude.  

The heading of this chapter is considered in two parts:  
(a) Measures taken to prevent the outbreak and spread of bushfires. 

The Board of Works and the Forests Commission were virtually the only 
preventive agents in the State— 

(i) The Board of Works.—The Board has permitted a condition of great 
danger to exist in its areas. Being apparently well supplied with 
money, it has for preventive purposes an adequate staff and good 
organization. The area it controls is comparatively small and 
manageable. For the greater part its methods accord with those 
that have been practices, but on too small a scale, by the Forests 
Commission. The difference in substance between the methods of 
these two bodies is that the Board refuses to use burning as a 
general preventive method. It is long established by foresters in 
other parts of the world that in conditions such as exist in many 
parts of the Board’s areas,—burning is the only effective safeguard. 

The Board has practised burning for marginal protection of 
its areas. But where the areas abut on or are adjacent to other 
forests or settlement the precaution taken in some cases to be 
insufficient to arrest the spread of fires from the Board’s 
territories, whatever the place of origin of such fires may have 
been. 



As a method of compartmenting its areas or of making 
protective breaks, burning is not employed by the Board. It argues 
that fire in its area is harmful to water supply. It relies on the 
growth of forest canopy to suppress inflammable scrub. It admits 
that in large tracts of its territory, the canopy is impaired and 
cannot be restored until many years have passed, and that while 
the restoration is proceeding, we may expect at least two abnormal 
seasons which will bring with them abnormal bush fires. So it 
would appear, by the argument advanced by the Board, that having 
regard to the certain recurrence of major bush fires in the known 
cycle of abnormal seasons, the Board’s property must always 
remain dangerously inflammable. It appears that a large part of the 
Board’s policy of prevention of outbreak and spread of fires is to be 
left to Nature. Nature, however, in another department of its 
working sends the abnormal season which encourages the major 
fire which consumes the forest. 

The methods of prevention of spread and outbreak 
otherwise employed by the Board are adequate and in conformity 
with good forestry practice. 

Reverting to the title of this chapter, it is found that the 
condition of the Board’s areas assisted the spread of fires 
which occurred in January 1939; that the destruction of private 
property resulted, and that had preventive burning been employed 
within the areas and more widely employed on the margins of 
those areas, such spread would have been retarded, and such 
destruction would have been avoided. It is added that the Board’s 
officers could not reasonably be expected to have foreseen that the 
fires would have been of such severity.  

Dealing with a further aspect of the inquiry which is not 
discussed under its general head until later in this Report it may be 
said here, for convenience, that a recurrence of spread of fire and 
destruction of property may well occur in a normal bush fire 
season if the areas of the Board are not compartmented by strip-
burning and if more effective margin burning is not carried out.  

 

 

(ii) The Forests Commission.—The Forests Commission being the managers of 
an immense and valuable public property, have had placed upon them 
a heavy responsibility That responsibility is two-fold. It consists in the 
Commission’s stewardship of a valuable estate; and in a duty to 
persons whose interests and property might be affected by the manner 
in which that stewardship is conducted. The latter responsibility has 
not been recognized by the Commission. It is certain that the question 
of fire prevention was, until recently, not given its proper constituent 
place in the former responsibility. It is stated later in this Report that 
practically no measures of prevention were taken by the Forests 
Commission or any other body in the vast areas of protected forests.  



The Commission protests that it has never had sufficient 
money for its general purposes. That, one thinks, is the truth. But the 
insufficiency of money cannot alone excuse the happening of certain 
matters in which the Commission appears to have failed in its duty.  

It is also true that the field staff of the Commission is 
ludicrously inadequate. When one compares the number of field 
officers employed in forests overseas, where, because of different 
conditions of topography, access to all parts of the forest, provision of 
equipment, and other relevant matters, the task of management has 
been made comparatively easy both by natural conditions and money ; 
when one then considers our forests whose vastness and, in many 
parts, inaccessibility alone would render their management a problem 
to the most skilled foresters of the world ; and when one considers the 
small amount of staff, equipment, and money available for the 
management of the Victorian forests, it becomes apparent that the 
achievements of the Forests Commission must not be judged by 
comparison with the normal achievements of foresters working with 
more money and in better country. Add to this the fact that in recent 
years more than one half of the moneys available to the Commission for 
expenditure on forestry operations generally have been taken from the 
control of the Commission and placed under the unfettered control of 
the Minister of Forests; add further the fact that forestry is a science 
understandable only by the technician and an art to be practised under 
the direction of technicians; an it would appear, as is the fact, that your 
Commissioner cannot be satisfied without further inquiry, which is not 
open to him under his Commission, that censure, if any, must rest 
wholly upon the Forests Commission.  

It must be stated as an objective fact that the Forests 
Commission has failed in its policy of fire prevention and suppression. 
Part of its failure is due to the matter referred to in the preceding   
paragraph. The rest can be set down to its failure to recognize until 
recently a truth which is universal, namely, that fire prevention must 
be the paramount consideration of the forester.  

It has had the benefit of the history of bush fires in this State 
which occurred before the Commission existed. Since its Constitution, it 
has had the experience afforded by the severe fires of 1926 and 1932. 
Until about the year 1935, it had no general and co-ordinated fire 
policy. Nor did it have any real supervision of such policy as did exist 
up to 1935, or thereabouts. The rule or practice which was observed 
was peculiar to each district and the district officer in charge of that 
district. Each officer carried out his own preventive work according to 
a plan which may or may not have been recorded in permanent form. 
When a district officer was moved to another district, his successor was 
free to carry out his predecessor’s plan or to institute his own. It was 
not until about 1935 that certain officers began to formulate and 
record prevention and suppression plans. In December, 1937, a Chief 
Fire Officer was appointed, eleven years after the 1926 fires, to devise 
comprehensive and permanent plans of fire prevention works.  



It is necessary to interpolate at this point that many of the 
ordinary processes of silviculture are of value for prevention of fire. 
But they are, of themselves alone, insufficient.  

 

Shortly before the 1939 fires, the Forests Commission had 
accepted and were putting into practice to some extent most of the 
approved methods of prevention of outbreak and spread of fires. Many 
of these methods had been used before 1935; but the large areas of its 
forests and shortage of staff and its own tardy recognition of the 
supreme importance of prevention and protective measures had 
prevented the effectuation of the safeguarding of the forests or other 
property. Of the effective methods of prevention, the Commission had 
used the following, to the extent indicated:— 

Controlled burning.—This consists of strip and patch burning. 
The amount of this burning which was done was ridiculously 
inadequate. The Commission’s officers regard the forest as a producer 
of revenue, and for this reason and because their education appears to 
lead them to demand that no tree or seedling be destroyed except in 
the course of silviculture, they are averse to burning of any sort. In one 
instruction to officers to pile and burn thinnings, they were directed 
not to do so if damage to seedlings would result. The Commission has 
control of 16,000,000 acres of forests or produce of forests. It will not, 
without great reluctance, even in its own domain of 5,000,000 acres, 
sacrifice a small portion for the protection of the remainder or of the 
private landholder. It now agrees that burning is necessary and 
desirable. It had carried out some burning operations.  

Marginal Protection.—Wherever marginal protection works 
(i.e. protective works on fringes of forests) have been carried out, they 
have been done for the protection of the forest. Where it has been 
necessary to protect only settlement from spread of fire from the 
forest, practically no marginal work has been done. It was apparent 
during the course of the Inquiry that the Commission’s officers had not 
considered the question of their duty to protect the adjacent 
landholder.  

Firelines and Trails.—As much of this work as could have been 
done by the Commission has been done.  

Roads and Tracks.—The importance of these means of access 
for men and equipment has for many years past been recognized by the 
Commission and by foresters of other countries. The Commission has 
carried out, in recent years, as much of this work as it has been able 
and permitted to do. For its achievement in this department of 
prevention and suppression, in the face of serious discouragement, it 
deserves praise.  

Water Conservation.—This is one of the most difficult problems 
which the Commission has to face. Since the invention of the fire-
fighting water spray, it has, belatedly made a survey of the possibility of 



conserving water for prevention methods, and is proceeding with the 
construction of dams. Where roads and means of transport are lacking, 
the conservation of water is practically of no use.  

Tops Disposal: Disposal of Mill Waste.—The necessity for the 
disposal of tops (i.e., tree tops) and mill waste has been recognized by 
the Commission, but seldom have sawmillers been forced to destroy 
them. Their destruction means expense and inconvenience to the 
miller. The fact that any preventive or protective operation would 
cause the miller inconvenience has been generally regarded by the 
Commission’s officers as a sufficient reason for non-compliance by the 
miller with the Commission’s instructions in that behalf. There have 
been exceptions constituted by the millers’ voluntary destruction of 
tops and waste by the occasional and infrequent insistence by forestry 
officers upon their destruction. The officers are not to be blamed for 
their attitude, which has been induced by the failure of the Commission 
to force the millers’ compliance with the Commission’s own rules in 
these matters.  

Burning by Graziers.—Conditions designed to prevent burning 
to promote grass growth are attached to licences. Burning occurs every 
summer in certain areas. Nothing has been done to enforce the 
conditions or to refuse renewal of licences. Probably shortage of staff 
has made it impossible to supervize or prevent this practice. The 
Commission maintains such patrols as it can afford, but the work of 
such patrols is incidental to other duties and not specialized.  

 

Detection of Fires.—The detection of fires immediately upon their 
outbreak is of great importance. The Commission’s established policy of 
maintenance of aerial and ground patrols, observation towers, look-outs, 
and telephones, and of compartmenting the forest is in accordance with 
good forestry practice. These means are as yet inadequate, but not because 
of any fault of the Commission.  

Education and Propaganda.—The Commission has carried on a plan 
of education of school children and adults by means of lectures, broadcasts 
and written notices in various forms. Much of the plan appears to be 
unlikely to succeed. Against this statement it must be said that it is difficult 
to presage what sort of plan would succeed in breaking down the 
prevailing ignorance of and hostility towards the methods employed by 
informed people.  

Of the different matter of the suppression of fires, at their outbreak 
or at their later stages, it may be said that the Commission has done all in 
its power, having regard to the disabilities under which it labours, to 
suppress fires which break out on or near its areas. In an ordinary season 
the district skeleton staff, which is the only staff, together with such 
volunteers or others as it is able to enlist or engage, may in its district have 
to try to suppress or check a dozen fires in one day, some of them at a 
distance of many miles from the others, all scattered through mountainous 
country and many difficult of access.  



Conduct of the Commission and Forestry Officers in time of 
Emergency.—It is not inappropriate to record under this head the approval 
by the country people of the conduct of the forestry officers and field staff 
of the Commission during the month of January, during which many of 
them risked their lives in the performance of acts of courage in their 
attempts to stem the spread of the fires. Mention must also be made of the 
highly efficient and impromptu emergency measures taken by the 
Chairman and Senior Officers whereby more than one country town was 
saved during the height of the fires. It is to be regretted that there was in 
existence no organized plan of the measures then used.  

(iii) The Bush Fire Brigades and Country Fire Brigades.—Your commissioner’s 
estimate of the full extent of the value of the services of these brigades will 
appear from the part which they play in the recommendations which 
hereinafter appear. It is sufficient to say under this head that they, a body 
of volunteers, worked unsparingly and expended their utmost effort to 
prevent the spread of the fires of January, 1939  

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 3 of the Bush Fire Brigades Act 
1933, the bush fire brigades have been assisted by the Forests Commission 
by the establishment within the Commission of a secretarial department 
devoted to the business of the brigades. Gifts of equipment to brigades in 
districts close to the Commission’s areas have been made by the 
Commission. The Country Fire Brigades are discussed later in this Report.  

(b) Measures taken to Protect Life and Private and Public Property.  
If one were confined to  set forth in positive form the measures taken prior to the 

fires of January, 1939, to protect life and private and public property, this section of this 
chapter would be, indeed, shortly written. The matter is bound up to some extent with 
the preceding section of this chapter, which deals with measures for prevention  

Some of what has already appeared in this Report indicates that virtually no 
measures had been taken for protection of life and property.  The fact has been made 
apparent and requires no reiteration.  

It has been shown, that during the Inquiry, the Lands Department sought to 
explain its lack of any fire prevention policy by relying upon technical, legal 
impediment, which does in law exist, to the taking by the Lands Department of any 
steps for prevention upon protected forest lands. Whether it was sincere in its 
explanation is not difficult to gauge. Knowing that a similar legal impediment technically 
prohibited the Forests Commission from applying any effective methods of prevention 
to protected forests, it stated that it had always regarded the Forests Commission as 
being responsible for fire prevention in those very forests. Neither the Lands 
Department nor the Forests Commission had ever sought to remove the impediment, 
which, by the mere consent of one or the other could immediately have been removed. 
The truth, which was not primarily relied upon in this connexion by either the 
Department or the Commission, is that neither has had the staff wherewith to carry out 
preventive works in protected forests. This truth was stated as a secondary and 
incidental fact.  

(The Lands Department was not represented before the Royal Commission, nor 
did it appear to give evidence, until late in the proceedings, and then only after 
published comment by your Commissioner concerning its absence and after a written 



invitation from your Commissioner to be present. This transparent “tactical” conduct by 
a public department, whose Government has set up a Commission of Inquiry into 
matters in which such department is interested is, it is suggested, to be deprecated.)  

The Forests Commission had not considered itself bound to protect the general 
populace from the danger of escape of fire from its forests. The Lands Department 
evaded the entire question. But the Forests Commission did recognize a moral 
responsibility to persons engaged in the sawmilling industry within its territories. It 
was not a legal responsibility. For that recognition it must be commended. For the 
manner of its translation of that assumed duty into protective action it must, subject to 
the modification which appears later, be condemned.  

Disposal of Tops and Mill-Waste.—This protection of life and property was 
recognized by the Commission, but not enforced (vide supra).  

Firebreaks about Mills.—The Commission has recognized the necessity of 
keeping cleared firebreaks around mills. In his evidence the Chairman said, “The 
Commission further insisted upon protective burning and clearing around all sawmills 
to the extent of not less than two chains.”  

The Commission has control over mills in reserved forests. It says it has taken 
the view that where mills are situate in protected forests it has no control, as the Lands 
Department issues the mill site licence. This statement is considered by your 
Commissioner to be a lame explanation, in that it suggests as an excuse the existence of 
a barrier which could probably easily have been removed.  

Where mills are situate on private land there has been no control. In the case of 
the mill placed in a reserved forest, the foregoing statement of the Chairman is 
applicable.  

The application of the condition referred to was in practice absurd. The 
Commission interpreted the word “sawmills” to include only the mill-building. The 
houses and huts of the employees which are generally built in the vicinity of or grouped 
about the mill-building were not protected. In many cases the standing timber 
overshadowed the the dwellings and the scrub grew against their walls. Had the 
condition been enforced in its wider sense, so that a break of two chains about all [the] 
mill settlement had been insisted upon, the precaution would still have been inadequate 
even in a normal season. It is true that the mill-workers, for the greater part, did nothing 
to protect themselves. But that appears to be irrelevant to the question of the conduct of 
the Forests Commission in this matter.  

Dug-Outs.—After the 1926 fires, the question of insisting upon the installation 
of dug-outs at mills for protection of the mill-workers was raised by the Commission. 
The Commission was divided in opinion and the matter lapsed. Again, after the 1932 
fires, the question was revived. In May, 1932, an engineer’s report upon the desirability 
of dug-outs and on their construction was submitted to the Commission. Further 
consideration was given the matter and on the 14th November, 1932, the following 
minute was placed on the file:— 
“Commission Decision.  

All sawmillers to constuuct [sic] effective dugouts in the close vicinity of all sawmills, particulars of such to 
be forwarded to the Commission.  

14 Nov., 1932.”  



In all letters of allotment of mill-areas in what was considered to be dangerous 
country and issued since 1930, there appeared a requirement or condition that the 
millers should construct dug-outs for the safety of their employees.  

The position, therefore, was that as far back as 1930, the limited installation of 
dug-outs had been adopted as part of the safety policy of the Commission. In 1932, after 
further consideration and acting upon expert advice, the Commission formally decided 
to impose this condition on all millers without exception.  

Having made its considered decision, the Commission at no time thereafter took 
any steps to compel the observance of the condition. Instead, for several years, it wrote 
to millers “strongly advising” and “urging” the dug-outs be instituted. In many cases the 
advice was ignored and no dug-out was constructed. In no case was even a threat of 
coercion made against the recalcitrant miller.  

Many of the millers objected strongly to the installation of dug-outs. The dug-
outs were to have been constructed at the miller’s expense.  

The Commission explained at the hearing that it had believed in the efficacy of 
dug-outs 
as safeguards; that, in the words of the Chairman, their “belief had been intense”; that it 
continued  to  believe  in  them;   but  that  it  had  feared  it  might  be  liable  at  law if 
people  were  
 
asphyxiated in them; that it had sought advice of the Crown Solicitor on this point and 
had been advised that it would not be liable; that it had continued to “urge” the millers 
to install dug-outs; that its fear of causing asphyxiation had remained until the 1939 
fires proved it to be groundless; that their doubt and the millers’ concurrence had been 
related in this way—as some millers were reluctant to put in dug-outs, the doubt that 
existed in the Commission’s mind affected the Commission when it came to the question 
of trying to enforce the installation of dug-outs. At this point it, was put to the Chairman 
—“They (the Commission) would not back their judgement. If anything had happened, 
the mill-owners would have been able to say—‘we told you so’. That is a strong line?” 
Counsel for the Forests Commission—“I think that was the position.”  

So far it is a sorry story. The conclusion is worse. At Yelland’s mill near Matlock, a 
number of people was saved because they did not use the dug-out, which was 
constructed above ground, of corrugated iron and which stood among standing timber.  

Hard by Yelland’s, at Fitzpatrick’s mill, a number of people was burned to death 
because there was no dug-out. Both Yelland’s and Fitzpatrick’s mills had been inspected 
by the district officer. He stated in evidence that he was not satisfied with Yelland’s dug-
out but that nothing was done about it, as he considered the Matlock country safe 
country, and did not think it would burn as it did burn. It was put to him that any 
condition which to his mind, imposed unreasonable conditions (although imposed by 
the Commission which attached some importance to them) would be ignored by him. He 
replied “Not necessarily by me; by officers generally“.  

Question:—“On the question of tops the thing has been of such long standing that your officers 
know your policy and know that they are to use their discretion?”  

Answer:—“Yes”.  

Question.—“The question of dug-outs being a new matter, they ought not to have made such an 
assumption without some authority from your Commission?”  

Answer.—“That is so.”  



A matter instituted in 1930 hardly appears to be “new” in 1938. The course taken 
by the forestry officer was not discreditable. He had used his discretion, as he had been 
accustomed and expected by the Commission to do, upon a matter over which he 
naturally assumed he had discretionary powers. Between the years 1930 and 1938 he 
had learned nothing to suggest that his assumption was wrong. This view was further 
encouraged by the Commission’s “urging” of the millers to obey a decision of the 
Commission stated in mandatory terms. The fact that the officer made an error of 
judgement in the exceptional circumstances of the 1939 bush fires is excusable.  

The incident has been stated as an example of what happened to one of the few 
attempts made in the State of Victoria to protect life, and the manner in which it 
happened. That the Commission was not legally bound to protect the lives of mill-
workers appears to be irrelevant. It is possible that having occupied the field of 
provision of protection it merely excluded from it some other person or authority, who 
would, by the use of ordinarily efficient methods, have succeeded in forcing upon the 
millers the construction of real safeguards.  

Relationship Existing between the Commission and Sawmillers.—As a reflection of 
the true relationship which existed between the Forests Commission by itself and its 
officers, and the sawmillers generally, the following extracts from a letter written in 
February, 1937, by an officer of the rank of Forester to the Secretary of the Forests 
Commission is quoted:—  

 “A mill dug-out is essential to the safety of the mill people, but this firm does not appear to regard 
them as essential as advice from us in this direction has merely been overlooked . . .”  

“No dug-out and Mr. X .... has definitely intimated that he will not construct one and will contest any 
effort to force him to do so ........ This mill is by far the dirtiest mill in the district and although Mr. X....has 
the firm opinion that his mill is safe from fire, it is my belief that should even a small fire occur it will be a 
difficult task to save the mill. Unfortunately Mr. X .... is not open to reason in this direction ........ I believe a 
dug-out at this mill is absolutely essential........ Generally speaking it is surprising the number of times we 
must approach millers to endeavour to have them clean around their mills, &c.”  

The contumacious conduct of some of the millers, in answer to the use by the 
Forests Commission of feeble persuasion instead of legal force, is what one would 
expect to flow naturally from the entire lack of the exercise of the Commission’s 
authority. But your Commissioner 
suggests that there may be further reasons for the defiance exhibited by some of the 
millers 
towards the Forests Commission. Without making any further investigation, of a kind 
which 
would  not  fall  within  the  scope  of  this  Inquiry  and  stating  the  position,  in  general  
and 
impersonal terms, it is suggested that where one finds curtailment of the authority of a 
public department in one major respect, it is not unreasonable to fear that the ambit of 
such curtailment may be wider than one knows ; and that one result of such wider 
sphere of “lessened authority (if any) may be the lowering of prestige of the department 
in question and the weakening of its power to apply sanctions to those whom it wishes 
to discipline. If such a view is thought to be sound in its general application, the final 
judgment of the conduct of such a department in matters of discipline must be 
suspended.  

 



—————————— 
 

CHAPTER IV. 
 

THE MEASURES WHICH ARE NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE TO BE TAKEN BY 
ANY AND WHAT PERSONS, CORPORATIONS OR BODIES TO PREVENT 
THE OUTBREAK OF BUSH FIRES IN VICTORIA OR TO PREVENT THE 
SPREADING OF SUCH FIRES.  
This and the next succeeding chapter should be read together.  
The third paragraph of the Commission of Inquiry forms the title of this Chapter.  
Some of the matters to be discussed under this heading have to some extent 

already been examined and it will, therefore, be unnecessary to expand them further. It 
will be sought to make the relevant recommendations succinctly and without 
exhaustive argument. Those recommendations are as follows :—  

Land Utilization Control.—A committee of experts chosen from the several public 
departments would do much by their advice to reconcile the conflicting claims and 
duties of various departments at present interested in forest lands. Such a body might 
awaken the several departments to the necessity and assist them in projects, for 
example, of adjustment of forest boundaries, the encouragement, curtailment or 
prevention of forest settlement by isolated settlers or by forest townships, incursions 
upon or excisions from or additions to water catchment areas, and the Forests 
Commission’s areas, loss to property caused by erosion which results from bush fires, 
and the like. In short, there are few matters which relate to (inter alia) forest lands with 
which questions of fire prevention and protection of life and property are inextricably 
mingled, upon which their advice would not be valuable. It is stressed that unless the 
Committee were composed of experts in their several spheres the Committee would be 
of little worth. In the event of such committee being formed heads of departments 
would naturally wish to gain control in which event unless they should happen to be 
experts they would be unable to give any assistance of value. Such a committee would 
certainly deal with matters appropriate both to this chapter and the next. As it is later 
recommended that the public departments should in matters of fire prevention and 
suppression be allowed to order their own affairs the desirability of such a committee 
as far as this Report is concerned becomes more apparent.  

Autonomy of Public Departments.—Subject to these recommendations generally it 
is recommended that each public department or body which may now or hereafter 
control forest areas be allowed to pursue its own policy of fire prevention and 
suppression. As each such body is responsible directly or indirectly to Parliament it 
must be allowed to carry its responsibility in its own manner. It is strongly 
recommended that no such department be given authority over any other body in 
matters relating to fire prevention or suppression. If it is ultimately shown that a 
department is unfit to discharge the duty involved other measures may be taken.  

State Fire Authority and Local Fire Authorities.—The institution of a State Fire 
Authority is recommended. It is strongly recommended that no public department of 
[sic] possible combination of public departments interested in forests should be 
permitted to gain control of this authority. The reasons for this suggestion have been 



stated in other connexions in this Report. It is suggested that the State authority should 
consist of nominees of the Bush Fire Brigades, the Country Fire Brigades, the Forests 
Commission, and the municipalities to be affected by the recommendations which 
follow. 
 

It is recommended that the functions of this authority should be primarily those 
of defining a general policy of prevention and suppression of bush fires and protection 
of life and property; of organizing and recruiting local brigades; of maintaining 
discipline of local brigades and over local fire authorities, and of acting independently, 
with or without such advice as it may care to take. It is not recommended that its 
authority should embrace the internal policy of public bodies having control of forest 
areas. 

Each local Fire Authority should consist of an authority having two separate 
functions; one of prevention; the other of suppression.  

Bush Fire Brigades and Country Fire Brigades in Relation to Each Other and the 
State 
Fire Authority.—The position of the Bush Fire Brigades has been shortly put. That of the 
Country Fire Brigades is such as to fit the latter brigades to take at once an important 
part in the scheme now being recommended. The Country Fire Brigades are constituted 
under the Fire Brigades Act 1928 ; their powers as at present defined are subject to 
territorial limitations which confine their work to limited stated areas. In practice it has 
been their custom to go forth to fight bush fires, and, being like the Bush Fire Brigades 
largely manned by volunteers they have done good service outside the restricted areas 
defined by their Statute. It is not suggested that they should in any way be placed, under 
this scheme, in a position superior to that of the Bush Fire Brigades. But it is suggested 
that their territorial boundaries be enlarged and that they and the Bush Fire Brigades 
should work in co-operation where possible, by the pooling of effort, the use of 
established depots, and by arrangements for their mutual convenience. The advantages 
of the inclusion of the Country Fire Brigades in the scheme are real. They are a 
recognized body, entitled to and receiving regular grants, possessed of equipment, 
trained by experienced fire officers, provided with stations for storage of equipment 
and as places of assembly, subject to control and organization by their statutory central 
authority and willing to co-operate with the Bush Fire Brigades in a scheme designed to 
prevent and suppresses fires and protect life and property. The provisions of their Act 
with slight modification appear to be to a great extent appropriate for the machinery 
purposes of the scheme now recommended.  

It is realized that each may wish to be the foremost figure in any plan of co-
operation which may be suggested. It is hoped that, being volunteers, their overriding 
interest will continue to be what it has been in the past—attention to the matters for the 
purposes of which they have been formed.  

It is suggested that, where the statutory machinery and organized finance are to 
hand, it should not be sought to duplicate such existing resources, more especially as it 
is clear that, such duplication would involve heavy and, as matters stand, unnecessary 
expense.  

The Local Authority.—For preventive and protective measures, it is suggested 
that the municipal engineer, acting with the advice of the brigade should determine the 
local policy. Work necessary to carry out that policy should be performed by the local 



brigade, the municipal council employees, or relief workers. Where the brigade might be 
employed for such work, the members should be paid by the council.  

Suppression of fires should be undertaken by the brigade, voluntarily as 
heretofore. Where there is in one municipality more than one brigade, one being a 
Country Fire Brigade, and one a Bush Fire Brigade, each might act independently in 
different localities or co-operate in the one locality.  

Local Authority to Aid in Suppression in Protected and Reserved Forests.—The 
brigades should be placed under a duty of suppression of fires whether within or 
without protected or reserved forests.  

State Authority and Local Policy.—The State Authority should have power to 
interfere with or override local policy, only when it is shown that such policy is 
inadequate, dangerous or otherwise objectionable.  

Fire Zones.—The State should be zoned by the State Authority according to 
conditions of topography, climate, habitation and populace. Thus, one municipality 
might consist of one, two, or parts of several zones. The number of zones would not 
determine the number of local authorities; one authority might control several zones. 
The importance of zoning arises with the recommendation for the framing of local 
policy and for the power of proclamation hereinafter mentioned. Where one zone 
comprised parts of more than one municipality, the officer for prevention and 
protection could be appointed, by arrangement as to payment of part of his salary as 
engineer, by the councils concerned. For suppression such co-ordinated action might be 
taken as might be arranged between brigades if there were more than one in a zone.  

 

Constitution of Local Authority.—  
(i) The municipal engineer for the purposes mentioned.  
(ii) Representatives of the bush fire brigade and the country fire 

brigade for the purposes mentioned. It is suggested that the 
local forest officer and local police officer be, ex officio, 
members of the committee or committees of the brigade or 
brigades.  

“Municipality”— The word “municipality” is used wherever referred to in this 
scheme as meaning a territorial division under the Local Government Act 1928, however 
called in the Act, in respect of which a council exists.  

Where no Brigade.— Where no brigade exists in a fire zone, or, if within a zone 
there is no brigade within a municipality included wholly or partly within that zone, a 
statutory duty should be cast on the president of the municipality, or when more than 
one municipality was concerned by such of the presidents thereof as might be 
nominated by the State Fire Authority to call, after sufficient notice thereof, a public 
meeting for the purpose of forming a brigade in the manner and subject to the 
conditions to be prescribed by the State Fire Authority; unless such authority should 
decide that that in the circumstances there existed no necessity for the forming of a 
brigade.  

Should no brigade be formed as aforesaid the municipality, or failing which, the 
State Fire Authority should have power to engage such assistance as may be necessary 



to perform necessary works  of prevention protection or suppression and charge the 
cost thereof to the municipality.  

Duties of Local Authority.—The engineer should be placed under a statutory 
duty to formulate and carry out proper and adequate plans for prevention and 
protection.  

Municipalities, railway bodies and all other bodies should be obliged by law to 
keep cleared all streets, roads and lands under their control, wherever such constitute a 
fire danger.  

Land Occupiers should be obliged to keep cleared all lands occupied by them 
wherever they might be considered to constitute a fire danger. Provision to this effect 
should be included, by operation of law, in all leases of such lands.  

Failure to clear Dangerous Areas.—The local authority should have power to 
give notice to any occupier of land, whether public department or body or otherwise, to 
clear such of his or its land as might be in a dangerous condition. In default of 
compliance with such notice the local authority should have power to enter upon and 
clear such land and charge the cost thereof to the occupier; and in default of recovery, in 
the case of lands held on lease, to the owner. In default of recovery the cost should be 
made a charge  on the land. Failure to comply with notice to clear should be made an 
offence at law.  

Absentee Owners.—The local authority should have power to enter on land 
which is unoccupied ans whose owner is unknown to the authority, and to clear the 
same and to charge the cost thereof to such owner, such cost, if not paid, to be a charge 
on the land. An owner of such land should be permitted to lodge with the authority 
notice of his  name and address in which case he should be entitled to notice requiring 
him to clear such land. 

Lands of Forests Commission, Board of Works and other Public Authorities.—Such 
bodies should be obliged by law to clear margins of their lands wherever such margins 
are considered to be sources of fire danger to adjacent settlement. Their failure to do so 
should subject them to the same procedure and obligations as would apply in the case of 
other occupiers (vide “Failure to Clear Dangerous Areas,” supra). The width of such 
margins should vary to accord with variations of conditions obtaining in different 
localities. An extreme limit of the width of such margin should be fixed by Statute. It 
may be necessary to clear a width of a half-mile in some places. It is suggested that a 
half-mile limit would cover all cases. Within such limit, the extent and nature of clearing 
operations should be decided by the local authority. Except for the provision relating to 
forest margins, public bodies should be left in control of their internal policies.  

The occupiers, or owners of unoccupied land contiguous with or adjacent to the 
areas of such public bodies, should similarly be obliged to clear land which might 
constitute a fire danger to such areas; in default of their so doing the procedure above 
suggested should be followed.  

Impeding of Local Authority.—The impeding or preventing or dissuading 
(directly or indirectly) of any local authority in or from the discharge of the duty of 
prevention, protection or suppression, by a member, officer or servant of a council or by 
any other person should be constituted an offence at law.  
 



Power to Depose Officer of Local Authority.—Whenever a local preventive and 
protective officer should fail to perform or was prevented from performing his duty, the 
State Fire Authority should be empowered to depose such officer (i.e., in his character of 
preventive and protective officer only) and appoint some other suitable person in his 
stead; wherever the office of municipal engineer should not have been filled or should 
have become and remained vacant, power to make a similar appointment of a 
preventive and protective officer should be vested in the State Fire Authority. In any 
such case payment for services of the officer so appointed should be made by the 
council or councils concerned. 

Employees of Public Departments : Forest Workers.—Upon the outbreak of bush 
fire all employees of all public departments, and all such classes of forest workers as 
may by Statute be defined, who may be in the vicinity, should, at the request of a 
member of the local authority or an officer of a brigade, be obliged to engage, as 
directed, in suppression operations; provided that no such person should be obliged to 
subject himself to danger. 

Equipment of Public Departments and Individuals.—Upon the outbreak of fire all 
such equipment, vehicles, and appliances, of any department or individual as might 
reasonably be required by the local authority for use in the suppression operations 
should immediately be made available. Insurance against loss or damage of such 
vehicles should be provided for by the inclusion by operation of law in any policy of 
insurance in respect of such vehicle of a provision for its insurance while being so used, 
or by insurance by the Government or otherwise. 

Enlistment of Assistance.—Upon or after the outbreak of fire the local authority 
should have power to call upon all able-bodied men within age limits to be defined by 
Statute and who are then within 5 miles of the fire which it is desired to suppress to 
assist in suppression operations. Such men should be rewarded for their services by the 
council or the government or both. Refusal to assist without reasonable cause should be 
made an offence at law. No such person should be obliged to subject himself to danger 
or to withdraw from the protection of his own property if such were at the time of his 
being called upon likely to be endangered.  

Compensation for Injuries.—Members of brigades or persons whose assistance 
had been enlisted and their dependants should be entitled to compensation for injury 
arising out of their having engaged in suppression operations, as if they were covered 
by workers' compensation insurance.  

Proclamation in Zones.—There should for each zone in the State be a “prohibited 
period” and a “permitted period.”  

The Prohibited Period ought not to be defined by Statute. It should be capable of 
being easily modified should experience show that modification is desirable. The 
prohibited period should be proclaimed by the State Fire Authority and should remain 
as such from year to year until altered. During this period the lighting of fires in the 
open should be absolutely prohibited. The word “absolutely” is used in its fullest sense. 
It should not be competent for any authority to grant permission to light any fire during 
such period. It would therefore be necessary to limit the period carefully to such short 
period as experience, of the zone has shown to be positively unsafe. During that period 
there should be a “black out” throughout the zone. It would be of importance to ensure, 
in fixing the prohibited period for adjoining or adjacent zones, that one should not 
appear to have been treated noticeably more “leniently” than others; care should also be 



taken to avoid the fixing of an unreasonably long period; otherwise in either case the 
prohibition will be ignored.  

The Permitted Period should embrace all other parts of the year, except such 
parts as are known to be outside the period of even slight danger. This period should be 
fixed and proclaimed by the local authority. The State Fire Authority should have power 
to alter the period so fixed if it should consider it to be insufficient or oppressive.  

The lighting of any fire in the open during a permitted period without permission 
of the local authority should be made an offence at law.  

The lighting of fires necessary for warmth or for the preparation of food subject 
to safety conditions to be prescribed and the lighting of camp and billy fires in 
appointed places be exempted from the prohibition relevant to both the permitted 
period and the prohibited period; otherwise the protection intended by the 
proclamations would fail.  

The permit period, once proclaimed, could be allowed to remain as such from 
year to year. Either period could be enlarged or abridged according to annual variations 
in the nature of the fire seasons in a zone.  

Permission to burn could be granted subject to conditions such as that it be done 
under supervision or with the assistance of a stated number of men or that it be done 
during a certain time of the day. 

 

Section 20 of the Police Offences Act 1928 is open to the following objections :—  
(i) that its operation during proclaimed periods tends to confusion and 

consequent inducing of breaches of the law ;  
(ii) the necessity of giving certain notices thereunder is embarrassing 

and is therefore ignored.  
It should be amended to limit its operation and its requirements. The section as 

amended should be included in any future legislation which may embody all or part of 
these recommendations.  

Power and Permission in Emergency.—Power to grant permission to “burn 
back” in emergency should be granted to the brigades who should have also power to 
enter upon private land in time of emergency and there to take such preventive 
measures, including that of “burning off” or “burning back” as might be necessary. It is 
almost certain that it was for want of such power in any body during the fires of 
January, 1939, that the orchards of Pomonal were destroyed.  

Season in Which to Burn.—Where Autumn burning is practicable it is 
preferable, on the score of safety, to Spring burning.  

Compensation for Damage by Spread of Fire.—Where the spread of fire from any 
land, by whomsoever occupied, or if unoccupied, by whomsoever owned, is caused to 
adjoining or adjacent land or any property thereon, whether real or personal, by reason 
of the fact that such 
first-mentioned land was in a dangerous condition, the occupier or owner (as the 
case may be) of any such first-mentioned land should be liable to compensate the 
occupier or owner (as the case may be) of such last-mentioned land. Provided that 
where such last-mentioned land was in a dangerous condition, no such liability to 
compensate should arise.  



Acute Danger Period.—The period contemplated occurs in cycles at intervals of 
from six to ten years. It is preceded by a long period of dry weather and is more 
immediately caused by hot winds and low humidity. Its duration is for about a week or 
ten days. The condition of the forests and of the weather combine to make almost 
certain the outbreak of bush fires. The month of January, 1939, was preceded by such a 
period.  

It is suggested that the State Fire Authority should have power to proclaim that 
such a period exists, and later, that it has passed. During its currency, there should be a 
“black-out” in all zones ; all milling operations should cease ; all those mill employees 
who might have enrolled as persons willing to volunteer for fire duty in any such season 
should, agreeably to an existing plan, report immediately to the local authority or the 
district forest officer for prevention, protection, and suppression duties. They should, if 
their services were accepted, be paid their ordinary wage by the Government while thus 
engaged and should enjoy the benefit of workers compensation, while on such duty, as if 
employed by their employers. Being as a body skilled bushmen their services would be 
valuable.  

Appeal Against Direction by Authority to Clear.—There should be, except in the 
case of emergency, a right of appeal to the State Fire Authority by any person directed 
by a local authority to clear private land. The institution of such an appeal should be 
deemed to be a refusal to obey the direction to clear. Unless the appeal were instituted 
forthwith and prosecuted with expedition the local authority should have the powers 
above-mentioned of entry on the land in question for the purpose of clearing.  

Damage Caused by Authority by Unreasonable Exercise of Power.—The causing 
of such damage should entitle the person suffering such damage to compensation 
therefor recoverable by action in a civil court. Provided that where the official 
responsible acted in good faith he should be indemnified out of a fund to be constituted 
for such purpose.  

Enrolment of Volunteers.—Selected volunteers willing to serve in time of 
emergency, but unwilling or unable to join a brigade, should be enrolled by the brigade 
for fire duty. The enrolment, although it would impose no legal obligation, would carry a 
moral duty. Its value would lie in the fact that it would afford an opportunity, of 
organizing in advance, and that enrolled volunteers would be previously advised how to 
proceed in time of emergency. Much confusion and waste of “man-power” would thus 
be avoided.  

Safety Precautions.—The State Fire Authority should have the duty of 
prescribing what preventive, protective, and general safety measures should be 
imposed upon and observed by 
all industrial and other undertakings carried on in the forests or on private property 
adjacent 
thereto. Breach of any such provisions should be an offence at law. Persistent and 
continued breach should ipso facto work [warrant?] a cancellation of the offender’s 
lease, licence, or other authority to pursue his calling in the forest. The lease or licence 
should be cancelled by the appropriate department;  should  the  department  fail  in  its  
duty in  this  respect  the  cancellation  should  be 
 

at the direction of the State Fire Authority. There should be a right of appeal by the 
alleged offender to a court of law, which should have the right to substitute fine or 



imprisonment or to cancel or vary the decision of the department or of the State Fire 
Authority for good cause shown by the appellant. The possibility of unemployment 
upon a cancellation would enlist the assistance of the employees in the enforcement of 
safeguards.  

Inspectors of Safety Precautions.—Members of brigades, police, forest officers, 
wardens, and employees of public departments should be appointed inspectors.  

Law Enforcement.—-It is suggested that prosecutions and proceedings in 
respect of breaches of the law relating to fires should be heard by a Police Magistrate, 
and that the ordinary rights of review and appeal be preserved. Where fire occurs on 
private property or in other circumstances which lead to a reasonable suspicion 
attaching to any person a doctrine analogous to the doctrine of recent possession 
should be imported. This doctrine, contrary to common belief, does not place any onus 
on the accused, but enables, but does not oblige the court to draw an inference of guilt 
in the absence of an account (of his possession of goods recently stolen) which may 
reasonably be true and consistent with innocence. If the account which the accused, 
in the case of prosecution for lighting a fire, might give in respect of his suspected 
connexion with such lighting were such that it might reasonably be true and were 
consistent with innocence he would be entitled to acquittal. The justification for the 
importation of such a doctrine would be, as it is in the case of stolen goods, that it 
is highly improbable that the commission of the offence can ever be proved by the 
evidence of eye-witnesses. In Victoria, the lighting of fire illegally is done furtively, and 
can seldom be proved except by proof of a confession of guilt made by the accused when 
interrogated before a . prosecution is instituted. The necessity of obtaining a confession 
is, in all cases highly undesirable and often leads to the employment of methods which, 
when revealed, destroy the value of the evidence alleged to have been obtained. It is 
well known that fires are lit, on the property of landholders, by others who are actuated 
by spite. A country magistrate would be well aware of this possibility and would 
consider it in any proceedings before him. The introduction of such a doctrine would be 
no departure from the recognition of the presumption of innocence of accused persons 
which is respectfully regarded by your Commissioner as one of the ornaments of British 
law and which he would not wish to disturb.  

Honorary Wardens.—The local fire authority should have power to appoint 
persons of good character, and with no interests to be served by the illegal lighting of 
fires as honorary wardens for all purposes of the law relating to fires. It is 
recommended that all members of the police force, members of brigades, municipal 
engineers and forest officers should be appointed as wardens.  

Junior Wardens.—In other countries, school children and other young persons, 
of either sex have been appointed as junior fire wardens. The appointment is of 
importance in the child’s education upon fire, rather than in any other way. Senior boy 
scouts have, in other countries, done valuable patrol work on highways in holiday 
seasons.  

Education.—Probably the best means of prevention and protection is that of 
education, both of adults and children. It is with the children of to-day that future forest 
safety lies. It is not the province of this Report to seek to occupy the field of pedagogics. 
But it is suggested that the dull lecture form of education will fail. In some States of 
America, where various attractive forms of visual and aural education have been 
employed and where an incessant course of education has been maintained, fire 



statistics over a course of years have shown a marked lessening of outbreaks. While the 
Brick Lane Ebenezer Tabernacle kind of testimony or statistics must always be regarded 
with suspicion, it is reasonably certain that in the States mentioned education of 
children has had its beneficial effect. It is suggested that in every school (the education 
of city children is as important as that of country children), fire prevention be made a 
real part of the curriculum and that the lessons in that behalf be given at the 
commencement of the summer season.  

For adult education, much of the work now undertaken by the Forests 
Commission should be supplemented. Slides and pictures in picture theatres should be 
shown at the beginning of summer and on the eve of holiday seasons, together with 
instructions as to the penalties for lighting fires illegally and the fact that fire places are 
provided at roadsides for picnic fires. It is suggested that at such seasons the 
newspapers, whose proprietors have always been willing to further this sort of 
education, should inform the public of the law relating to fires and of the consequences 
of their breach and of the methods to be adopted to prevent spread of fire and should 
pictorially represent the scenes of disaster occasioned by the 1939 fires. If all fire news 
and notices were printed in arresting form, such as in red ink, in newspapers, during 
danger periods, the attention of readers would be more surely centred upon such news. 
In short, the education of adults, and perhaps of children, in such a matter, must be 
dramatised. 

Fire Notices.—Notices of proclaimed periods should be distributed and 
displayed in each zone by placard, press and private communication. Penalties provided 
for breaches should be stated. The terms of the notice of proclamation heretofore in use 
have been obscure, complex, verbose and unintelligible. It is essential that such notices 
should be clear, concise and legibly printed. No more than the suggested example which 
follows would be necessary :—  

FIRE.  
Prohibited period—1st May to 31st May.  
During this period lighting of fires in the open, except at public fire places or, 

where necessary for food or warmth, subject to the prescribed conditions is 
absolutely prohibited.  

  Penalty  
Conditions to be observed in the lighting of fires necessary for food or warmth  

(Here state conditions).  
Permitted Periods—1st March to 30th April. 

1st June to 1st August.  
During such periods, lighting of fires in the open except at public fire places, or, 

where necessary for food or warmth, subject to the prescribed conditions, 
or, except by permission of the local fire authority, is prohibited. 

  Penalty 
 Conditions to be observed in the lighting of fires necessary for food or warmth 

(Here state conditions).  
Apply to    at    for permission.  

The winter season has been used in the example, to avoid misapprehension that 
any particular period is being suggested.  

Notification of Outbreak.—It should be the duty of every person who became 
aware of the outbreak of fire to notify the local authority as soon as might be practicable 



of such outbreak, unless such person should have good reason to believe that such 
authority has been made awarre [sic] of such outbreak.  

Suppressing Fire on Private Lands.—Wherever fire might be burning on 
privately-owned land and it was considered by the local authority or an officer of a fire 
brigade that in the interest of safety it was necessary that such fire ought to be 
suppressed or necessary that the local authority ought to assist in suppressing such fire, 
the brigade should be empowered and obliged to enter upon such land and there to take 
all necessary steps to suppress such fire. The cost of such assistance ought to be paid by 
the landholder unless he could show that the outbreak occurred because of 
circumstances over which neither he nor any employee of his or member of his family 
had any control.  

Where fire has broken out on or spread to private land it should be made the 
duty of the landholder, his employees and members of his household to take immediate 
steps to check and suppress such fire. 

General Provisions.—The use of fire in any zone during any proclaimed period 
in such a way as might tend to create danger should be made an offence, whether such 
use were by permission of the local authority, in cases where such permission might be 
necessary, or whether by tourists, smokers, sportsmen, or the like.  

Wax Matches and Wads.—To be found in a zone and during a proclaimed period 
in possession of wax matches or ammunition of which an inflammable wad is a 
constituent part should be made an offence. Power to seize such matches or 
ammunition should be conferred upon all members of brigades and wardens.  

Spark Arresters.—All engines in connexion with the working of which fire is 
used should be fitted with spark arresters.  

Sawdust Heaps.—All sawdust should be burned in retorts in which the material 
to be burned may be safely confined.  

Adjustment of Forest Boundaries.—It is essential that a plan of forest boundary 
alignment be commenced. The plan ought to be drawn by such a body as a land 
utilization committee and implemented by the several Departments interested in the 
forests. Boundaries would be determined by considerations of topography, climate, 
economics and public and private interest. For example, the settler whose holding 
occupies a “pocket” of the boundary and creates a fire danger to the forest might with 
advantage to the safety of the forests be removed. Settlements of forest workers might 
be encouraged, as means of fire prevention or of arresting spread of fires. 

 

In many ways, the proper alignment of forest boundaries has a direct bearing 
on the problem of forest fires. The arbitrary fixing of forest boundaries without 
consideration of matters such as those which ave been mentioned must prove to be an 
expensive policy.  

Issue of Licences, &c.—The issue of licences, including mill licences, and letters 
of allotment to forest users generally and to sawmillers whose mills are erected on 
private lands adjacent to forests, should be controlled by one Department. Because of its 
pre-eminent interest in the forests, the Forests Commission is suggested as the proper 
authority. Such bodies as the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and other 



bodies engaged in the supplying of water to towns should be excepted from the 
operation of this general authority.  

Co-operation in Fire Prevention.—The Meteorological Bureau, the State Fire 
Authority, local Fire Authorities, the Forests Commission and other bodies having 
control of forest areas should work, by their officers, in co-operation, in the exchange of 
information likely to aid in the prevention of outbreak of fire or in its suppression. Such 
co-operation appears to be obviously necessary, but it has not been so recognized by 
certain Departments in the past.  

Cost of Instituting Certain of the Matters Recommended.—As far as the scheme of 
State and Local Authoritites is concerned, the material therefore is, with the exception 
of the State Fire Authority, already in existence. The cost of maintaining such an 
Authority would be negligible when compared with revenue derived from the forests 
and when the value of the services it would perform is assessed.  

It is thought that municipal engineers may already be fully occupied. It might be 
necessary that the council should engage assistance for the engineer at certain times of 
the year when preventive operations were in progress. Preventive work, generally by 
burning especially, is cheap and quickly carried out by a small staff. A small expenditure 
can ensure adequate protection for probably two or three years. The cost to the State of 
the “acute danger period” would be the amount of the wages of volunteer bush workers, 
if their services were needed and accepted by the local authority or forest officer. The 
period occurs infrequently. Had the acute danger period scheme been in operation in 
January, the lives of workers and members of their families would have undoubtedly 
been saved, as would forest settlements and townships. For such a result this State can 
not refuse to pay.  

The Bush Fire Brigades.—The Bush Fire Brigades were brought into existence 
after the 1926 bush fires. They have formed their association. They consist entirely of 
volunteer members. Their sources of money for all purposes of the brigades and the 
association are those of voluntary donation, with the exception of a membership fee 
payable by each member of a brigade if such a payment can be called an exception. No 
money is provided by the Government. Under the Bush Fire Brigades Act 1933, the 
administration of the Act is in the State Forests Department. Pursuant to that provision, 
the Forests Commission has provided a secretary, who is an officer of the Commission, 
to conduct the secretarial duties of the brigades. In the last ten years the brigades have 
received from the Forests Commission equipment to the value of about £700, i.e., less 
than £1 10s. per week. Such gifts are made only to brigades situated in the vicinity of 
State Forests or Crown lands and who give an undertaking to assist in suppression of 
fires in such forest or lands. For the last five years fire insurance companies have 
donated £100 per year.  

Under the Act, certain supervision of the brigades is provided for and certain 
limited powers are conferred on the brigades for use in and about their suppression 
work. The brigades have no power to carry out prevention measures. No provision for 
monetary assistance appears in the Act.  

These brigades have in past years saved many thousands of pounds worth of 
property from destruction. It is recommended that an annual grant be made to the 
Association for distribution among the brigades for the purposes of purchases of  
equipment of which the brigades are in urgent need. The matter needs no argument 
further than the statement of the fact that the only duly constituted bush fire fighting 



body in the State, which has yearly protected public and private property of great value 
by voluntary effort, and which, even in the fires of January, 1939, saved for private 
persons and the State assets of great value, has received assistance by the State through 
the Forests Commission, at the rate of less than  £1 10s. per week.  

Where these brigades have come into existence there has been a lessening not 
only of destructive spread of bush fires, but also of outbreaks. In a region where it is 
know that there is a body of men by whom no sympathy will be shown towards the 
person who illegally causes fire, there exists some check upon the actions of persons 
who might be of a mind to burn illegally.  

For the reasons that the bush fire brigades have been created and maintained 
by the voluntary effort and service of their members, that they have proved their 
sincerity in the cause of fire suppression, that they are efficient, and that they ought not 
be discouraged by being placed under the authority of a stranger, it has been 
recommended in the Report that they should take, through their nominee or nominees, 
an important place in the scheme which has been recommended. 
 

Foundation of Scheme.—The general scheme suggested in this chapter is 
founded partly upon existing legislation of other States of the Commonwealth and New 
Zealand and of certain States of the United States of America and partly upon the 
adaptation of such legislation to what appear to your Commissioner to be the 
requirements of the forest lands and other conditions in Victoria. Care has been taken to 
bear in mind that systems in existence in other States or overseas cannot be safely taken 
as establishing good practice for Victoria unless the climatic, topographical, economic 
and social conditions in such other places approximate fairly closely to those which 
exist in Victoria.  

The Forests Commission.—In the next chapter, the position of the Forestry 
Commission, insofar as it is affected by matters falling under the titles of this and the 
next chapter, is discussed.  

 

———————— 
CHAPTER V.  

THE MEASURES WHICH ARE NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE TO BE TAKEN BY 
ANY AND WHAT CORPORATIONS, PERSONS OR BODIES TO PROTECT 
LIFE AND PRIVATE AND PUBLIC PROPERTY IN THE EVENT OF BUSH 
FIRES BURNING IN VICTORIA.  

The fourth paragraph of the Commission of Inquiry forms the title to this 
chapter.  
Much of what appears in this chapter is intermingled so closely with what appears in 
the last preceding chapter, that both might have been conveniently considered together. 
It should be remembered, therefore, that certain matters which are not mentioned here 
have already been discussed, expressly or impliedly, in what has gone before.  
 Life is always endangered by bush fires. The persons whose lives are almost 
solely put in jeopardy are the forest workers and in many cases, their wives and 
families.  



Private property endangered by fire consists of all property used in the forest 
for whatsoever purpose, such as sawmills, dwellings, machinery, cattle, stocks of timber 
; and outside the forest such property as may be affected by the spread of fires, by 
lessened rainfall, and by such results of erosion as floods and siltation. Public property 
which may be affected consists in the main of loss of forest produce, and injury to the 
water supply and to the means of conservation and storage.  

Erosion.—Where fire is sufficiently severe or frequent, it consumes the 
decaying litter of the forest floor, and beneath that litter, the humus of the earth. The 
productiveness of the earth is thereby lessened or destroyed. Furthermore, where the 
mat of the forest floor is so destroyed, the rain which falls, having no impediment to its 
flow upon the ground, escapes to the rivers and creeks in greater volume than is 
possible where the mat exists to check and to help the absorption, by the earth, of the 
rain water. Some results of the unimpeded flow are the rapid removal of such of the 
humus as has escaped destruction by fire, the scoring, by runnels of water, of gullies and 
the beds and sides of the small “feeders” of rivers and streams and the destruction by 
floods of the banks of rivers and streams. These forces of “sheet” erosion, “gully” erosion 
and river erosion yearly cause many thousands of pounds worth of damage to property 
in Victoria. From these types of erosion, disastrous siltation occurs, the eroded matter 
being carried in suspension and precipitated when the speed of the water is reduced. 
After the fires of January, 1939, rich river flats were buried to a depth of several feet 
beneath deposited silt of inferior productive quality. The damage to river banks causes 
encroachments upon and destruction of areas otherwise usable for agricultural and 
pastoral purposes. Erosion generally is a constant crippling enemy to water supply, 
whether for the big cities or for the farmer who draws upon an irrigation scheme for the 
nourishment of his crops and pastures. Constantly it fights and worsts the water 
engineer in his struggle to conserve and store water. Its depletion of the amount of 
earth stored water intended by Nature, results in the drying of the springs whereby the 
streams ordinarily are fed in a dry season. Its sheet and gully denudation of the soil and 
its ravages upon river banks result in the rapid siltation of man-made water reservoirs. 
It is considered by engineers that it is impracticable to rid the reservoirs of silt, it being 
less costly to build new reservoirs. Already the best sites on many rivers have been used 
for reservoirs. It fills the river bottoms, so that where, in a dry season, the river had 
ceased to flow but had conserved in its bed many pools of water, the pools no longer are 
to be found. Fire, in result, and an example of such result is erosion, affects each one of 
us, whether we are of the towns or of the country. The common weal is most grievously 
threatened by erosion. 
 

In other countries it has forced itself upon the people’s notice as a devastating 
agent more capable of causing lasting damage than an army invading the land with gas 
and artillery. The seriousness of the forces of erosion are understood in some parts of 
the Mallee where, yearly, tons of the soil are carried across the State to the Southern 
Ocean. Soon the menace will be seen just as seriously at work in other places whose 
names have stood for richness of the soil and the wealth it holds for men. Every year, 
many thousands of acres of forest lands are damaged by fire. Few people in the past 
have been interested except the informed scientific experts in the several departments 
of knowledge of the land and its protection. Each year the area over which the forces of 
erosion work has been increased. With the increase of area, the forces become more 
potent and less amenable to restraint by man. This State is threatened with the 



destruction that has overcome other countries of longer periods of inhabitation. Large 
tracts of America which once were rich and populous are now deserted, the soil gone, 
the surface a sea of shifting sand, the air unbreathable, being laden with fine suspended 
dust. The bush fire is an important contributing cause of erosion. An Erosion Committee 
was recently appointed in this State. It deliberated and made a report. It is not intended, 
apparently, that it should sit continuously or at intervals. It is essential that it or some 
similar body should devote itself to the problem. It is for such matters as the 
consideration of causes, and methods of prevention, of destruction of the soil and its 
products by (inter alia) bush fires, it has been recommended that a land utilization body 
be instituted.  

The greater part of what is to be discussed under the title of this chapter may be 
conveniently set forth in relation to the part which the Forests Commission ought to 
take in respect of the matters falling under this title.  

Forests Commission.—It is acknowledged that the terms of this Inquiry do not 
permit of an examination of the internal management of any department. But in 
considering what measures ought in future to be taken to protect life and property, 
certain matters of departmental internal management emerge.  

Departmental Divisions.—It is recommended that the Forests Commission 
recognize and provide for the efficient exercise of three major functions, namely those 
of Commerce, Reclamation and Rehabilitation. It has been found that the Commission 
has been too closely pre-occupied with questions of revenue production to the 
comparative exclusion of considerations of reclamation and rehabilitation. Both 
reclamation and rehabilitation of forests bear a close relationship to the questions of 
prevention of fire and protection of life and property. Each department should be placed 
in charge of experts in each such sphere; the three should work under the authority and 
guidance of the Commission’s Chief Fire Officer. The influence of commercial 
enterprises upon prevention and protection of life and property has been examined. 
The responsibility and past misconduct of the several classes of forest commercial 
undertaking have been discussed.  

The influence of the lack of any real plan of reclamation is to be found in those 
areas which have been milled, either by the cutting of selected trees or by the cutting of 
all timber. Such areas are for the most parts tracts of devastation, in which the miller’s 
waste, old logs, dead trees, scrub and bracken are found in a dangerous abundance. 
Every such area is a source of danger of origin of fires and of the promotion and 
acceleration of fires invading such an area, The reclamation department of the 
Commission should clear these areas by means of light fire and mobile equipment until 
they have been brought to a condition in which they are fit for rehabilitation as forests 
by the proper department. The process of reclamation, being progressive, would 
provide a safeguard which, unlike some preventive and protective works, would 
ultimately lead to profit. As many of the operations involved in and related to re-
afforestation provide incidentally safeguards against outbreak and spread of fire, the 
combined operations of the reclamation and rehabilitation departments would tend to 
result in both profit and safety.  

Control of all Forests.—The Forests Commission should be placed in complete 
control, for fire prevention and suppression purposes, of all forests, except in those 
areas in respect of which it has been recommended that they should be exempted from 
control by any other department. 



Control of Graziers.—Not all graziers burn their areas. Classification of grazing 
lands by classes, determined by the fact of whether burning is practised by graziers or 
not, should be made. In some areas where illegal burning is persistent and where the 
returns from grazing are not large, graziers should be excluded from the forest. In areas 
where illegal burning is practised and where the returns are profitable, either strict 
patrols should be maintained and prosecutions launched under the law its suggested 
slightly altered form to facilitate proof, or the system of agistment with effective patrols 
and herdsmen should be substituted for that of letting specified areas for grazing. 
 

Control of Campers.—The Commission should be empowered to define camping 
areas, within its territory, for tourists and holiday campers and to regulate and police 
the conduct of campers therein.  

Control of Miners and Others Entering the Forest.—Control of miners and others 
in its territory should be conferred upon the Commission.  

Forest Practice.—According to the Forestry Authorities of the world the first 
consideration of the forester is or ought to be, the prevention and suppression of fire. 
Prevention in the absolute degree being impossible, quick suppression is the imperative 
first step. For this purpose the following matters and practices are indispensable :—  

Early Detection.—Look-Out Towers.—Towers so placed that no part of the forest 
is beyond range of the vision of observers, should be placed throughout the forest. 
These towers should be in communication by telephone with a central body devoted to 
fire fighting, and as far as possible with  each other. Wireless transmitting sets whereby 
instructions may be given to ground patrols carrying small receiving sets are used in 
such towers in many parts of the world.   

Aerial Observers.—there are two forms of patrol, aerial and ground. The 
aeroplane has been used for detection work in other countries and of recent years in 
Victoria. There are in Victoria large tracts of rugged mountain country, uninhabited and 
far removed from habitation; the aeroplane is particularly valuable for detection of fires 
in such country. What is to be done in these regions, after detection, is a problem at 
present well nigh beyond solution. Being without roads or tracks, these extremely 
rugged and inaccessible forest fastness present a problem which apparently no one in 
this State feels competent to solve. The detection and ascertainment of the position of 
the fire in the forest, however inaccessible that position may be, has the advantage of 
placing the fire-fighting force in possession of accurate information upon which may be 
based a plan of disposition of forces to take protective measures at places which are 
accessible and thus to prevent the unfettered spread of the fire and to protect property 
which may lie in its path.  

The use of the aeroplane in Victoria, there being an entirely insufficient 
installation of look-out towers, has been general. But it is suggested that the use has 
been too restricted and could be valuable only if fires were to break out according to 
time-table. In the immediate past, on days of fire danger, the aeroplane has made a 
circuit of very wide range. It has, in its circuit passed over location “A” at 10 a.m., has 
quickly passed out of vision range of “A” and has not returned until next day or the next 
fire danger day. If firebreaks [sic] out at “A” at 10.10 a.m. it may be detected by some 
other means; it will not be detected by the aeroplane observer. The system of aeroplane 
observation should consist of a network operation by one or more machines. The 



aeroplane should carry a transmitting wireless set and the ground patrol or other 
ground body a receiving set. 

Compartmenting and Ground Patrols.—It is universal forest practice to 
endeavour to divide the forests into compartments. The compartment is valuable for 
more than one purpose. It enables the outbreak of fire to be kept within bounds within 
the compartment in which it originated. It gives quick and unimpeded access by ground 
fighting forces to the locality of the outbreak. The boundaries of the compartment 
constitute fire-lines which, according to their several characters, either of themselves 
act in some degree as fire-breaks or afford a safe base from which fire suppression 
operations may be conducted. The boundaries also provide means of egress for men in 
case of crown fires or ground fires of great intensity.  

The compartment boundaries may be :— 
(a) Fire-Lines.—These are mere narrow tracks, which have been cut and 

cleared and which are not intended to act as fire-breaks. They allow 
access by foot or horse. From them, burning-back work may be 
conducted, thereby removing the fuel from the path of the advancing 
fire.  

(b) Fire-breaks.—These consist of wider strips of forest land, cleared by 
cutting or burning or both and designed to impede the progress of fire. 
They may be left clear; or upon them green growth may be encouraged. 
They are of use also for ingress and egress of fighting forces and for 
burning back wherever they lie in the path of a fire of unusual severity. 
Tracks for the passage of vehicles may be constructed upon them.  

(c) Roads and Tracks.—These boundaries of compartments are of the 
greatest value. They admit of the rapid passage of motor vehicles and 
equipment and the carriage of water, for use in suppression work. The 
importance of roads even in small forests, cannot be too strongly 
stressed. In forest country such as exists in many parts of Victoria, they 
are a necessary part of every fire-fighting plan. The cost of construction 
of roads in some districts is heavy. The cost of severe fires is infinitely 
heavier. 

 

Machinery.—For the effectuation of any forest fire prevention plan, machinery 
is necessary. The cost of construction of roads by inefficient “relief workers” is 
comparatively enormous. With the aid of petrol-driven machinery, the cost, including 
the capital outlay for such machinery, would be greatly reduced. So it is, in connexion 
with many other forest operations which are conducted directly for the purpose of fire 
prevention or protection or which result, indirectly, in affording such prevention or 
protection. The necessity for such machinery has been recognized by the Commission, 
but the machinery has not been provided.  

Cost of Road-making, including Machinery therefor.—The cost of road-making 
ought to be added to the royalty rate payable by the sawmillers. At present, the 
sawmiller hauls or carries his produce from the logging area to the mill and from the 
mill to the nearest highway. His operations would be rendered much more profitable, 
over the course of the whole year, if roads were made available to him, even though it 
be conceded that in some parts of the State, during the snow season, roads are 
impassable during certain periods or that during the rainy season, certain roads are not 



usable. For the assistance and saving which would be afforded millers, it is just that they 
should be obliged to pay, out of decreased costs, and therefore increased profits, all or 
portion of the outlay.  

Motor Transport.—For the purpose of swift suppression of fires, motor 
transport is obviously necessary. The Commission has long recognized the fact. At 
present it has a fleet of motor vehicles which is not yet adequate. Motor vehicles are of 
great value for use in other forestry work.  

Water Conservation.—Water conservation in dams and tanks throughout the 
forest is necessary. It is useless and wasteful to spend money for this purpose, unless 
roads, transport, equipment and men are first supplied; or at least, unless the policy of 
providing such elements of the fire-fighting plan proceeds simultaneously with that of 
conserving water.   

Equipment.—Where roads, water and means of transport exist, motor pumps 
are used in other countries. It is doubtful whether, in the present state of fire 
precautions work, they could be used to effect. Their range would appear to be 
restricted by physical conditions at present. They could be usefully introduced to 
certain limited areas where road-making and water conservation have progressed. They 
should be installed wherever and whenever conditions warrant their introduction. The 
requisite personal equipment of each fire-fighter is too well known to require 
elaboration here. It is suggested that fire “foams” should be added to the equipment of 
those whose part in fighting is to quell fire by the application of water. These are in use 
in some parts of the United States of America. They consist of a mixture, details of which 
are set forth by Professor Folweiler in his “Theory and Practice of Forest Fire Protection 
in the United States”, 1937 edition. They add to the efficacy of water, with which they 
are used, by producing a “blanket” which smothers fire.  

Equipment Depots.—It is recommended that stores of suppression equipment 
for the use of volunteers or persons employed casually for fire-fighting should be 
permanently maintained at convenient positions, having regard to the degree of fire risk 
and to the accessibility of the forest region.  

Enrolment of Outside Forces.—A scheme of enrolment of persons not employed 
by the Forests Commission and willing to engage in suppression work should be 
instituted for the purpose of forming a body similar to and for the purposes suggested 
under the heading ” Enrolment of Volunteers” (page 24 supra).  

Burning.—It has already been recommended that the Forests Commission must 
recognize the necessity of protective burning in its areas. It is not suggested that the 
practice be followed in mountain ash country, except to a small extent, where necessity 
demands that it should be done. In all other parts, where less valuable timber, less 
susceptible to fire, occurs, this method of prevention of outbreak and spread cannot, 
either in the public or private interest, be ignored.  

Staff.—It has already been stated that the Forests Commission field staff is 
ludicrously inadequate. The fact of their numbers in relation to the multiplicity of duties 
which devolves upon them and to the area of the forests which they are expected to 
maintain and protect calls up the recollection of Lewis Carroll’s “forty maids with forty 
mops.”  

Forestry Officers and Local Conditions.—It is reluctantly that any suggestion is 
made which, if it were acted upon, would delay the realization of an officer’s expectation 
of advancement. The esteem in which your Commissioner holds forestry officers as a 



class has already been expressed. With that preface, it is recommended that each 
forestry officer should be stationed in one district for as long a time as is practicable and 
consistent with justice to the officer. Thorough knowledge of local forest lore and of the 
district generally is essential for the efficient discharge of the officer’s duty ; and, what is 
equally important, the recognition by the local rural populace that the officer had such 
knowledge and was efficient would do a great deal to establish the officer in the 
estimation of the people, as a person competent to speak with authority upon questions 
of prevention and suppression and to direct their efforts in time of emergency. 

Policy.—All fire prevention and protection measures are progressive and 
recurrent. No 
step in field operations can be done once and for all time. There must be, over the years 
a 
turning back to and repeating of the operation already done. The forest is not static and 
the protecting hand of man can never be idle. It is therefore necessary that a general 
plan must be formulated, and, with modifications to suit each district, pursued. Such a 
plan is in the course protecting hand of man can never be idle. It is therefore necessary 
that a general plan must be 
of erection by the Chief Fire Officer of the Forests Commission. If it is to be successful, 
its formulation and application must be left in the hands of the experts of the Forests 
Commission.  

Finance.—The Forests Commission protests that it has insufficient funds at its 
disposal and that such funds are available irregularly, both in time of payment and 
amount. In the absence of any criterion by which the amount necessary for the 
management of the forests may be judged, it is difficult, and would be unsafe, to make a 
positive finding on the question of the amount. But by the intrinsic evidence supplied by 
the proven insufficiency of the staff, it does appear probable that the Commission’s 
complaint is justified. There can be no doubt of the justice of the complaint that the 
moneys made available for field operations are paid to the Forests Commission 
irregularly, both in point of time and amount.  

All forestry operations, including those of fire precaution, are progressive and 
recurrent. It is necessary that the Forests Commission should be able to plan its 
expenditure for some considerable time in advance of the operations which are to be 
carried out by such expenditure. The fact is self-evident. This course the Forests 
Commission has never been able to follow. Its income of moneys for expenditure in the 
field is uncertain. It varies from time to time by many thousands of pounds. In recent 
years a large amount of such moneys has been removed from the control of the 
Commission, to that of the Minister of Forests, so that in addition to irregularity there is 
complete deprivation of control of a substantial part of such moneys. The sources of 
moneys for expenditure by the Forests Commission, are the Forestry Fund, Loan 
Moneys, Government Grants and Grants by the Employment Council.  

The Forestry Fund.— Section 37 of the Forests Act 1928 is as follows : —  
“(1) There shall be established and kept in the Treasury an account 

to be called the Forestry Fund.  
(2) There shall in each financial year be paid out of the consolidated 

revenue into the said fund—  
(a) the sum of Forty thousand pounds ; and  



(b) in addition when the gross amount received in such year from 
royalties leases licences permits authorities and the sale of 
forest produce under this Act exceeds Eighty thousand 
pounds a sum equivalent to one-half of the gross amount 
received therefrom in excess of Eighty thousand pounds; 

 and the consolidated revenue is hereby to the necessary extent appropriated 
accordingly.  

(3) The said fund shall be applicable to and available only for the 
payment thereout in each financial year of such sums for the improvement of 
and re-forestation of State forests and the development of forestry and any 
special purposes under sections twenty or twenty-one of this Act as the 
Governor-in-Council on the recommendation of the Commission directs.”  

Sections 20 and 21 referred to in the foregoing Section direct the Forests 
Commission to make provision out of available moneys for the general management of 
the forests and the commercial disposal of their produce. During the recent period of 
financial depression the amount of £40,000 referred to was reduced to £32,000 and has 
not been restored. The permanent staff of the Commission is paid with moneys from the 
fund.  

Loan and Government Grant Moneys.—These are moneys made available 
respectively from loan moneys and grants made by Government from time to time.  

Unemployment Relief Moneys.—-These are moneys granted on the 
recommendation of 
the Employment Council for expenditure on the employment of relief workers for forest 
field 
work. From January, 1933, to January, 1939, the Employment Council from time to time 
recommended that there be made available sums of money for expenditure on the 
employment 
of relief workers. Much of the work which was done by expenditure of relief moneys in 
that 
period was for the purpose of fire prevention and protection. Up to September, 1935, 
the 
allotment of these moneys was made either upon a schedule of works, showing the 
places where such  works were  to be  carried out  and lodged  by the Commission  with 
its application  for relief 
moneys, or for expenditure in areas to be selected by the Commission. In September, 
1935, the manner of allotment of relief moneys was changed and during that month and 
thereafter up to January, 1939, and presumably since then, if later allotments have been 
made, the complete control of the expenditure of relief moneys was and has been given 
to the Minister of Forests.  

These facts are revealed by a file of the Forests Commission, for which your 
Commissioner called when seeking to investigate the validity of the Forests 
Commission’s plea of insufficiency of money for fire prevention and protection work.  

There appears on the file a letter, which marks the change of policy and which 
is dated 27th September, 1935, from the Secretary to the Premier to the Acting 
Chairman of the Forests Commission, the relevant part of which letter is as follows :—  



“With reference to your memorandum of the 16th instant addressed to the Honorable the 
Minister of Forests relative to suggested additional unemployment relief works, I am directed to inform 
you that the Government, on the recommendation of the Employment Council, and subject to the approval 
of the Governor-in-Council, which is being sought, has approved of a grant of Twenty thousand pounds 
(£20,000) being made to the Forests Commission, from the National Recovery Loan Fund (1935-36), for 
the undertaking, as early as practicable, of the silvicultural treatment of hardwood forests in areas to be 
selected by the Honorable the Minister of Forests, having regard, inter alia, to the volume of local seasonal 
work available in the vicinity of such areas.”  

Part of a similar letter, dated 22nd February, 1936, from the Secretary to the 
Premier to the Chairman of the Forests Commission and which deals with grants from 
the National Recovery (Unemployed Relief) Loan Fund, to the Country Roads Board and 
the Forests Commission, is as follows :—  

“(1) Road Works.—The road works to be carried out shall be Items 1, 2, 3 - . of the Schedule 
submitted by the Country Roads Board ....... .  

(2) Forests Works. The works to be undertaken by the Forests Commission shall consist of 
silvicultural treatment and fire protection works in hardwood forest areas to be selected by the Honorable 
the Minister of Forests.”  

 . . . . . . . . . . 
(The italics have been supplied by your Commissioner.  

Thereafter, moneys were allotted by the Employment Council for expenditure 
in areas to be “selected“, “determined” or “approved” by the Minister of Forests.  

The following table of moneys available to the Forests Commission for 
expenditure in recent years shows the variation of amount from year to year. It should 
be borne in mind that since September, 1935, the Commission has not had control over 
the expenditure of Unemployment Relief moneys, which constitute more than half such 
available moneys :—  

 

The Employment Council is concerned with the providing of employment for 
men whose need is urgent. It, therefore, sets a limit, on occasion, to the period within 
which money granted by it may be spent. In some districts at certain times because of 
climatic conditions, it is impracticable to carry out prevention and suppression work 
within the prescribed period. This adds a further embarrassment to the Commission’s 
problem of obtaining men and money for its field work.  



This Report now turns from the foregoing general matters to those of a more 
particular nature.  

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AT MILLS.  
Tops and Waste.—It is suggested that tops and waste be burned by or under the 

direct supervision of forestry officers of the Forests Commission and that the cost 
thereof be added to the royalty rate payable by the miller.  

Clearing About Mills.—It is suggested that clearing about mills should be of 
greater radius than it has been heretofore, and that it should within its area include all 
huts and cottages of mill-workers and all buildings and erections generally. The clearing 
should be devoid of trees and scrub of whatever kind and should extend at least five 
chains beyond the outer-most buildings of the mill and mill settlement. A further area, 
to a distance to be determined by the local fire authority, should be burned off beyond 
such clearing, if such burning-off appears to the local authority to be desirable.  

Water.—At each mill there should be installed a water supply adequate for 
purposes of fire fighting and stored in such manner as may be likely to conserve the 
supply against evaporation and depletion by use for other purposes. The conditions of 
climate, natural water supply and fire risk are so diverse throughout the State, that it is 
not desirable to prescribe any one method of conservation. The method of conservation 
should be prescribed for each district, and, within each district, should recognize the 
relevant conditions affecting the safety of life and property at each mill. The State Fire 
Authority, on the advice of the local authority, should determine the matter. All water 
conveyed from streams or reservoirs, should be conveyed by buried metal piping. The 
use of an exposed pipe or wooden flume for the purpose of conveying water to a mill or 
mill-settlement, should be made an offence at law.  

Suggested Removal of Mills from Forest.—There are forest regions in Victoria 
which are particularly dangerous fire areas. Of these regions it can never be said that 
their mills are quite safe at all times or that, at some times, any mill is reasonably safe. 
Much discussion took place, during the Inquiry, concerning the advisability of moving 
mills out of the forests. Your Commissioner recommends that such a general policy for 
the whole of the State ought not to be considered. Generally speaking, in most areas, 
mills can be made safe both in respect for life and property. The miller is the best judge 
of the best methods of economically conducting his business. Almost without exception 
he has placed his mill in the forest. It is suggested that it would be unjust to interfere 
with this established practice where there is no real necessity, on grounds of safety, for 
change. The suggestion for removal was sponsored by a party who was represented 
before the Commission of Inquiry and who fears the possibility of the incursion of 
millers into its hitherto inviolate forest territory. If all millers were excluded from all 
forests, no such fear would trouble the party in question.  

But it is recommended that in areas of extreme fire danger, the future policy of 
the Forests Commission should be directed to the non-admittance of new mills to such 
dangerous areas, and to the future removal of such mills as are now in those areas. Such 
a policy finds support in the fact that in many cases a mill has been destroyed by fires on 
more than one occasion, on the same site.  

It is suggested that it would be unjust to place one miller under a disadvantage 
in his competition with others. It is possible that the mill operating outside the forest 
would do so at a greater overhead expense than would the mill inside the forest. If this 
be so, the matter might be equalized by royalty rate concessions in favour of the outside 



mill. In cases where the Forests Commission decided to order the removal from the 
forest of a mill established in the forest, the miller could be recouped the cost of removal 
by an added, similar concession. In either the case of the removal of the established mill 
or the refusal to the intended new mill of permission to set up in the forest, the matters 
of disadvantage to the owners of such mills, if there were disadvantages, might be 
adjusted by the loading of the royalty rate payable by millers who were not so affected.  

Turning Places on Roads.—There should be provided on all single-track or 
narrow-track roads in dangerous areas turning places for vehicles.  

Standing Dead Timber Near Roads.—Such standing dead timber as may threaten 
the safety of roads or vehicle tracks from mill and other forest settlements to main 
roads should be felled. The same precaution should be taken in the case of all roads in 
densely forested areas. The more immediate need for the taking of such precautions 
exists in the case of the first-mentioned class of roads.  

Dug-Outs.—The construction of dug-outs at all mill settlements, and at winches 
during the fire danger season, should be compulsory. Objection to the construction of 
dug-outs at winches was made, during the Inquiry, on the ground of the expense of 
construction. Generally speaking the winch is moved to a new site about three times in 
the course of a year. It is probable that the occupation of only one site coincides with the 
fire-danger season. It was admitted by objectors that in most kinds of country the cost 
of construction would be small.  

The design of the dug-out, despite the test to which dug-outs were subjected by 
the fires of January, 1939, is a matter for the most careful consideration, of which only 
technicians are capable. It is true that the efficacy of dug-outs in fires such as those of 
January, 1939, appears to have been proved. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that 
hasty generalization is dangerous, It is recommended that the matter be submitted to 
experts, of which there are many in the Public Service; and that such experts determine 
the best manner of construction.  

It is suggested that, in the event of this recommendation being acted upon, the 
experts should particularly consider the questions of ventilation, air-purification, 
location, design (for example whether tunnel, or tunnel with cross chamber, or in flat 
country, shaft and drive), baffles for both for air and smoke, storage of water inside 
dugouts, supply of medicaments (for example for prevention or relief of temporary 
blindness and inflammation of the eyes), water sprays and restoratives; the direction in 
which the entrance to the dug-out should face; the question of exposed timbers and 
sheet iron; and the various other suggestions which appear in the transcript of 
evidence. It is suggested that it is essential that technicians who may be considering the 
matter, should read such parts of the transcript as relate to the matter of dug-outs 
generally.  

While your Commissioner refrains from making suggestions upon the technical 
matters last referred to he feels that if any system of compulsory installation of dug-outs 
is to be successful, the dug-outs must be of simple design, and as free as possible from 
mechanical appurtenances, which, because of neglect, may be found to be unworkable 
in time of emergency.  

Surroundings of Dug-outs.—It should be mandatory that an area of six chains in 
diameter, having as its centre the entrance to the dug-out, should be kept clear of all 
trees and scrub, buildings, and material of whatsoever kind. Stores of petrol and oil, 
stacks of firewood and all other stores of inflammable material should be kept at such 



considerable distance from the dug out entrance as the State Fire Authority may decide; 
and in such a position that in the event of explosion or ignition, smoke fumes or heat 
caused thereby will be unlikely to enter the dug-out. Generally, it will be found to be 
safe to keep such material at a place south or east of the dug-out.  

Much of what has been recommended as falling within the special field of the 
Forests Commission has already been practised, to a too limited extent, by the Forests 
Commission. 

Much of what has been suggested should, if it is to be implemented, be left to 
the technical officers of the Commission for its detailed development and application to 
forest management.  
 

 

———————————— 
 

 

CHAPTER VI.  
THE   RESPONSIBILITY   OF   THE   FORESTS   COMMISSION.  

 

The terms of the Commission of Inquiry cast no duty upon your Commissioner 
to investigate or pronounce judgment upon the subject of the title of this chapter. But, 
by implication, censure may well rest, perhaps unjustly, upon the Forests Commission 
unless the possibility of an excuse for its failure in respect of some matters be 
demonstrated. The purpose of this short chapter is to go no further than the raising of 
that possibility. It is clear that a body charged with the management of an estate cannot 
safely be held to be answerable for its conduct unless such body has been a free agent in 
full control of its affairs.  

It has already been shown that a large portion of the moneys available for 
expenditure upon fire prevention works has been taken from the control of the 
Commission. Your Commissioner has not investigated the manner in which such portion 
has been applied, it having been his opinion that the terms of his Commission do not 
admit of such an inquiry. But he has felt obliged to consider the possible result of the 
altered control of these moneys.  

The matter may be put in the form of a statement of broad principle, namely 
that when it is found that a body has been deprived of a substantial part of the means 
which ordinarily enable it properly to discharge its duty, it ought not, without further 
investigation, to be held responsible for failure in that full degree of achievement which 
might reasonably have been expected of it, had it been left untrammelled to pursue its 
own course. 

 

CHAPTER VII.  
THE DESIRABILITY OF ESTABLISHING THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE FORESTS 
       COMMISSION.  



As an addendum to the chapters which deal with the subject of the measures to 
be taken to prevent the outbreak of fires and to protect life and property, this chapter is 
written for the purpose of recommending that the Forests Commission be in future 
placed in full control of the management and protection of the forests.  

The degree on independence which it is intended by the Forests Commission Act 
1928 that the Forests Commission should enjoy is not clear; nor is the scope of 
ministerial authority over the Forests Commission defined. It is recommended that the 
statute be amended in such a way as to place these questions beyond doubt.  

Whether the Minister of Forests was entitled by law to exercise the function of 
expending upon fire prevention and protection works moneys which had theretofore 
been controlled by the Forests Commission, and whether the Employment Council was 
entitled to impose a condition which ensured that only the Minister should control the 
expenditure of such moneys, are matters which, although they are open to doubt, are of 
little importance in their relationship to the matters for inquiry.  

The gravamen of the subject may be stated in two distinct propositions:— 
(a) Forestry being a science, and its practice and art, understandable only by 

technicians, it is undesirable that control of moneys to be expended 
upon the maintenance and protection of forests should be given to any 
person who, in forestry matters, is a layman.  

(b) The control of moneys in the manner which has been discussed is open to 
abuse. It admits of the expenditure of public money in a manner 
designed to advance an interest not connected with forestry. It admits 
of the subordination to that interest of the very important question of 
safeguarding of our forests.  

—————————— 
 

CONCLUSION.   
It has been the aim of your Commissioner to compress this Report within as 

narrow compass as he finds it possible to do without abandonment or rejection of any 
matter which might possibly be of assistance to any person or body who may be minded 
to consider these recommendations. The method of direct statement, shorn of 
argument, has been largely adopted.  

The gist of the several matters discussed in this Report might have been 
rendered more readily understandable had a concluding summary been appended. But 
as the Report is itself, for the greater part, a précis or summary, the further 
summarizing of its contents was thought to be inappropriate.  

Your Commissioner wishes to record his gratitude for the assistance given him 
by Mr. Gregory Gowans, of the Victorian Bar, who was briefed to assist the Commission, 
and who, during long periods of physical discomfort which the official party was caused 
to suffer by the coincidence of a heat wave with your Commissioner’s country tour, 
rendered very real and unfailing service to your Commissioner.    

The thanks of your Commissioner are also tendered to Mr. P.A. Carbines, of the 
Crown Solicitor’s Office, who acted as Secretary to the Commission, and to Senior 
Constable J. E. Hutchinson, who as chauffeur and orderly, did more than his duty in 
ministering to the comfort and safe conduct of the party.  



All of which your Commissioner has the honour to submit for Your Excellency’s 
consideration.  

As witness my hand this sixteenth day of May, One thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-nine.  

 

LEONARD E. B. STRETTON  
 

For Ministers,  
 F. W. MANN.  

________________________ 
By Authority: T. RIDER, Acting Government Printer, Melbourne 
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